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The quantization of physical systems moving on group and symmetric spaces
has been an area of active and on-going research over the past three decades. It
is shown in this work that it is possible to introduce a representation independent
propagator for a real, separable, connected and simply connected Lie group with
irreducible, square integrable representations. For a given set of kinematical variables
this propagator is a single generalized function independent of any particular choice
of fiducial vector and the irreducible representations of the Lie group generated by
these kinematical variables, which nonetheless, correctly propagates each element
of a continuous representation based on the coherent states associated with these
kinematical variables.

Furthermore, it is shown that it is possible to construct regularized lattice phase-
space path integrals for a real, separable, connected and simply connected Lie group
with irreducible, square integrable representations, and although the configuration
space is in general a multidimensional curved manifold, it is shown that the resulting
lattice phase-space path integral has the form of a lattice phase-space path integral on
a multidimensional flat manifold. Hence, a novel and extremely natural phase-space
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path integral quantization is obtained for general physical systems whose kinematical
variables are the generators of a connected and simply connected Lie group. This
novel phase-space path integral quantization is (a) more general than, (b) exact, and
(c) free from the limitations of the previously considered path integral quantizations
of free physical systems moving on group manifolds.

To illustrate the general theory, a representation independent propagator is ex¬

plicitly constructed for SU(2) and the affine group.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In non-relativistic quantum mechanics the states of a quantum mechanical system
are given by unit vectors, such as ip, (p, or 77, in some complex, separable Hilbert space
H. For a single canonical degree of freedom problem the basic kinematical variables
are represented on H by two unbounded self-adjoint operators P, the momentum,
and Q, the position, with a common dense invariant domain D. These operators

satisfy the Canonical (Heisenberg) Commutation Relation (CCR)

10, pj =u,

where ft = 1. Let P(P,Q) be the Hamilton operator of a quantum system, then
the time evolution of this quantum system in the state ip € D("H) is given by the
time-dependent Schrodinger equation

idtip{t) = H{P,Q)ip(t).

Since only self-adjoint operators may be exponentiated to give one-parameter uni¬
tary groups which give the dynamics of a quantum system, it will always be as¬
sumed that the Hamilton operator is essentially self-adjoint, i.e. its closure is self-
adjoint. If the Hamilton operator is not explicitly time dependent then a solution
to Schrodinger’s equation is given in terms of the strongly continuous one-parameter
unitary Schrodinger group, U(t) = exp {—OH), by

iP(t") = U(t"-t')iP(t').

For a single particle system one traditionally chooses for the Hilbert space H
the spaces L2(lR,dq), or L2(lR,dp). On these Hilbert spaces the basic kinematical
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variables P and Q are realized by the following two unbounded symmetric operators
—id/dq and q, or p and id/dp, respectively. These operators are essentially self-adjoint
on the dense subspace S(M) of L2(JR), the space of infinitely often differentiable
functions that together with their derivatives fall off faster than the inverse of any
polynomial. Furthermore, since these operators leave S(1R) invariant, one can choose
S(1R) C L2(1R) as the common dense invariant domain for these operators. One
calls these operators together with their common dense invariant domain S(R) the
Schródinger representation on q-space, or on p-space, which is denoted by ip(q) 6
S(]R) or xp(p) £ S(1R), respectively (cf. [11, Appendix V]).

However, we would like to emphasize that there is nothing sacred about this
choice of representation other than the time-honored custom of doing so. One can also
choose one of the so-called continuous representations based on canonical coherent
states (cf. [60]). In this representation the states are given by certain bounded,
continuous, square integrable functions of two real parameters p and q. We denote
these functions by ^(p, q). The functions xpT)(p, q) span a subspace L2(H2) of L2(1R2),
where the subscript 77 denotes a unit fiducial vector in the Hilbert space H on which the
canonical coherent states are based. Let r¡(x) € L2(]R) be a fixed normalized function
and ip(x) e L2(1R) be arbitrary, then an explicit representation of the functions
ip,1{p,q) can be given as follows

From this form of the representation it may be seen that one obtains the Schródinger
representation in q-space or in p-space in appropriate limits. In particular, one obtains
the Schródinger representation on q-space by suitably scaling the ipv(p, q) so that the
scaled fiducial vector approaches in the limit a delta function, and the Schródinger
representation on p-space as the fiducial vector approaches the indicator function of
2R times the constant etpg (see [61]).



With each of these various representations one can associate a propagator:

in q-space by

t") = J JW,Í"; t')dq\
in p-space by

x¡>{p",t") = J L(p",t"-,p',t')ip{p',t')dp',
and finally in the continuous representation based on canonical coherent states by

Of course each one of these propagators generally depends on the representation one

has chosen. Physically, these propagators represent the probability amplitude for the
quantum system under discussion to undergo a transition from an initial configuration
to some final configuration, and they contain all the relevant dynamical information
for the quantum system. Let us ask whether it is possible to find a single propagator
K{p", q", t"\p\ q', t') such that

holds for an arbitrary fiducial vector. Stated otherwise, is there a propagator that is
independent of the chosen continuous representation, but which, nonetheless, propa¬
gates the elements of any representation space L2(IR2) in such a way that they stay in
the representation space L2(1R2)? The answer is yes. We now outline the construction
of this propagator for the Heisenberg Weyl group; for an alternative construction of
this propagator see Klauder [65].
1.1 The Fiducial Vector Independent Propagator for the Heisenberg Weyl Group

Let P, Q, and I be an irreducible, self-adjoint representation of the Heisenberg
algebra, [Q, P] = il,h = 1, [Q, I] = [P, I] = 0 on H. Then for an arbitrary normalized
vector 77 € H define the following set of states

= -4=V(p,9) 77,
V27t

v{p, 9)
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where V(p,q) = exp(—iqP) exp(ipQ). In fact these states are the familiar canonical
coherent states which form a strongly continuous, overcomplete family of states for
a fixed, normalized fiducial vector rj G H and they admit the following resolution of
identity:

¡H = J r}{P,Q)(v{P,q),‘)dpdq.
The map : H —► L2(1R2, dpdq), defined for any ip G H by:

[cvip](p,q) = MpiQ) = (v{p,q),Tp) =

yields a representation of the Hilbert space H by bounded, continuous, square inte¬
grable functions on a proper closed subspace L2(1R2) of L2(1R2). Using the resolution
of identity one finds

V'rj(P) q) — J fCT,{p,q\p',q')tPr,{p',q')dp'dq',
where,

= (p(p^).7?(p'>9')) = (v, * (p , q)v (p , q')-^v)
is the reproducing kernel, which is the kernel of a projection operator from L2(IR2)
onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2(IR2). Let D be the common dense
invariant domain of P and Q that is also invariant under V(p,q), then one can easily
show that the following relations hold on D:

-idQV(p,q) = V(p,q)P, (1.2)
(q + idp)V'(p,q) = V(p,q)Q. (1.3)

Notice, that the operator V*(p,q) intertwines the representation of the Heisenberg-
algebra on the Hilbert space H, with the representation of the Heisenberg-algebra
by right invariant differential operators on any one of the reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces L2(1R2). Furthermore, these differential operators are essentially self-adjoint
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and an appropriate core for these operators is given by the continuous representation
of D, D,, = £,,(£)). Let H^P, Q) be the essentially self-adjoint Hamilton operator of
a quantum system on H, then using the intertwining relations (1.2) and (1.3) one
finds for the time evolution of an arbitrary element ipv(p, q,t) of D,, C L2(1R2) the
following

^(P,9,<) = J Kr,(p, q, t-p', q\ q\ t')dp'dq'
where,

Kv{p,q,t\p',Q'\t') =
= (T](p, q), exp[—z(i - Q)]rj(p', q'))
= (v,-i=V*(p,q)exp[-i(t - t')'H(P, Q)]V(p', q')—y==r})

V27T v27T
= exp[—i(í - t')^(-^9» Q + idp)\(*h -4=^*(p> q)V{p',q')~i=v),y/7T V^TT

where the closure of the Hamilton operator has been denoted by the same symbol.
This construction holds for any 77 G H, therefore, one can choose any complete or-

in H and write down the following propagatorthonormal system {<^}

K(p,q,t,p',q',t') =
OO

Let us now evaluate T-tr[V*(p,q)V(p',q')\. Let {^/(z)}^ and {iPki^jkL 1 be two
complete orthonormal systems in L2(1R). Then using the representation in (1.1) we
can formally write
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the fourth line follows from using the completeness relations for the </>/(x) and ^(x).
Hence, the propagator K(p,q,t]p',q',t') is given by:

K{p,q,t-,p',q',t') = exp[-i(t - t?)H(-idq, q + idp)]6(p - p')S(q - q'). (1.4)
As shown in [65] this propagator propagates the elements of any reproducing kernel
Hilbert space L2(1R2) correctly, i.e.

V;rí(p,9,í) = (1-5)
The propagator in (1.4) is clearly independent of the chosen fiducial vector. A suf¬
ficiently large set of test functions for this propagator is given by C(1R2) n L2(1R2),
where C(2R2) is the set of all continuous functions on 1R2. Hence, every element of
L2(R2) is an allowed test function for this propagator. From (1.4) it is easily seen
that the fiducial vector independent propagator is a weak solution to Schrodinger’s
equation, i.e.

idtK(p, q, t; p', q\ t') = q + idp)K(p, q, t\p', q', t')
Taking in (1.4) the limit t t' one finds the following initial value problem

idtK(p,q,t-,p',q',t') = /H(—idq,q + idp)K(p,q,t,p',q' ,t')
lim K{p,q,t\p',q',t') = 6(p - p') 6{q - q'). (1-6)
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We now interpret (1.6) as a Schródinger equation appropriate to two separate and in¬
dependent canonical degrees of freedom. Hence, p and q are viewed as “coordinates,”
and we are looking at the irreducible Schródinger representation of a special class of
two-variable Hamilton operators, ones where the classical Hamiltonian is restricted
to have the form Ti{k,q — x) instead of the most general form 7i(k,x,q,p). In fact
the operators given by equation (1.2) and (1.3) are elements of the right invariant
enveloping algebra of a two dimensional Schródinger representation. Based on this
interpretation following standard procedures (cf. [63]) one can give the fiducial vec¬
tor independent propagator for the Heisenberg Weyl group the following regularized
standard phase space lattice prescription:

K(p,q,t]p,q',t')

lim
N-+OC

exp{i ^[xJ+i/2(pj+i - Pj) + kj+i/2(qj+i
J J j=o

Qj)

N N

tH.(/Cj-|-i/2, (?j+1 + qj)/2 Xj+1/2)]} J"J dpjdqj
3=1 3=0

dkj+i/2dXj+\/2
(2^? ?

where (pN+uqN+i) = (p,q), (p0,9o) = (p',Q')> and c = (< - ?)/(N + 1). Observe
that the Hamiltonian has been used in the special form dictated by the differential
operators in equations (1.2) and (1.3) and that Weyl ordering has been adopted.
After a change of variables (see [65]) the fiducial vector independent propagator for
the Heisenberg Weyl Group becomes

K{p,q,t;p',q',t') =

lim
N-+OC

~ Pj) ~ xj+l/2ÍPj+l

N

+ kj+i/2(qj+i - q3) - e'H(kj+i/2,Xj+i/2)]}Y\dpjdqj
j=1

Taking an improper limit by interchanging the limit with respect to N with the
integrals one finds the following formal standard phase space path integrals

K(p, q, t\p1, q1, t1) = M f exp < i [[xp + kq — H(k,q — x)]dt \ VpVqVkVx,

N

3=0

dkj+i/2dXj+i/2
(27T)2
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and

K(p,q,t;p',q',t') =M Jexp J [qp - xp + kq - H(k,x)]dt^ VpVqVkVx,
4

respectively.

Despite the fact that the fiducial vector independent propagator has been con¬
structed as a propagator appropriate to two (canonical) degrees of freedom, it is
nonetheless true that its classical limit refers to a single (canonical) degree of freedom

(cf. [65]).1.1.1Examples of the Fiducial Vector Independent Propagator1.1.1.1Vanishing Hamiltonian

We now look at two examples of the fiducial vector independent propagator. Our
first example is that of the vanishing Hamiltonian which leads to

K{p,q,t]p',q',t') M exp (qp + kq — xp)dt VpVqVkVx

AfJ exp J qpdt'j 5{g} 5{p)VpVq
S(p-p')S(q- q').

This is of course a trivial example; however, it shows that the fiducial vector inde¬
pendent propagator fulfills the correct initial condition as is expected from equation
(1.6).1.1.1.2The Hamiltonian H = (P2 + u;2(32)/2

The second example we consider is that of the Hamiltonian ?^(A:,x) = (k2 +
u2x2)/2. Here the fiducial vector independent propagator takes the following form:

K(p,q,t;p',q',t')
VpVqVkVx
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_ csc(u/T/2)
47r¿

X exP + + ^cot(u;r/2)
where T = t — t'. This is an unusual result for the propagator of the harmonic os¬

cillator. This result has the appearance of a propagator for a two- dimensional free

particle in a uniform magnetic field (cf. [37, p. 64]). However, when one brings up
an element of any of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces L7(]R7) then this prop¬

agator acts like the conventional propagator for the harmonic oscillator. Moreover,
in the appropriate limits one can recover the usual propagators in the Schródinger
representation (see [65]).

1.2 General Overview of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into six chapters and three appendices. The first chapter
is this introduction and the last chapter is a conclusion. The results of our research
are contained in chapters 3, 4, and 5. The three appendices have been added to make
this thesis reasonably self-contained.

In chapter 2 we discuss the construction of path integrals on group and symmetric
spaces. In section 2.1 we review the Feynman path integral on flat, group, and sym¬
metric spaces. Section 2.2 is devoted to the study of group coherent states associated
with a compact group and the construction of coherent state path integrals based on

group coherent states associated with a compact group.
In chapter 3 we introduce the notations and basic definitions used throughout

the thesis. The main result of this chapter is Theorem 3.2.1, in which we derive an

operator version of the generalized Maurer-Cartan form.
Chapter 4 contains the construction of the representation independent propagator

for a real, separable, locally compact, connected and simply connected Lie group with
irreducible, square integrable representations. We refer hereafter to a real, separable,
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locally compact, connected and simply connected Lie group1 with irreducible square

integrable representations2 as a general Lie group. For a given set of kinematical
variables this propagator is a single generalized function independent of any particular
choice of fiducial vector and the irreducible representation of the general Lie group

generated by these kinematical variables. In section 4.1 we define coherent states for
a general Lie group and prove Lemma 4.1.4 and the Corollary 4.1.5 which we apply in
the construction of the representation independent propagator and the construction
of regularized lattice phase-space path integral representations of the representation
independent propagator.

Prior to constructing the representation independent propagator for a general
Lie group, we construct in section 4.2 the representation independent propagator for
any real compact Lie group. It is shown in Theorem 4.2.2 that the representation
independent propagator for any compact group correctly propagates the elements of
any reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated with an arbitrary irreducible unitary
representation of G. As an example the representation independent propagator for
SU(2) is constructed.

In section 4.3 this construction is then suitably extended to a general Lie group

and we show in Theorem 4.4.2 that the result obtained in Theorem 4.2.2 holds for a
general Lie group. In Proposition 4.4.4 we establish that it is possible to construct
regularized phase-space path integrals for a general Lie group. Even though generally
the group space is a multidimensional curved manifold, it is shown that the resulting
phase-space path integral has the form of a lattice phase-space path integral on a mul¬
tidimensional flat manifold. Hence, we obtain a novel and very natural phase-space
path integral quantization for systems whose kinematical variables are the generators
of a general Lie group. To illustrate the general theory the representation independent
propagator for the affine group is constructed.

:See Appendix A.4 for a definition of these terms.
2See Section 4.1 and Appendix A.5 for the definition of these terms.
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In chapter 5 we discuss the classical limit of the representation independent prop¬
agator of a general Lie group and show that its classical limit refers indeed to the
degrees of freedom associated with the general Lie group. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 con¬
tain a detailed discussion of the classical limit of the coherent state propagator for

compact Lie groups and non-compact Lie groups.

In section 5.3 we prove that the equations of motion obtained from the action
functional of the representation independent propagator for a general Lie group imply
the equations of motion obtained from the most general action functional of the
coherent state propagator for a general Lie group (cf. Proposition 5.3.1).



CHAPTER 2
A REVIEW OF SOME MEANS TO DEFINE THE FEYNMAN PATH

INTEGRAL ON GROUP AND SYMMETRIC SPACES

This chapter is somewhat independent of the rest of this thesis and serves as

an introduction to some of the ways of constructing path integrals on group and

symmetric spaces. Our arguments will be largely heuristic, but we will confront the
issue again with rigor in chapter 4. In section 2.1 the construction of the Feynman
path integral on lRd, group, and symmetric spaces is discussed. Section 2.2 is devoted
to a preliminary study of group coherent states, we take this subject up in more
detail in chapter 4. The remaining part of section 2.2 is devoted to the construction
of coherent state path integrals based on group coherent states.

2.1 The Feynman Path Integral on lRd, Group, and Symmetric Spaces

2.1.1 Introduction

The year 1925 can be seen as the beginning of modern quantum mechanics
marked by the twx> almost simultaneously published papers of Heisenberg [52] and
Schrodinger [91]. The former proposes the formalism of matrix mechanics, while
the latter proposes the formalism of wrave mechanics. Schrodinger [92] first showed
that the two formulations are physically equivalent. Both of these approaches where
combined heuristically by Dirac [24] into a more general formulation of quantum
mechanics. The mathematically rigorous development of this general formulation of
quantum mechanics wTas subsequently carried out by von Neumann [104].

This general formulation of quantum mechanics is based on an analogy with the
Hamilton formalism of classical mechanics. It is well known that the Lagrangian

formalism of classical mechanics has almost no place in this general formulation of

12
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quantum mechanics, except in the suggestive derivation of Schrodinger’s wave equa¬
tion from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation by the substitution, S = -ih\n(ip), where S
denotes the Hamilton principal function.

The first hint of the possible importance of the Lagrangian in quantum mechanics
was given by Dirac [23]; he remarked that the quantum transformation {qt\qto) corre¬
sponds to the classical quantity exp[(i/fi) f* Ldt\. It was this remark by Dirac that
led Feynman in 1941, then a student at Princeton, to a new formulation of quantum
mechanics (see the account in [47, 126-129]). This new approach did certainly not
break any barriers that could not be overcome from the operator or Hamiltonian point
of view. Nevertheless, one might have gained in two ways from Feynman’s work [35]
and the ensuing work of other authors [21, 20, 22, 40, 58, 60, 61, 80, 97]. From a

practical point of view, as pointed out by Feynman [35], this approach to quantum
mechanics allows one to reduce a problem that involves the interaction of system A
with system B, to a problem, let us say, involving system A alone. This is clearly use¬
ful if one wants to restrict oneself to questions concerning only one system. Another

way one has benefitted from Feynman’s approach to quantum mechanics is in the
conceptual understanding of quantum mechanics, specifically in the understanding of
the connection of quantum mechanics and classical mechanics (cf. [22, 60, 61]).

There are several books and review articles on the subject of path integrals. The

selection presented is not meant to be comprehensive but is rather reflective of the
author’s taste. Feynman and Hibbs [37] give a heuristic introduction to the subject,
whereas Schulman [95], gives a more rigorous introduction to the Feynman path
integral on configuration space and considers a number of applications of the method
in different fields of physics. For a good and thorough introduction to the subject of
phase-space path integrals Klauder’s Bern Lecture Notes [58] and his Lectures [63]
are an excellent choice. The review articles by Berry and Mount [9] and Marinov [75]
also deserve to be mentioned. In addition, Kleinert’s [71] recently published book
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contains many applications of the path integral method to problems in quantum
mechanics, statistical, and polymer physics. Moreover, Inomata et al. [54] discuss
various techniques of path integration not covered in the aforementioned monographs.
2.1.2 The Feynman Path Integral on 1Rd

We will now describe a simple derivation of Feynman’s path integral on the basis
of the canonical formalism of quantum mechanics which was first published by To-
bocman [97]. The idea is to find an appropriate approximation for the time evolution
operator, U(t" -1') = exp\-(i/h)(t" - i')%] (introduced in chapter 1), at small times
and then to construct step by step the time evolution operator at finite times. We
start from the identity

U{t" - t') = [U((t" - t')/(N + 1))]*+1,

which holds for any N > 0. Let us now consider the case of large N, then the step
size e = (t" - t')/(N + 1) is small and we have the following approximate identity to
first order in e

«i - Un.
n

To ensure that the quantized Hamilton operator%(P, Q) is unambiguous, i.e. in order
to avoid operator ordering problems, we consider the following simple Hamiltonian

tfd(p,q) = ^P2 + V'(q), (2.1)
where q = (q\,.--,qd) and p = (pi,...,Pd)- Furthermore, we use the mixed (p,q)
matrix element of the time evolution operator U(t):

<q*lU(f - f')|q’> = y<q"|p'><P'|t/(i" -OlqW,
to obtain a simple expression for the matrix elements of the Hamilton operator Tí.
Then for small c we have

(p|tf(e)|q> ~ (p|(J-reft)|q)
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valid to first order in e. Here, H(p, q) is defined as

(plM(P,Q)|q)
<p|q)

For the simple Hamilton operator ^(PjQ) = (1/2)P2 + V(Q) we are considering

H(p,q) coincides with the classical Hamiltonian Hd(p,q). Note that for more com¬

plicated Hamilton operators this has no longer to be true (see below). Using (2.2)
and the fact that (p|q) = (27r)_dexp[-(i/ft)pq] we find that

Jim (q"|[i/(c)jN—>oo

7V+1

lim
N—>oc

lim
N-+ oo /•■•/

. N

exp S r ^[Pj+1/2 • (Qj+i
3=0

qj) - eHd(pj’+i/a.q,-)]

N

X

3=1 j+1/2

¿Pj+1/2
d >

=0 (2yr)
(2.3)

where q0 = q' and qv+i = q”- It follows from (2.3) that the q-space propagator

•J(qV";q\i') satisfies the following initial condition:

limJ(q",f;q'í') = á(q"-q')1

as it should by its very definition. Observe that in the phase-space path integral

representation (2.3) there is always one more integral over the p than there is over

the q. The sum in the exponent has a natural interpretation: it is the finite sum

approximation of the classical action functional along a path in phase space with
fixed endpoints q" and q'. Now taking an improper limit by interchanging the limit
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with respect to N with the integrals we find the following formal standard phase-space
path integral

q',í') = ^exp í^/d(p(í),q(()) PqX>p, (2,4)

where,

Jd(p(0;q(*)) l[pi[pq - Hrj(p, q)\dt (2,5)

This formal phase-space path integral for the q-space propagator J(q", t"\ q', t') was
first written by Feynman [36, Appendix B.], and then was subsequently rediscovered
by other authors (see for instance Davies [20] and Garrod [40]). The integration
ranges over all paths in 2d-dimensional phase-space which are pinned at q = q' and
q = q"? while the integration over the momenta is unrestricted.

The Lagrangian form of the path integral, as originally proposed by Feynman
[35], can be obtained form (2.3) by integrating out the momenta. That this can be
done follows from the fact that the momenta enter quadraticly. Hence, if we carry

out the N 4-1 Fourier transformations in (2.3) which are of the form:

exp h

1

Pj+i/2 • (q>+i - q¿)
2

2Pj+1/2
dPj+l/2
(2^)"

\ d/2

2-niht
exp

*(qj+i qj)2“
2he

(2.6)

then we find the following result:

*/(qV';q\0 Af/-/ exp \-Id{q{t)) 2>q,

^d(qW)
tn

V

1

2
q v(q) dt, where q(t') = q', q(iw) = qw- (2.7)

This is the formal Feynman path integral over paths in configuration space pinned at
q' and q". Before leaving this subsection we would like to make a number of remarks
concerning the just presented derivation of the Feynman path integral.

(i) Canonical transformations. Since the measure in (2.3) is a product of Liouville
measures dpdq one may be tempted to assume that the phase-space integral is
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invariant under general canonical transformations. However, this is not the case.

As shown by Klauder [63, section II] the regularized lattice phase-space prescrip¬
tion (2.3) for the q-space propagator is only invariant, or better covariant, under
the subset of point transformations among all canonical transformations.

(ii) Operator ordering. If the Hamiltonian is no longer of the simple form we have
considered in (2.1) but has a more complicated (p, q)-dependence, then one has
to confront the issue of operator ordering in the Hamiltonian. For example, this
is the case for a free particle moving on a Riemannian manifold, for which

#

1 .•

#d(p,q) = 2^(q)PtPj-
The basic principles one uses for the resolution of the operator ordering prob¬
lem are (a) the Hamilton operator has to be symmetric and, (b) if the classical
system has a symmetry group, the corresponding quantum theory must have
this symmetry. As Marinov remarks, “the first of these conditions is evident,
while the second is more arbitrary and not always constructive”[75, p. 13].
In particular, condition (a) implies that we should associate with the classi¬
cal Hamiltonian Hd(p,q) = F(q)p the following quantized Hamilton operator

7^(P,Q) = (1/2)[PF(Q) + F(Q)P]. Using the principles (a) and (b) in the
resolution of the operator ordering problem might lead to additional correction
terms proportional to h2 in the action functional (cf. [95]).

(iii) Integral over configuration-space trajectories. The Feynman path integral in
(2.7) was obtained for the Hamiltonian (2.1). If the p-dependence of the Hamil¬
tonian is no longer simply quadratic but more complicated, then the integral in

(2.6) is no longer a simple Gaussian integral and does not result in the classical
Lagrangian of the free particle. In this case the Feynman path integral (2.7)
can not be used as a starting point for quantum theory.
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2.1.3 The Feynman Path Integral on Group Spaces

The quantization of a free particle moving on a group manifold has been con¬

sidered in a number of works [12, 13, 14, 28, 29, 48, 49, 56, 70, 75, 76, 77, 94].
Schulman [94] introduced, starting from the known semiclassical approximation, a

propagator for a free particle moving on the group manifolds of 50(3) and SU(2).
However, Schulman did not present a simple path integral solution for the problem,

(cf. the remarks in Ref. 71, chapter 8). Dowker [28, 29] extended Schulman’s approach
to simple Lie groups, considering explicitly the motion of a free particle on the group

manifold of SU(n). It is shown in Ref. 28 that the semiclassical approximation is
only exact for the motion of a free particle on the group manifold of a semisimple Lie
group and that it can in general not be expected that the semiclassical approximation
is exact for all symmetric spaces, since it is not exact for the n-sphere,

= SO(n + l)/50(n), n > 3.

The question as to what is the largest class of spaces for which the semiclassical
approximation is exact seems still to be an open one. The beauty of the above result,
as Dowker points out, is that in the cases for which the semiclassical approximation is
exact, the propagator is obtained by summing only over classical paths. A Feynman
path integral treatment of the motion of a free particle on compact simple Lie groups
and spheres of arbitrary dimension has been proposed by Marinov and Terentyev
[76, 77].

Before we consider their proposal we briefly outline the construction of path inte¬

grals on Riemannian manifolds. DeWitt [22] observed that for a free physical system
moving on a d-dimensional unbounded Riemannian manifold with constant scalar
curvature R and metric tensor [p,j(q)] the propagator for infinitesimal time is given
by the semiclassical approximation:

(2.8)
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where

A(q", q', (') = (2niR)-"V’/2(q")W. i"; q', t')a“1/2(q')]‘/2.
and

, i"; q',t') = det

is van Vleck’s determinant. Here g(q) = | det[^j(q)]| and Id = | Jt! g^q'^dt is
the classical action functional. As observed by Marinov [75], this simple form of the
semiclassical approximation is only valid for unbounded Riemannian manifolds, since
the proof of the theorem that two points q" and q' at fixed small t" — t' may be
connected by only one classical path (cf. [108, pp. 58-64]) uses the unboundedness of
the manifold in an essential way. On the other hand, as is pointed out in Refs. 29 and
75, if one is dealing with bounded Riemannian manifolds there might exist a number
of classical paths connecting two points on the manifold, each of these paths then
enters into (2.8) possibly with a phase; see also in this respect the review article by
Berry and Mount [9]. As an example we mention the case when the bounded manifold
is multiply connected, the classical paths connecting two points on the manifold then
divide into distinct homotopy classes; see the example below of a free particle moving
on a circle and Schulman [95, 197-205] for a discussion of this point. For this case
the semiclassical approximation takes the following form:

where the sum is over all classical paths connecting q" and q', I™ is the classical
action functional along the mth path, and 7m is an integer that depends in general
on all the arguments. Also note, as is remarked in Ref. 75, that the semiclassical
approximation is only applicable if the action functional Id is generically dominated
by a term proportional to t-1 as t goes to zero, so that Id becomes large in this limit
and puts one into the semiclassical regime. This is of course the case for the free
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particle. For the case of an unbounded Riemannian manifold the propagator at finite
times is constructed by folding iV + 1 propagators of the form (2.8)

. N N

J(qV";q',t') = / JJ Jd(q*+i. *fc+i5 Qk, *k) JJdqk, (2.10)^ *=0 *=1
■ •

where dq* = yfg n,=i d<7jt- Taking the limit N -> oo one obtains a functional integral
over all intermediate coordinates that can be interpreted as the path integral. The

final result is a path integral of the form (2.7); however, the Lagrangian needs to

be modified by a term proportional to h2R. DeWitt [22] found this term to be
h2(R/12); this modification of the Lagrangian was also discussed by McLaughlin and
Schulmann [73]. In the context of curvlinear coordinates the reason for modifying the
path integral has been discussed by Arthurs [2, 3], Edwards and Gulyaev [32], and
in the context of quantization of non-linear field theories by Gervais and Jevicki [42]
and Salomonson [90].

If on the other hand, one applies this approach to a bounded Riemannian mani¬

fold, as is the case for compact Lie groups, then the resulting path integral, as pointed
out in Ref. 75, is far from simple. Since one then has to use the semiclassical ap¬
proximation presented in (2.9) and in addition to integrating over all intermediate
coordinates, one also has to sum over all the different classical paths connecting q"
and q'.

Nevertheless, if the bounded manifold M in question is isomorphic to a quotient
space A/’/r, i.e. M = Af/T, where T is a transformation group acting on Af and Af
is an unbounded Riemannian manifold, then one can, as proposed by Marinov and

Terentyev [77], construct a propagator on M by summing over the group T:

Jm(q", f"; q', t') = £ *(q", 7 • q', 0 = £ 7 • q", q', ('), (2.11)
7er 7er

provided the propagator on AÍ is known. As pointed out above, since Af is an un¬

bounded Riemannian manifold, by assumption a path integral representation for
can be constructed and one sums over T in the last step to obtain Jm■ It I*35 been
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shown by Marinov and Terentyev [77] that this approach is valid for any compact Lie
group. In their work, see Ref. 77, Marinov and Terentyev take forM the Lie algebra
that is associated with the Lie group they wish to consider and for T the characteristic
lattice of the group.

As an application of this general formalism of Marinov and Terentyev we now

consider the free motion of a particle on a circle. We will revisit this problem in
chapter 4 where we present an exact path integral treatment of this problem without
reliance on the semiclassical approximation.

Let us consider a particle of mass m constrained to move on a circle of radius p.

If we choose the arclength the particle has traveled as our generalized coordinate, the
Lagrangian is given by

£(*, i) =

Here I = mp2 denotes the moment of inertia of the particle and the angular variable
<f) ranges form 0 < <j> < 2ir, where we identify the points <f> = 0 and <J> = 2n. The
solution of the equations of motion is found to be

where <f>0 and u> are arbitrary integration constants. Considering a motion starting at
(ft and ending at ft', we find for the classical action functional:

i
((f)" — <()' — 27rn)2,

2(t" - V)
(2.12)

where n = 0, ±1, ±2,.... So we find that the classical action functional does not only
depend on the initial and final position but also on the so-called winding number n,
the number of times the particle moves counterclockwise minus the number of times
it moves clockwise past the point ft. Hence, the paths break up into distinct classes
labeled by n; these classes are the so called homotopy classes. Any two paths in the
same class with the same beginning and end point can be continuously deformed into
each other (see [95, 197-205]).
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The canonical quantization for this example is straightforward, since = d^L
14, we find for the Hamilton operator

H
h2

21dl

which has the following normalized eigenfunctions and eigenvalues:

4m(4)
1

\/27r
exp(im^), Em

1

27 (hm)2,

where m = 0,±1,±2,.... The propagator is given in terms of the eigenfunctions
iprni^) by the following spectral expansion:

+00

J(4'\ t"\ <t>\ t') y ®p
n=—oo

hEn(t" -1')

1

27T

OO

y exp
n=-oo

. i
i((j)" - (f>')n - - t')n

The sum over n is related to the Jacobi theta function,
+00

93{z,t) Y exp(intn2 + 2inz).
n=—oo

Therefore, with the following identifications we can write the propagator in closed
form. Let

t
h(t" - if)
2nl

J

4" ~ 4'
2

then we find

J(4",t"-,4\f)
1 / A</> -hT
2tt [ 2 ’ 2tt7

where A4 = 4" - 4' and T = t" -1'. Using the following property of 03, which follows
from the Poisson summation formula (see [19, pp. 63-65]),

d3(z,t) (it) -1/2 exp

the propagator can also be written as a sum over classical paths, i.e. as a semiclassical
senes,

+OC

n=—oo

J(4", t"-, 4', 0
i 1/2

27TÍk(t" — t')
exp

i 1(4" — 4' — 2nn)
h 2(t" -1')

(2.13)
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Observe that each of the propagators J in the series (2.13) is of the same form as the

propagator of a free particle moving on the real line IR and that the series as a whole
is a function of period 27r. The series (2.13) is a particular example of the general

principle (2.11).

Folding the propagator in (2.13) N + 1-times leads to the following path integral
#

representation

where (¡>n+\ — <t>'\ 0o = <t>\ and e = T/(N-1-1). If we now shift the integration variable
at each step, we can extend the N intermediate integrals to the whole real line, i.e.

+°° />2(n

£ I
,• = -00 J2ni*

2(nj + l)7r

As a final result, we find

lim
N—*oo

I (N+l)/2 +oo

27riñe

N

+°° r+oo

£ /
_ _ J —ocn=—oo

+oo

— 00

x exp h
/($i+1 *i)

j=o
2e

N

n^. (2.14)
J ;=i

where <^^+1 = <t>" and $0 = <t>' + 27rn. Note that the circle is the group manifold of
the simplest compact Lie group U(1) whose faithful irreducible representations are

given byD= exp(z^) and Z>~1 (<^>) = exp(—i(f>). It is well known that the one¬
dimensional abelian translation group 7\ of the real line IR is the universal covering

group of U(l). Furthermore, the translations by 27rn, n = 0,±1,±2,... form the
cyclic subgroup (27r) of 7\, which is the kernel of the homomorphism T\ 9 x —> f{x) =
exp(ix) € 1/(1). Therefore, by the Fundamental Homomorphism Theorem we have
that 1/(1) = Ti/(2n). Hence, as stated in Ref. 77, the path integral representation
(2.14) is a particular example of the general statement (2.11). For more complicated
cases one might expect not to be able to obtain such a simple representation as (2.14)
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for the path integral, but one which involves the summation over the lattice group at

each infinitesimal step. Nevertheless, Marinov and Terentyev have shown that in the
case of the motion of a free particle on the group manifold of a compact simple Lie

group the resulting path integral representation is of the from (2.14), with the only
difference that the Lagrangian has to be modified to include a ‘quantum’ potential

proportional to h2. One might ask if the approach of Marinov and Terentyev could
be extended to more general systems than the free particle? The answer is no, since,
as we have mentioned above, the semiclassical approximation is only exact for the

case of the free particle moving on the group manifold of a semisimple Lie group.

2.1.4 The Feynman Path Integral on Symmetric Spaces

More recently Bohm and Junker have used zonal spherical functions to construct

path integral representations for a free particle moving on the group manifolds of
compact and non-compact rotation groups (Bohm and Junker [12, 14]), the Euclidian
group (Bohm and Junker [13]), and on symmetric spaces1 (Junker [56]). However,
a careful analysis of the construction presented in [56] reveals that it applies only
to the case of a compact transformation group G acting on a compact symmetric

space of the form G/H, where H is a massive2 subgroup of G. We will extend
this construction below to a general unimodular transformation group G acting on a

symmetric space M = G/H, where H is a massive compact subgroup of G. This will
complete the argument of Junker [56] and achieve his proposed unification of the work

*Let (S, T) and (T,U) be two topological spaces. A continuous one-to-one map / of 5 onto T is
called a homeomorphism if /-1 is continuous. A topological space (S,T) is called homogeneous if
for any pair u,v € S there exists a homeomorphism / of (S, T) onto itself such that /(u) = v. Let
G be a connected Lie group and let a be an involutive automorphism of G, i.e. a2 = 1 and o ^ 1.
Denote by Ga the closed subgroup of G consisting of all elements G that are fixed points of <7, i.e.
o(g) = g, and by G> the identity component of G„. Let if be a closed subgroup of G such that
Gg C H C Ga, then one calls the quotient space G/H a symmetric (homogeneous) space (defined
by cr). The n-sphere S" is an example of a symmetric space.

2Let Tg be an irreducible representation of the group G on the space 72.. An element a € TZ is
called invariant relative to the closed subgroup H if for all h 6 H one has T/,a = a. A representation
is called a representation of class 1 relative to H if its representation space contains elements that
are invariant relative to H and if the restriction of Tg to H is unitary, i.e. (Th<f>,Thxp) = (</>, rp)
V h € H. One calls H massive, if there is only one normalized invariant element a € 72 in the
representation space 72 of any representation of class 1 relative to H.
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valid to first order in e, and dxj denotes the invariant measure on M. Note that for
the cases we are considering, where G is a unimodular Lie group and H is a massive

compact subgroup, an invariant measure always exists (cf. [7, Corollary 4.3.1]). In
what follows we ask that the short time propagator (2.16) be invariant under the

transformation group G, i.e. that

J(gxj+i,gxj;e) = J(xj+i,Xj-,e) V g € G, (2.17)

for j = 0,1,..., N. As we will see below, this is a crucial assumption since it implies
that A is an invariant elliptic4 operator in the enveloping algebra5 on G.6 This can

be seen by using the form (2.16) of the short time propagator valid to first order in e

in (2.17). From which it follows that the Hamilton operator H has to be an invariant
operator for G if (2.17) is to hold, this in turn implies the above statement.

4Denote by a = (ai,...,am) a multiindex consisting of m non-negative integers. Define the
length of q by

m

W = Hai-
j=i

For every x € IRm let
m

i= 1

Let P be a polynomial of m variables of degree r, which has the form

P{x) = £ c0zQ,
\a\<r

where ca are arbitrary complex numbers and cQ / 0 for at least one a with \a\ = r. Then we denote
the formal differential operator generated by P by:

f(-iV) = £ Ca(—iV)“ = £ caH)'“'n^.
|a|<r M<r j=1

where V = (9Xl,...,9Xm). The formal differential operator P(-iV) is called elliptic, if there exists
a C > 0 such that

1 + |P(*)| > C(l + |x|2)r/2 V i € 2Rm.

5For the definition of the enveloping algebra see Appendix A.4.2
6IfM is a rank one symmetric space, then every invariant differential operator C is a polynomial

in the second order Casimir operator of G which in a proper coordinate system onM is proportional
to the Laplace-Beltrami operator (cf. [7, Theorem 15.1.1]).
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Let a be a fixed point of M whose stability group is H, i.e. one has ha = a for
all h € H. Since G acts transitively on A4 we can write each Xj £ Á4 as

xj = gja for some gj € G. (2.18)

Hence, using this construction one can view the short time propagator as a function
on the group G:

J(xj+i,Xj;e) = J(gj+ugj]e).

Using the translation invariance of the short time propagator it follows that the short
time propagator can only be a function of gjlgj+1, hence,

9j'i 0 = J(99j+i> 99j> J{.9j 9j+i> ■ (2-19)

Since ha = a for any h £ H, we see that (2.18) is invariant with respect to right

multiplication with elements of the stability group #. This implies that the short
time propagator is invariant with respect to right multiplication with elements of
H. From (2.19) we see that the short time propagator is also invariant with respect

to left multiplication with elements of H. Hence, we conclude that the short time

propagator J(g'1e) is a constant function on the two sided cosets HgH with respect

to the subgroup H, i.e.

J(high2] e) = J(g\ e), for any huh2 € H.

Let be an unitary irreducible representation of class 1 on the Hilbert space VS. Let
us choose any complete orthonormal system in 7then we can associate

with the following matrix elements

Dij(g) = (ti, U<h). (2.20)

These matrix elements play a special role in the theory of representations of groups.

Unfortunately they are explicitly known for only a handful of cases (see [7, chapter

7]). Nevertheless, it can be shown that for simple Lie groups the matrix elements
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Dij(g) are the regular eigenfunctions of a maximal set of commuting operators in the
enveloping algebra, if this maximal set of commuting operators contains an elliptic
operator (cf. [7, Proposition 14.2.2]). This property is often the starting point for
an explicit calculation of the D^(g), in section 4.3 we consider such a calculation
in some detail for the case of SU{2). If the maximal set of commuting operators
does not contain an elliptic operator then the matrix elements D^(g) are generalized
functions, i.e. distributions (cf. [7, Theorem 14.2.1]). In chapter 4 we will consider the
construction of path integrals for the cases in which the matrix elements Dare either
not explicitly known, or are generalized functions. This construction will make no
explicit use of the functions D^(g) but will only use the facts that they exist and form
a complete orthonormal set. Note that for the cases considered in this chapter the
set of maximal commuting operators always contains the Laplace-Beltrami operator
A, which, as we have remarked above, is an elliptic operator in the center of the
enveloping algebra of G. Hence, the matrix elements D^(g) are regular functions
on G. This shows that the assumption that the short time propagator should be
invariant under the transformation group G is crucial and can not be relaxed.

Since H is a massive subgroup of G, there exists a unique normalized vector

a € that is invariant relative to H. Using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
procedure we can choose our complete orthonormal basis in such a way that (¡>q = a.
Our interest now’ focuses on the (OO)-matrix elements

*&(*) = Wo. (2.21)

One can easily convince oneself that this function is constant on the two-sided cosets
HgH with respect to H. The function defined in (2.21) is called the zonal spherical
function of the irreducible representation t/( relative to H. If we take G = 50(3), the
group of rotations of iR3, and H = 50(2), the group of rotations of the plane, then
M = 52, the two sphere and the zonal spherical functions are given by the Legendre
polynomials P^(cos6).
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A

Let us denote by G the set of all inequivalent irreducible unitary class 1 represen¬

tations of G relative to H. Then it is known, since H is a massive subgroup of the
unimodular group G that any function f(g) that is constant on the two-sided cosets
HgH with respect to H, can be decomposed in zonal spherical functions Do0(g),
£ € G, of unitary irreducible representations of class 1 (see [103, pp.50-55]):

cC / D%0{g)f{g)dg.Jg
(2.23)

Here stands for the discrete or continuous orthogonal sum of all inequivalent
Cec

irreducible unitary representations of class 1 of G with respect to H. The constant

d( appearing in (2.22) is given by

f V<Jg)DU9)dg =d^,S((2.24)Jg

where in suitable coordinates

_ J ¿^' if G is discrete,
’ \ ¿(C — CO if Gis continuous.

For the case of compact groups the constant d^ is the dimension of the representa¬
tion space VJ* of the unitary irreducible representation LA, see also in this respect
remark 4.1.1.

We have now collected all the tools we need to construct the path integral repre¬

sentation for a free particle moving on M. We have seen above that the short time
propagator is a constant function on the two-sided cosets HgH with respect to H,
hence using (2.22) we can decompose it in zonal spherical functions:

(2.26)
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Moreover, let / e Ll(G), where L}(G) is the space of all integrable functions on G,
then one has (cf. [7, Corrolary 4.3.1])

[ f{9)dg= f f f(gh)dhdx,JG JMJH

which reduces for / e Ll(H\G/H) to

[ f{9)dg = [ f(g)dx [Jg Jm Jh
dh f f{g)dx,Jm

(2.27)

since f(high2) = f(g) V/ij, h2 € H and where we have chosen JH dh = 1, because H
is compact. Using (2.25) and (2.27) in (2.15) one finds

J(x" ,t') = limv AT-+oo I.-/J ^Cj+icCj+i (c)-^oo+1 Í9j 19j+1)
LCj+ieG

N

l\dgr (2.28)
J=1

Using the orthogonality relations for the functions y/d^D^ and the left invariance of
dg one can easily show that the following relation holds

dO+i dq [ Dq0+1 (g} 1gj+i)D^{gJ'llgj)dgj = s(Cj,Cj+i)Dw(9j-\9j+i)-Jg
(2.29)

Using (2.29) the N intermediate integrations in (2.28) can easily be performed and
one finds as a final result that

K*r,í";X-, I') = Y{Jto M«)]w+1} ¿(DUs'-'n
Kó

(2.30)

Let us now evaluate the limit N —» oo in the above expression, for large N one can

write C((e) as

c<(0 cc(0) + cc(0)e

valid to first order in e. The value of c^(0) can be found from (2.26), using the fact
that the short time propagator satisfies the following initial condition

lim J(9j 1gj+i;e) = de{gj lgj+1)
-1

€—►O

Hence, one finds c^(0) = £>o0(e) = 1. Therefore, one can write the limit in (2.30) as

lim
N-¥OO

Í" - t'
1 + ivTT*<0>

N+l

exp[(í" - í')¿c(°)]
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Or if we set E{ = ihc^(0), we find

Jim M«)]N->OC

N+l
exp

It is shown in Ref. 56 that the ¿^(0) are the eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami oper¬
ator A on M. Since in the proof of this statement no use is made of the compactness

of M it applies to the present situation as well. Finally using the group property

í4(!TV') = £» »£o(«')¿4(s") we can write (2.30) in the more familiar form

where

Y(k{g) = y/d¡DÍ0{g)

One calls the matrix elements D^oig) the associated spherical functions and they are

the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M. For the case that M is
the two sphere S2 the functions y/diDlm0(6,((>) are the classical spherical harmonics
Yimifii $)i which, as is well known, are the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on the two sphere S2. Hence, (2.31) is the well known spectral expansion of
the propagator in terms of normalized eigenfunctions of the Hamilton operator. For
specific examples we refer the interested reader to Ref. 56.

Let us close this section with two remarks, the first is that this approach can

also be applied to Lie groups if we choose H as the closed subgroup consisting of the
identity element, e, i.e. H — {e}. Then instead of using the zonal spherical functions
one has to use the matrix elements D^(g). However, it should be clear from the
remarks after (2.20) that one can construct path integrals this way only for a handful
of groups. In chapter 4 we will overcome the reliance on the matrix elements D^(g),
this will allow us to consider more general Hamilton operators than just the Laplace-
Beltrami operator. The second remark is of a more general nature and concerns the
question: Why should one study quantum dynamics on group manifolds? Clearly
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as we have seen in this chapter and will see in chapter 4 the study of quantum
dynamics on group manifolds uses interesting and deep mathematics. It is therefore,
of considerable mathematical interest. Nevertheless, there are also physical reasons
why the study of quantum dynamics on group manifolds is of interest, for instance the
dynamics on a group manifold is of interest in some modern quantum field theories
such as a-models and non-abelian lattice gauge field theories.

2.2 Coherent States and Coherent State Path Integrals

2.2.1 Introduction

The origin of coherent states can be traced back to the beginning ofmodern quan¬
tum mechanics. Schródinger [93] introduced a set of non-orthogonal wave functions
to describe non-spreading wave packets for quantum oscillators. In 1932 von Neu¬
mann [104] used a subset of these wave functions to study the position and momentum
measurement process in quantum theory. It was not until thirty four years later that
the detailed study of coherent states began ([6, 8, 58]). Klauder [58] introduced boson
and fermion coherent states and used them both in the construction of path integrals
for boson and spinor fields, respectively, whose action functional in each case is given
by the familiar classical c-number expression. In 1963 Glauber [44, 45, 46] named
the set of wave functions introduced by Schrodinger “coherent states” and used them
in the field of quantum optics [67, 83] for the quantum theoretical description of a
coherent laser beam. At about the same time Klauder published two papers [59, 60]
dealing with the formulation of continuous representation theory, that contain the
seminal ideas for the construction of coherent states on general Lie groups. Coherent
states for the non-compact affine group or ax + b group and the continuous represen¬

tation theory using the affine group where introduced by Aslaksen and Klauder [4, 5]
in 1968. Radcliff [86] constructed coherent states for the compact group SU(2) in
1970. In 1971 Perelomov [84] gave a general construction for coherent states for both
compact and suitable non-compact Lie groups.
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Several books and review articles consider the definition and properties of coherent

states ([17, 34, 68, 85, 109]). Klauder and Skagerstam [68] provide an introduction
to the subject of coherent states in the form of a primer and offer a comprehensive
overview of the literature until 1985 in the form of reprinted relevant articles dealing

with the subject of coherent states. Perelomov [85] considers the usefulness of coherent
states in the study of unitary representations of Lie groups and considers a number
of applications. The review article by Zhang et al. [109] and the recently published
proceedings of the International Symposium on Coherent States [34] also deserve to
be mentioned.

2.2.2 Coherent States: Minimum Requirements

Let us denote by H a complex separable7 Hilbert space, and by £ a topological
space, whose finite dimensional subspaces are locally euclidian. For a family of vectors
{|l )}ie£ on H to be a set of coherent states it must fulfill the following two conditions.
The first condition is:

Continuity: The vector \l) is a strongly continuous function of the label l.
That is forall e > 0 there exists a ó > 0 such that

10 l )|| < e for all l' € £ with |/' — l\ < 6.

Here, denotes the norm on H induced by the inner product on H, i.e.

(•, • )^2. Or stated differently, the family of vectors {|Z )}ie£ on H form a continuous
(usually connected) submanifold of H. We assume that (l\l) >0 for all l € £. In the
applications we are considering the continuity property is always fulfilled.

The second condition a set of coherent states has to fulfill is:

Completeness (Resolution of the Identity): There exists a sigma-finite posi¬
tive measure dp(l) on £ such that the identity operator In admits the following

7A Topological space is called separable if it contains a countable dense subset.
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resolution of identity

¡H=Jmi-w(i) (2.32)

In general, as pointed out in Ref. 68, p. 5, “one has to interpret this formal resolution
of identity in the sense of weak convergence, namely, that arbitrary matrix elements
of the indicated expression converge as desired.”

2.2.3 Group Coherent States

To avoid unnecessary mathematical complication at this point we restrict our
discussion to compact Lie groups. However, we would like to point out to the reader
that the discussion applies to a general Lie group, as defined in chapter 1. Let us
denote by G a compact d-dimensional Lie group. It is well known that for compact
groups all representations of the group are bounded and that all irreducible repre¬
sentations are finite dimensional. Moreover, one can always choose a scalar product
on the representation space in such a way that every representation of G is unitary,
(cf. [7, Theorem 7.1.1]). Therefore, without loss in generality we assume that we are
dealing with a finite dimensional strongly continuous irreducible unitary representa¬
tion U of G on a (^-dimensional representation space H^. Let us denote by {Xk}dk=1
the set of finite dimensional self-adjoint generators of the representation U. The Xk,
k = 1,... , d, form an irreducible representation of the Lie algebra L associated with
G, whose commutation relations are given by

d

where Cik denote the structure constants. The physical operators are defined by
Xk = hXk. For definiteness it is assumed that there exists a parameterization for G
such that

i/p(j) = exp(—illX\)... exp(—ilkXk),

up to some ordering and where l E C. Here C denotes the compact parameter space
for G. For all l E £ and a fixed normalized fiducial vector tj E we define the
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following set of vectors on li¬

lt follows from the strong continuity of Ug(¡) that the set of vectors defined in (2.33)
forms a family of strongly continuous vectors on H^. Furthermore, let us consider the
operator

0 = jg(l')W), ■)dg(l‘), (2.34)
where dg(l) denotes the normalized, invariant measure on G. It is not hard to show,
using the invariance of dg, that the operator O commutes with all Ugy), l € C. Since
Ug(i) is a unitary irreducible representation one has by Schur’s Lemma that O = A/hc •

Taking the trace of both sides of (2.34) we learn that

Hence, the family of vectors defined in (2.33) gives rise to the following resolution of
identity:

Ih< = J r)(l)W),-)dg(l). (2.35)
Therefore, we find that the family of vectors defined in (2.33) satisfies the requirements
set forth in subsection 2.2.2 for a set of vectors to be a set of coherent states. So

we conclude that the vectors defined in (2.33) form a set of coherent states for the

compact Lie group G, corresponding to the irreducible unitary representation Ug(i).
2.2.4 Continuous Representation

Analogously to standard quantum mechanics one can use the set of coherent states
defined in (2.33) to give a functional representation of the space H^. Let us define
the map
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L*(G,dg)

MK0 = iM0 = fa(0,tf>.

This yields a representation of the space by bounded, continuous, square integrable

functions8 on some closed subspace L2(G) of L2(G). Let us denote by B any bounded

operator on H^, then using the map and the resolution of identity we find that

(2.35)

holds. Choosing B = 7hc we find

where

W) = WO, >)(('»•

One calls (2.37) the reproducing property. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix B.2,
the kernel £,,(/';/) is an element of L2(G) for fixed l G C. Therefore, the kernel

£,,(/';/) is a reproducing kernel and L2{G) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (cf.
Appendix B.2). Note that a reproducing kernel Hilbert space can never have more

than one reproducing kernel (cf. Claim B.2.1). Therefore, since L2(G) is a space

of continuous functions, K.v(l'-,l) is unique. Moreover, since the coherent states are

strongly continuous the reproducing kernel £,,(/'; l) is a jointly continuous function,
nonzero for l = l', and therefore, nonzero in a neighborhood of l = l'. This means that

(2.37) is a real restriction on the admissible functions in the continuous representation
of H^. Of course a similar equation holds for the Schrodinger representation, however
there one has (q\q') = 6(q — q') which poses no restriction on the allowed functions.
In fact, the reproducing kernel K.r)(l'\l) is the integral kernel of a projection operator

8See Appendix B.l.
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from L2(G) onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2(G) (cf. Claim B.2.2). This
ends our discussion of the kinematics (framework) and brings us to the subject of

dynamics.

2.2.5 The Coherent State Propagator for Group Coherent States

Let G Hc and denote by 7i(X1;... ,Xd) the bounded Hamilton operator of the
quantum system under discussion, then the Schrodinger equation on is given by

ihdtip = H(Xi,..., Xd)ip

since H is assumed to be self-adjoint and does not explicitly depend on time, a solution

to Schrodinger’s equation is given by:

= exp

Now making use of (2.36) we find

where

') = (r](l"), exp

Note that the coherent state propagator KV{1",t') satisfies the following initial
condition

lim K„(l", t"; l', t') = Xv(l"\ l').
V'-tt'

Hence, as t" —>■ t' we obtain the reproducing kernel Xv(l"]l'), which, as we have

remarked above, is the integral kernel of a projection operator from L2(G) onto L2(G).

Moreover, since Xv(l"-,l') is unique, we see that if we change the fiducial vector from
V to r)', save for a change of phase, then the resulting coherent state propagator is no

longer a propagator for the elements of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2(G),
but is a propagator for the elements of the reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2,(G).
Hence, we see that the coherent state propagator Kv(l", t') depends strongly on

the fiducial vector 77.
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Following standard methods in Refs. 63 and 68 we now derive a coherent state path

integral representation for the coherent state propagator. We start as in section 2.1.2
from the basic idea

N+1

?

where e = (t" — t')/(N + 1), therefore, we find

Inserting the resolution of identity (2.35) iV-times this becomes
/ • X N

(v{lj+i),exp v(lj))Y[dg{lj),

where Z^+i = l" and lQ = l'. This expression holds for any N, and therefore, it holds
as well in the limit N —>■ oo or e —> 0, i.e.

/ i \ N
(tlilj+i), exp v{lj)) IIMh)- (2-38)

Hence, one has to evaluate (r](lj+i), exp (-^eK)7/(/j)) for small e. For small e one can

make the approximation

(77 (/.,•+x), exp

£ Wj+rtM

where

(vih+i)Mij))
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Inserting (2.39) into (2.38) yields
N

]Q dg{lj)- (2.40)
i=i

This is the form of the coherent state path integral one typically encounters in the
literature. It is worth reemphasing that the coherent state path integral representation
of the coherent state propagator (2.40) depends strongly on the fiducial vector.
2.2.5.1 Formal Coherent State Path Integral

Even though there exists no mathematical justification whatsoever we now take
in analogy to what we have done in sections 2.1 and 2.2 an improper limit of (2.40)
by interchanging the operation of integration with the limit e —> 0. As pointed out in
Ref. 68, p. 63, one can imagine as t —» 0 that the set of points lj, j = defines
in the limit a (possibly generalized) function l(t), t' < t < t". Following Ref. 68, pp.
63-64, we now derive an expression for the integrand in (2.40) valid for continuous
and differentiable paths l(t). Note that the set of coherent states tj(1) we have defined
in (2.33) is not normalized, but is of constant norm given by d^2. We now rewrite
the reproducing kernel /Cn(lj+i;lj) = (tj(Ij+1), rj(lj)) in the following way

1)> = (vih+úMh+i)) - 1). vih+O - v(h))
= ¿cí1 - d< 1{nih+i)Mh+i) ~ v^j))]
~ dcexP[-rfc (^j+iK^'+i) -

this approximation is valid whenever ||77(/J+i) — r](lj)|| l, j = 0,... ,7V. Hence, as
e 0 the approximation becomes increasingly better since the rj(l) form a continuous
family of vectors. Therefore, one finds

for \\ri(lj+i) - r](lj) || <C 1, j = 0, ...,7V. Using (2.41) in (2.40) and taking the
limit e —^ 0 the integrand in (2.40) takes for continuous and differentiable paths the
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following form:

where

H,m) = w).nxu. ■ ■,XMl))

and where we have introduced the coherent state differential

dT](l) = rj(l + dl) - ii(l).

Hence, we find the following formal coherent state path integral expression for the
coherent state propagator:

where

A discussion ofwhat is right and what is wrong with (2.42) can be found in Ref 68, pp.
64-66, we only remark here that (2.42) depends strongly on the choice of the fiducial
vector and on the choice of the irreducible unitary representation of G. Hence, one
has to reformulate the path integral representation for the coherent state propagator

every time one changes the fiducial vector and keeps the irreducible representation
the same, or if one changes the irreducible unitary representation of G. Now in many

applications it is often convenient to choose the fiducial vector as the ground state
of the Hamilton operator 'H of the quantum system one considers; see for instance
Troung [100, 101]. Hence, one has to face the problem of various fiducial vectors. In
chapter 4 we develop a representation independent propagator, which nevertheless,
propagates the elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space L*(G) associated
with any irreducible, square integrable unitary representation of G. Hence, we can
overcome the above limitation.
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Also note that coherent state path integrals afford an alternative way of con¬

structing path integrals for quantum systems moving on group manifolds and on
homogeneous spaces. For instance Klauder has used in Ref. 62 the coherent state
path integral to describe the motion of a quantum system with spin s moving on the
two sphere S2 and in Ref. 64 to describe the motion of a quantum system on the
Lobachevsky plane. Klauder has also discussed a quantization procedure for phys¬
ical systems moving on group manifolds and homogeneous spaces using the action
functional in (2.42), see Refs. 60 and 61, and has therefore, provided an alternative
method of quantization to the quantization methods discussed in subsections 2.1.3
and 2.1.4.



CHAPTER 3
NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Notations

In this chapter, G is a real, separable, connected and simply connected, locally
compact Lie group1 with fixed left invariant Haar measure dg, i.e. d[hg) = dg. Let
A(g) be the modular function for the group G\ i.e. d{gh) = A{h)dg. If A(g) = 1
then the group G is called unimodular. It is known that the following Lie groups are
unimodular (cf. [39, p. 250] and [53, chapter X, §1]):

(i) Every compact Lie group.

(ii) Every semisimple Lie group.

(iii) Every connected nilpotent Lie group.

The affine group, which we will consider in chapter 4, is an example of a non-
unimodular Lie group. Let V(G) be the space of regular Bruhat functions with
compact support on G (cf. [15] and [78, pp. 68-69]). Let T be a closeable operator on
some Hilbert space H, then we denote its closure by T. Let L be the Lie algebra corre¬

sponding to G with basis X\,... ,x¿. Then we denote by X\ = U(xi),..., X¿ = U(xf)
a representation of the basis of the Lie algebra L by symmetric operators on some
Hilbert space H with common dense invariant domain D. The commutation relations
take the form [X¿,Xj] = iY?k=i °ijkXk- A vector ip G H is called an analytic vector
for a symmetric operator X acting on some dense domain in H if for some s > 0, the
series is defined and < 00 • We say that

1For a summary of the basic facts of the theory of linear operators, Lie algebras, Lie groups, and
the representation theory of Lie groups see Appendix A.

42
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the representation U of the Lie algebra L satisfies Hypothesis (A) if and only if U is

a representation of the Lie algebra Lona dense invariant domain D of vectors that
are analytic for all symmetric representatives Xk = U(xk) of a basis If

Hypothesis (A) is satisfied then by Theorem 3 of Flato et al. [38] the representation

X\,..., Xd of the Lie algebra L on H is integrable to a unique unitary representation

of the corresponding connected and simply connected Lie group G on H. We will

always assume that a representation of L by symmetric operators satisfies Hypoth¬

esis (A). Therefore, the representation of L by symmetric operators is integrable to

a unique global unitary representation of the associated connected and simply con¬

nected Lie group G on H. Let there exist a parameterization of G such that the

unitary representation U of G can be written in terms of the Xk as

d

J^exp(—iPXj) = exp(—illXi)...exip(—ildXd), (3.1)
j=i
d

J Jexp(iVXj) = exp(ildXd)... exp(illXi), (3.2)
j=i

for some ordering, where l is an element of a d-dimensional parameter space Q. The

parameter space Q is all of lRd if the group is non-compact and a subset of lRd if the
group is compact or has a compact subgroup.

Remark 3.1.1: Note that one obtains in this way a representation of all elements of

G that are connected to the identity element. Since we are considering a connected

and simply connected Lie group we have that Ug(q is a representation of G. Since
G is a manifold one needs in general a collection of proper coordinate charts that

cover G (see Appendix A.4), we will relabel the coordinates in each of these charts

by the d-tuple l. Nevertheless, in practice it is often possible to work with a single

proper coordinate chart (parameterization) as the following example shows. However,

it is important to note that one does not obtain all the group elements when one is

working with a single proper coordinate chart. Let us consider the two-dimensional

unimodular unitary group SU(2). The group generators of SU(2) are given by one
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0 1

1 0

0 -i
i 0

1 0

0 -1

and satisfy the following well known commutation relations

where
+1 for (ijk) an even permutation of (123)
— 1 for (ijk) an odd permutation of (123),

I 0 otherwise.

One possible parameterization of SU(2) is given in terms of the Euler angles by

u(Q, </>,£) = exp(—i<f>X3) exp(—i9X2) exp(-i£X3)
( e-l^+£)/2 cos(#/2) — sin(0/2)

— l e4</>-£)/2 sin(#/2) el(4>+£)/2 Cos(0/2)

where

0 < <j) < 27T, 0 < 9 < 7T, -27T < f < 27T.

Note that the points 9 = 0 and 9 = n have to be excluded since at these points

only (j> + £ and cj) — £ are determined, respectively. The Euler angles are analogous
to geographical coordinates on the sphere 52 in 2R3. Just as, on S2, geographical
coordinates are not uniquely determined at the north and south pole, the parameters

<j), £ are not uniquely determined at the singular points 9 = 0 and 9 = 7r. Hence, at

these singular points of the parameter space, (j) and f no longer define a unimodular

unitary matrix uniquely. Therefore, the set ofmatrices for which the parameterization

introduced above is unique is a proper subset of SU(2). However, as far as integration

over the group SU(2) is concerned the above parameterization is adequate since the
set of singular points forms a set of measure zero.

As pointed out by Wybourne [106, pp. 38-39], a suitable choice of parameter¬

ization for the Lie group G one considers can generally be made as follows: One
first obtains a matrix representation of the Lie algebra (Ado’s Theorem [7, Theorem
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1.2.1]) associated with the Lie group one considers; these matrices are then taken
as the group generators. Just as in the case of SU(2), considered above, one then
determines a suitable parameterization and generates the group elements connected
to the identity element in parameterized form by exponentiating the group genera¬
tors. Note that the choice of parameterization of G can be made in many ways and
should ideally be made such that singularities in Q about the identity element are
avoided. Finally, a representation of the form (3.1) is obtained by exponentiating
the self-adjoint representatives {A'*} of the basis {x*} of the Lie algebra associated
with G using the parameters one has determined in the representation of the group
elements connected to the identity element. O

Let (U, H) and ([/', H') be unitary representations of G. A densely defined closed
operator S from H to H' is called semi-invariant with weight a if

U'SU; = a(g)S, V5 e G.

In what follows we shall need a common dense invariant domain for X\,..., A¿ that
is also invariant under the one-parameter groups exp(itXk), k = 1,..., d. Define D
as the intersection of the domains of all monomials X^ .. .Xik for all 1 <¿i, < d.
By definition D contains D, hence is dense in H. Then by Lemma 3 of Ref. 38 the
restriction ofX i,..., Xa to D is a representation of L and by Lemma 4 of Ref. 38 D
is invariant under all one-parameter groups exp(iiAr*), k 1} •• •} d.

Let Amk(g{l)) and pmk(g{l)) be functions such that on D the following relations
hold:

d d

exp(ilaXa) Xm

o=m-f 1 6=m+l

m—1 m—1

exp{-ilaXa) Xm exp(ilbXb)
a=l 6=1

d

exp(-ilbXt) = Xl\mk(g(l))Xk, (3.3)
fc=l

d

PrnHgmx,,. (3.4)
k=1

Note that, the parameterization of the Lie group G is chosen in such a way that
det[Am*(<7(/))] / 0 and det[pmk(g(l))] ^ 0, respectively. Therefore, the inverse matri-k
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ces [A-1m*(<7(0)] and [p-1m*(p(0)] exist. Furthermore, let U(l) be the d x d matrix
whose mk-element is Umk(l) such that on D

d

sS II= umkV)xk,
k= 1

(3.5)

UgtnXmUgW = 4*1*7
ii (3.6)

holds. One can easily check that U(l) is given by exponentiating the adjoint repre¬
sentation of L,

d

U(l) = JJexp(/fcc*),

here c* denotes the matrix formed from the structure constants such that c* =
3.2 Preliminaries

Theorem 3.2.1 On the common dense invariant domain D ofXi,...,Xd, the fol¬

lowing relations hold,

\mk(g(l))drXk,
k,m= 1

and Lg{io)Xmk(g{l)) = Xmk(g(l)).
d

Proof, (i) Let ip € D be arbitrary, then since Ug(¡) leaves D invariant, i.e. Ug[i)D C D,
we define the differential of Ug[i) as follows:

dUg{i)ip
m=l

lim
A/m—»0

Ug(0 ,...,!m+AZm Id)V> - Ug(P 1*)$
A /m

dlm (3.7)

Now since Ug(i) is the product of one-parameter unitary groups one finds for the
differential of Ug[i)

m=l a=l b=m+l
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Therefore,
d

Ug(l)dUg(l)1p exp(ilaXa) Xm exp(—ilbXb)ipdl
m

m= 1 a=m+1 b=m+l

T Xj (g(l))dlmX .

m,k=1

Since 'ip e D was arbitrary, one finds that on D C H, the following relation holds
d

• y, Am‘(s(0)dTXt, (3.8)
/c,m=l

To establish the second part of (i) let ip G D be arbitrary then

Ug(i)dUg(i)ip — Ug[l)U9{io)Ug{lo)dU— Ug-iy^g^dUg-nQg^ip.

Therefore, using (3.8) and the fact that both {Xk}f=1 and {d/m}^=1 are linearly
independent families one finds

£»<m-C(9(0) s K,k(g-1Mm = xmk(g(l)).

(ii) The first part of (ii) is similar to the first part of (i). To prove the second part of
(ii) one can proceed as follows, let ip G D be arbitrary, then

dUg(i)Ug(¡jip — dUg(i)Ug^0)Ug^Ug^il) = dUgmio)Ugmio)ip.
#

Therefore, by the same reasoning as above

RsMPmHgd)) = Pmk(g(i)g(lo)) = pJW))- o

Since the Amk(g(l)) are left invariant functions on the Lie group G, the relation
(i) can be viewed as an operator version of the generalized Maurer-Cartan form on

G, (cf. [18, p. 92]).

Corollary 3.2.2 The functions Xmk(g(l)) and pmk{g(l)) are related as follows:
• d

C— 1
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Proof. Let ip £ D be arbitrary then by Theorem 3.2.1 (ii),
i T pmc(g(i))drxcu
c,m=1

Since Ug(i) leaves D invariant, set (p = U'^ip € D, then multiplying the resulting
relation from the left by yields,

d

u;mdv,m<t> = -i T Pmc(g(i))dru;v)xjj.
c,m= 1

Using Theorem 3.2.1 (i) and the definition of Umk(l) the Corollary easily follows. □

Corollary 3.2.3 The functions pmk{g(l)) and Am*(p(/)) satisfy the following equa¬
k

tions

d
d

71=1

d

/=1
d

(a) y'{a,.[A-‘/(s(0)]^Ii"(9(í))-ai.[v1ia(s(¡))]A-V(9(í))}=EcJ*/A'V,(s(')),
71=1

d

f=1

(in) ns(9(l))diA\-\b(gm = Y/Pms(g(l))din[p-i;(gm-
-1 t>

5=1 5= 1

where CjyJ are the structure constants for G.

Proof (i) Let ip 6 D be arbitrary then one easily finds using (3.7) that
d[m d[n — dlndlmUg^'lp,

holds. Now picking out the terms di™Ug(i) and dinUg(i) in Theorem 3.2.1 (ii) one finds
d d

a=l a=l
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Since Ug(i) leaves D invariant, one can set 4> = Ug(i)ip and rearranging the terms yields
d d

£ {-•<>/"Ift/íslO)] + «<-[ft/(s(0)]}Xl* = £ Pna(9(l)W(9mXa,Xi}<t,.
f= 1 a,6=l

Now making use of the commutation relations [A"0, Xb] = i i ca¿X / this equation
becomes

p»°m)p¿(9(l))c¿\x,<t, = 0.
/= 1 l a,6=1 J

Finally using the fact that the operators {-X*}*=1 form a basis for g and that <f> e D
is arbitrary one concludes

d

{«-[*/(»(())] - a..k/(9(i))]} = - Y p*‘W)WW\W ■ (3.9)
5,t= 1

Now contracting both sides of (3.9) with p-1 ja(g(l)) yields

£ {Orb'1f‘W))WW)) - ¡‘W))WW))} =
/=1

= YY ft*(sMW(í(0)c..vy<í(o),
/=1 S,t= 1

where,

¿ft-lft»‘(s(0)]/>‘V(iW) = -¿a-lp-‘*"(«(0)]A»*(9(0),
k=1 fc=l

has been used. Finally contract both sides with p_1jtm(p(/))p_1_;n(p(/)) to obtain the
desired relation,

¿{si-b-1i“(9(0)]9-1l”(9(0)-a,»[9-1*“(9(0)]p-,/(»(0)} =
n=l

= £<*'(»«W(í(0).
/=l

(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of (i).
(iii) Using Corollary 3.2.2 (iii) can be rewritten as

¿d,~[£/-V(l)9-1,l(9(i))l = - Y U-\\l)p-'l'm)MPm‘(9mp-'.''(9(l))
t= i /,j,e=l
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This equation can be simplified as follows

Y, Pnj{9(l))Ujh{l)dlm[U-1ht(l)p-1tb(g{l))) = -^>»[Pms(s(0)}p-\\g(l))
hj,t=1 5=1

¿ U~\’(l)d^\pj(g(l))Ui1'(l)} = dr{pj(gm.
h,7=1

Differentiating the product and rearranging the terms yields:
d

d,.{p¿(am - W))} = - £

Next using dimUjh(l) = pms(g{l))cjsnUnh(l), which is proved along the same lines as

Theorem 3.2.1 (ii), we find
d

dtm [pnf(g(l))\ ~~ dln[pm^ (g{l))] — — ] Pn^ {g{l))Pm (p(0 )cjd^,
j,s~ 1

which is equation (3.9), and therefore, establishes (iii). □
One could ask if it is really necessary to use unbounded symmetric operators in

the representation theory of Lie algebras or stated differently, can one develop a rep¬

resentation theory of Lie algebras using only bounded symmetric operators. We could

then discard almost all the technical difficulties we have encountered in this chapter.

This interesting problem has been considered by Doebner and Melsheimer [27] who
have shown that

Theorem 3.2.4 (Doebner and Melsheimer [27]) A nontrivial representation of a

non-compact Lie algebra by symmetric operators contains at least one unbounded op¬

erator.

Since we are interested in quantum physics, we have to represent our basic kine-

matical variables by self-adjoint operators. Hence, we have to choose a representation

of the basis of a given Lie algebra by symmetric operators satisfying Hypothesis (A),
so that the closures of these operators are self-adjoint and the representation is inte¬

grable to a unique unitary representation of the associated Lie group. Therefore, in
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light of the above result, we can not avoid the use of unbounded symmetric operators
when we are dealing with non-compact Lie algebras and Lie groups.



CHAPTER 4
THE REPRESENTATION INDEPENDENT PROPAGATOR FOR A GENERAL

LIE GROUP

4.1 Coherent States for General Lie Groups

Let U be a fixed continuous, unitary, irreducible representation of a d-dimensional

real, separable, locally compact, connected and simply connected Lie group G on the
Hilbert space H. Let </>,£€ H then the function G 3 g —> (£/9£,</>) is called a

coefficient of the representation U.

Definition 4.1.1 A continuous, unitary irreducible representation U is called square

integrable if it has a nonzero square integrable coefficient, i.e. if there exist vectors (j),
£ (E H such that (Ug£, <t>) ^ 0 and

By a general Lie group G we mean in the following a real, separable, locally compact,
connected and simply connected Lie group G with continuous, irreducible, square

integrable, unitary representations.
For continuous, irreducible, square integrable, unitary representations one can

prove the following Theorem:

Theorem 4.1.2 (Duflo and Moore [30]) Let U be a continuous, irreducible, square

integrable, unitary representation of G, then there exists a unique operator K in H,
self-adjoint, positive, semi-invariant with weight A~1(g), and satisfying the following
conditions:

(i) Let <f>, £ € H, (j) 0. Then ([/s£, <j>) is square integrable if and only if £ €
D {K-1'2).

52
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(ii) Let x, yf € H, and f,f' G T)(K 1//2). Then one has

j (x,U!W,i',x')d9={x,x')(K-'/2e,K-l,20- (4.1)
(For the proof see Ref. 30, Theorem 3.)
Remark 4.1.1 Condition (i) shows that if a representation is square integrable then
there exists a dense set S of vectors in H such that for £ € S the factor (Ug£,<j))
is square integrable for all (p 6 H. One refers to condition (ii) as the orthogonality
relations for U. A result similar to (ii) has been obtained by Carey [16, Theorem 4.3]
by realizing the square integrable representation U in a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space. For the Heisenberg-Weyl group these othogonality relations have first been
proved by Moyal [81]. The operator K is called the formal degree of the representation
U. When G is unimodular, K is a scalar multiple of the identity operator which is
the usual formal degree. O

Let Xi,...,Xd be an irreducible representation of the basis of the Lie algebra L
corresponding to G, by symmetric operators on H satisfying Hypothesis (A), then
L is integrable to a unique unitary representation of G on H. Let there exist a
parameterization of G such that,

d

where / € Q.

Now let T] € D(AT1//2); then we define the set of coherent states for G, correspond¬
ing to the fixed continuous, irreducible, square integrable, unitary representation Ug^)
as:

i)(0 = V,u,K'pri; T| € D(A"1/2) and ||tj|| = 1. (4.2)

It follows directly from (4.1) that these states give rise to a resolution of identity of
the form
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where dg(l) is the left invariant Haar measure of G given in the chosen parameteri¬
zation by

d

«0 = 7(0 fl di‘> (4-4)
k= 1

where 7(/) = | det[Am*(y(i))]|.
Remark 4.1.2 It follows from the strong continuity of Ug^ that the family of states de¬
fined in (4.2) is strongly continuous. Moreover, these states give rise to the resolution
of identity (4.3). Hence, the family of states defined in (4.2) satisfies the requirements
set forth in subsection 2.2.2 for a family of states to be a family of coherent states. <>

The map Cv : H —> L2(G), defined for any ip G H by:

MKO = <M0 = MO, *) = (4.5)

yields a representation of the Hilbert space H by bounded, continuous, square in¬
tegrable functions on a proper closed subspace L2(G) of L2(G); see Appendix B.l.
Using the resolution of identity one finds

(4.6)

where

W) = MOMO) = MK'nvrHmt)K'*ri>

and Kll2Ug-\(i)g[y)K1/2 denotes the closure of the operator K'^Ug-mwi^K1/2. One
calls (4.6) the reproducing property. Furthermore, as shown in Appendix B.2, the
kernel l) is an element of L2(G) for fixed / € Q. Therefore, the kernel l) is a
reproducing kernel and L2(G) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space; see Appendix B.2.
One easily verifies (see Appendix B.l) that the map Cr, is an isometric isomorphism
from H to L2(G). Now let the map A : G 3 g A9 be defined by left translation,
i.e.

(Km<t>)MO) = <Hg-00g(O), v^ei2(G), v9(i),s(f)eC. (4.7)
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It is straightforward to show (see Appendix A.5) that the map defined in (4.7) is a

continuous, unitary representation of G on L2(G). This representation is called the
left regular representation of G.

Lemma 4.1.3 The isometric isomorphism intertwines the representation Ug^) on

H with a subrepresentation of the left regular representation Ag(¡) on L2(G).

Proof: Let ip 6 H be arbitrary, then we have

KUg{niP}(l) = {rj(l),Ug{niP)
= (U9-HnUg{l)K^V,iP)

= As(n^(p(0)
= Aj(¿')[Cr,i/'](/).

Since, ip € H was arbitrary and Cv is bounded we conclude that

Cr¡Ug(l') — Ap(/')C^;

hence, C^ intertwines the representation U with a subrepresentation of the left regular
representation A on L2(G). □

Therefore, (U, H) is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of the left regular
representation (A, L2(G)).

Lemma 4.1.4 The unitary representation Ug(i) intertwines the operator representa¬
tion of L on H, with the representation of L by right and left invariant dif¬
ferential operators on any one of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces L2(G) C L2(G).
In fact setting Vj = (d/i,..., d¡d) the following relations hold:

d

(i) Letxk{-iX7i,l) = '^p-lkm(g(l))(-idlm), k = l,...,d, then:
m= 1

xk(-ivhi)u;wip = u;{l)xkip, v^ed.
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d

(ii) Let !*(tVi,l) = ^2\-\m(g(l))(idim), k = then:
m= 1

= Ug(i)Xkip, V^D.

j4 common dense invariant domain for these differential operators on any one of the

L2(G) C L2(G) is given by the continuous representation o/D, i.e. D,, = C^(D).

Proo/. (i)

~Ug{i)di™U'g{l)

Let rp 6 D be arbitrary, then using the fact that
0 it follows from Theorem 3.2.1 (ii) that

d

After contracting both sides with p
-i ™

k (g(l)) one finds
d

T,p-'r= u;mxki>, k
m= 1

hence,

£k{-í'Vi,l)U¡il)ip

Using Corollary 3.2.3 (i) one obtains,

m,n=l

m=ln=1

=

k=\

d

k=i

Therefore, the differential operators {£*(—zV/, /)}¡t=1 with common dense invariant
domain D,, form a representation of L on any one of the reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces L2(G).

(ii) The proof of (ii) is similar to proof of (i). □
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Corollary 4.1.5 The differential operators {¿fc(—¿V/, l)}k=i ({aT(iVj, 0}fc=i) are es~

sentially self-adjoint on any one of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces L2(G) and
can be identified with the generators {A(AT)}j!=1 ({P(AT)}fc=1) °f a subrepresentation

of the left (right) regular representation of G on L2(G).

Proof Let if) G D then it follows from Lemma 4.1.4 that

ífc(-íV¡,/)^(Z) = [CVXki¡>\(l), k 1 ^ ^ d •

On the other hand, let Ugk(t) = exp(~itXk), k = l,...,d, be one-parameter

subgroups of G. Then [CvXkip\(l) can also be written as

[CVXkif\(l) Cv lim' t->o

1 „

U9kW ~ 1
it

$ (l)

x);) V>)]
I—TV Cb

t—yO

$
it

IHm^W-
t—>0 xt

A(Xk)r/>Jl), k

■^u(0

1 ^ ^ d

where the A(Xk) s—lim
t—>0

A9kW I

it
5 k 1,..., d, are the generators of a subrepre¬

sentation of the left regular representation of G on L2(G). Hence, one can identify

ifc(-ZV/,/) with A(Xk) on D,,, i.e.

¿jt(-*Vi,Z)= A(Arfc), k 1 « •««« d> •

Clearly, the operators xk(—iXi, l), k = 1,..., d, are symmetric, since the operators

Xk, k = 1,..., d, are symmetric on H and since Cv is an isometric isomorphism from
H onto L2(G).

The essential self-adjointness of the operators xk(—iVi, l), k = 1,..., d, on L2(G)
is established as follows. Since each of the operators AT, k = 1,,d, has a dense

set D c H of analytic vectors, see section 3.1, we have by Lemma 5.1 in Ref. 82 that
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each Xk, k = 1,..., d, is self-adjoint. Hence, the restriction of each Xk, k = 1,..., d,
to D is essentially self-adjoint. Since, C^ is an isometric isomorphism from H onto

L^(G) we have that the closure of each x;t(—iV/, /), k = 1,..., d, contains a dense set
of analytic vectors, namely, C,,(D), hence, is by Lemma 5.1 in Ref. 82 self-adjoint. In
particular, each x*(—iV/, l), k = 1,..., d, is essentially self-adjoint on Dv.

Similarly one can prove that the operators {ífc(iV¿,/)}*=1 are essentially self-
adjoint and that they can be identified with the generators {P(Arfc)}*=1 of a subrep¬
resentation of the right regular representation of G on L^(G). □

Corollary 4.1.6 The family of right invariant differential operators {xk[—iVj, l)}k-\
commutes with the family of left invariant differential operators Z)}£=1.

Proof: Let and íj(íV¡,/) be arbitrary, then

where we have used Corollary 3.2.3 (iii) in the fourth line. Therefore,

[x¿(—iV|, Z), xffiVt, /)] =

and since, x¿(—zV/,Z) and Xj(iV¡,l) were arbitrary, this establishes the Corollary. □
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4.2 The Representation Independent Propagator for Compact Lie Groups

In this section we follow our presentation in Ref. 98. Let G be a d-dimensional,
connected and simply connected, real compact Lie group G. For compact Lie groups

all irreducible representations are finitely dimensional (cf. [7, Theorem 7.1.3]). Hence,
let us denote the finite dimensional irreducible representations of G by U*- and their
finite dimensional representation spaces by H^. We denote the dimension of the rep¬

resentation space by d^. One calls d^ the degree of the representation tA. Let
Xi,...,Xd be an irreducible representation of the basis of L by bounded symmetric
operators on H^. Then Hypothesis (A) is trivially fulfilled for this family of operators
since all vectors in are analytic vectors for these operators, hence this representa¬
tion of the Lie algebra L is integrable to a unique unitary representation of G on H^.
Let there exist a parameterization of G such that ,

d

exp(—z/1A”i)... exp(—ildXd),

where l € Q. Since G is compact, the parameter space Q is a bounded set, therefore,
all irreducible representations are trivially square integrable. The positive self-adjoint
operator K is given by K = d^I, hence, we can choose any normalized vector
and the coherent states for a compact Lie group G corresponding to a fixed irreducible
unitary representation become:

see equation (4.2). As we have seen in chapter 2, the resolution of identity has the
form

here dg(l) is given by
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Since all operators A*, k = l,...,d are bounded we have by Lemma 4.1.4 for any
xp e H^, using the continuous representation Cv : —> L2(G), that

**(-*?,, z)[C^](0 = [cvxkri>)(i), k = i

Note that this relation holds independently of rj.

Since G is compact the center of the von Neumann algebra .4(A) generated by
the left regular representation A of G contains a compact self-adjoint operator whose
eigenspaces are A-invariant (cf. [78, Lemma IV.3.1]). Hence, A can be decomposed
into a direct sum of irreducible representations. In fact A is completely reducible into

a direct sum of all irreducible unitary representations of G, where each Uoccurs

with multiplicity d^ (see [7, Theorem 7.1.4]), i.e.

A =® dc£/<,
C€G

A A

where G denotes the dual space of G; G is the set of equivalence classes of all con¬

tinuous, irreducible unitary representations of G.
Denote by T^A*) the self-adjoint Hamilton operator of a quantum mechani¬

cal system on H^. Then for the continuous representation of the solution to
Schródinger’s equation, xp(t) = exp[—i(t — t')'H(Xk)]ip{t'), where h = 1, is given on

LUG) by
<MM)= / K,(l, f; f)dg(l'),

where,

KJl,t;l’,t') = MlUxpl-Ht-t'mXMl'))
= [C,exp[—.(¡-iOwpyMOKO
= u (t - t')[CM‘‘)W)
= U(t- t')i((ri, UÍmUÍnV),

where,

U(t — t') = exp [-¿(i — t')'H{xk{—iVi, /))].
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In this construction 77 was arbitrary, hence it holds for any 77 € H^. Therefore, one
can choose any orthonormal basis (ONB) {<fijin and write down the following
generalized propagator

d(

Kh(O,ti(') = <’) = «(* -O„)]
7=1

= w(t - í')¿cXc(fl_1(0p(O). (4-8)

Lemma 4.2.1 The propagator Kn ,t') given in (4-8) correctly propagates all
elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space L*(G), associated with the irreducible
unitary representation of the compact Lie group G.

Therefore,

tMM) = J Vt7GHc,
i.e., the propagator Kn (l, t, l1, t') propagates the elements of any reproducing kernel
Hilbert space L*(G) correctly. □
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Hence, we have succeeded in constructing for the irreducible representation

a propagator Kh, that correctly propagates each element of an arbitrary reproducing

kernel Hilbert space L2(G), i.e., we have succeeded in constructing a fiducial vector

independent propagator for a fixed irreducible unitary representation of G. Using the

fact that the set is an ONB one can rewrite the group character Xc(#-1(0#(O)
in terms of the matrix elements D^(l) = (fit, of as follows,

«<(

xdr'mn) = £ DUl)DU1')- («)
*J=1

Therefore, Kh can be written alternatively as

•k
= U(t - 0 £ <1^,(1)D^t). (4.10)

i,j=1

In this construction the unitary irreducible representation £7^ was arbitrary,
hence one can introduce such a propagator for each inequivalent unitary represen¬

tation of G, i.e. one can write down the following propagator for the left regular

representation Ag^ of G on L2(G)

K(l,Í; l\<') =£ *-H( (I, t; f) = U(t - «')££ dcD‘)(/)£!? (/').
ceó ceé *b=i

Now it is well known from the Peter-Weyl Theorem that the functions

C £ G, 1 < i,j < d£,

form a complete orthonormal system (ONS) in L2(G) (cf. [7, Theorem 7.2.1]. The

completeness relation of this ONS is given by
d,

d(DUl)DUl') =
CeGlJ=1

where the sum holds as a weak sum and 6e(g 1(l)g(l1)) is defined as

M
t'(') L\n<s(( (4.11)
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Therefore, we find as our final result

K(l, t; t') = exp [-*(« - t')n(xk(-iVh /))] Se(g-\l)g(l')) (4.12)

This propagator, which is a tempered distribution, is clearly independent of the fidu¬
cial vector and the representation chosen for the basic kinematical variables {X*}£=1.
A sufficiently large set of test functions for this propagator is given by C(G), the set
of all continuous functions on G. Hence, we have shown the first part of the following

Theorem:

Theorem 4.2.2 The propagator K(l, i; /', t') in (4-12) is a propagator for the left

regular representation of the compact Lie group G on L2(G), which correctly propa¬

gates all elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2(G), associated with an

arbitrary irreducible unitary representation Ug^ of the compact Lie group G, £ € G.

Proof To prove the second part of Theorem 4.2.2, let and 77 € be arbitrary,
then for any ipT,{l) in some L2(G), associated with one clearly has that €
C(G). Hence, one can write

The second equality holds since the elements of different representation spaces are

mutually orthogonal, hence, only the ^-term remains. In the last step Lemma 4.2.1
has been used. □

Hence, for any compact Lie group G we have constructed a propagator that
is independent of the chosen irreducible unitary representation of G. We call this
propagator a representation independent propagator for G.

We will see in section 4.4 that the representation independent propagator for

compact Lie groups can be given the following d-dimensional lattice phase-space path
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integral representation (see Proposition 4.4.4 or [98]):

K(i"x,r,t')

where l", l

, 'G' ■/£
TV

x exp \ i ^[pj+1/2 • {lj+1 - /j) - eW(ifc(pJ+i/2; Zj+1, Zj))]
j=0

TV

xTTrfZ] dlj, (4.13)
j=i

0 /' and € = (i" - i')/(A^ + 1). The sum ^{p} appearing in the
above expression is defined as

{p}
lyivK ^ K ^

PN+1/2 PN—1/2

-Y-Y
K^ K^

P3/2 Pl/2

the sums are over the spectrum of the operator —¿V/, defined in section 4.4.2, and
where K is the appropriate normalization constant such that

|G|
A'VWW) ¿Z* E exp

Pk

d

>S>(/nk i,k)
L k=1

6e(g-\l")9(l')),

The arguments of the Hamiltonian in (4.13) are given by the following functions:

%k(Pj+1/2i Zj+li lj)
d

P-\m{g(lj+i)) + P-\m (9(h))
m= 1

2
Pm**1/*, k !]•••} d

Remark 4.2.1 Observe, that the lattice expression for the representation independent

propagator exhibits the correct time reversal symmetry, which means that

K{l",t"-J\t') =

Also note that in the construction of the representation independent propagator for

compact Lie groups and its path integral representation no explicit use is made of the
ONS C € G and i,j = 1,... , cZ^, in L2(G) whose existence is guaranteed by
the Peter-Weyl Theorem, but merely the facts that it exists and is complete are used.
Moreover, we have made no assumptions about the nature of the physical systems we

are considering, other than that its Hamilton operator be self-adjoint. Therefore, the
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path integral representation (4.13) can be used to describe the motion of a general
physical system, not just that of a free particle, on the group manifold of any compact
Lie group and it does not matter if the DjAl) are explicitly known or not. Hence,
(4.13) represents a clear improvement over the path integral formulations describing
the motion of a free particle on a group manifold presented in chapter 2. O

4.3 Example: The Representation Independent Propagator for SU(2)

While the Peter-Weyl Theorem assures that the ONS y/d¡D^(l), ( € G and

i,j = 1,... ,d^ exists and is complete, the construction of such a set is frequently a
difficult task. The functions y/d^D^il) are known only for a limited class of groups
and will now be constructed for SU(2). It turns out that this is an exercise in har¬
monic analysis. We will now explicitly describe the maximal set of commuting oper¬

ators in L2(SU(2)). We will take the set of infinitely often differentiable functions,
C°°(SU(2)), as their common dense invariant domain. Since SU(2) is a rank one
group, there exists one two-sided invariant operator C\ in the center of the enveloping
algebra Z of SU(2). Moreover, since SU(2) is compact the maximal set of commuting
right (left) invariant differential operators in the right (left) invariant enveloping al¬
gebra ZR (ZL), can be associated with the Casimir operator of the maximal subgroup
U(l) of SU(2).

Let Si, S2, and S3 be an arbitrary irreducible representation of the Lie algebra
su(2) by self-adjoint operators satisfying the commutation relations

3

[Si,Sj] = i etjkSk-
k=1

Since the Casimir operator of SU(2), C\ = JT=1 S2, commutes with all the generators
of the Lie algebra su(2), its eigenspaces are invariant under the Lie algebra, and all
vectors of an irreducible representation must be eigenvectors of C\ with a fixed eigen¬
value. We denote by the (2£ -I- l)-dimensional complex eigenspace corresponding
to the eigenvalue ((( + !),£== 0,1/2,1,.... We denote the pairwise non-equivalent
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irreducible representations of 56/(2) on any of the by £A. One can show that every
irreducible representation U of 56/(2) is equivalent to one of the representations 6A,
C = 0,1/2,1,..(cf. [103, Theorem III.5.1]).

For 56/(2) in the Euler angle parameterization an arbitrary unitary irreducible
representation of SU(2) is given by

= exp(-i<pS3) exp(-iOS2) exp(-z(53),

where the domain of the parameters 6, <f>, and £ is given by

0 < 9 < 7T, 0 < <f> < 27t, -27r < f < 27r.

With this choice of parameterization of 56/(2) the operators {s*}jt=i defined in
Lemma 4.1.4 (i) are given by:

= isin<pde + icot9cos^ - icos<i>escOd^,

h(-id0,-«?0,-ic^, 0,0,f) = -icos<f)dg + í cot 0 sin - i sin esc 06^,
hi-idei-idf, </>,£) = -id#. (4-14)

By Corollary 4.1.5 these operators can be identified with the generators of a subrepre¬
sentation of the left regular representation of SU(2), (i.e. belong to the right invariant
Lie algebra of SU(2)). Similarly the operators {s*}|=1 defined in Lemma 4.1.4 (ii)
are given by:

0,£) = isin^Sfl - i csc0cosfd¿ + cot0cosfd{,

s^idg^id^id^O, <£,£) = icos^dg + f esc 0 sin f00 - icot0sin£d{,
h{ide,id<t>,idi:,6,(l),Z) = id¡., (4.15)

and can be identified with the generators of a subrepresentation of the right regular
representation, (i.e. belong to the left invariant Lie algebra of SU(2)). From (4.14)
and (4.15) we easily identify the Casimir operators of U(l) as

B\ = idc. (4.16)
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For the Casimir operator of SU(2) one finds

C\ = -(1 - z2)d] + 2zdz - t^-2 (0j - 2\zd& + d¡), (4.17)1 z

where z = cos 6 and the identity - sin6dC0Se = de has been used. Since C\ commutes
with all elements of the enveloping algebra C and is irreducible, C\ is a

multiple of the identity on any one of the reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces L*(SU(2))
associated with the irreducible representation i i-e-

Cl = C(c + l)^L2(Si/(2)) (4-18)

Let {ipn)n=-<; be an orthonormal basis in H^, then we can associate with each
irreducible representation where £ = 0,1/2,1,..., the following matrix ele¬
ments

= (^mi Ug(e,<t>¿)^n)' — miTl — C-
We shall now determine the matrix elements D^n(0, (p, £) as the common eigen¬

functions of the operators A\, Bi, C\. Equations (4.16) and (4.17) suggest that the
common eigenfunctions of the operators A\, B\, and C\ are of the form

DUe, *,{) = e-<(m*+»i) p£ „ (cosí).

Using this form of £>^(0, <f), £) in (4.18) one finds:

(! - Z2)^L(Z) + 24P™(2) + fZT?(m2 + ^ “ 2mTlZ) = C(C + l)PL(Z)
The functions P£n(z), which are known as the Wigner functions, are given by

:m—n

2m
(C ~m)!(£ + m)!
(C-n)!(£ + n)!

(1-*)
m— n

(i + *)
m_t‘n — (m—n,m+n)pC-m (2),

where P£™-n’m+n^(z) are Jacobi polynomials, (see [103, p. 125]). Also observe that
Pfhn(z) = (—l)n_mP,£n(,z). Therefore, one finds for the matrix elements of the irre¬
ducible representation U^g ^ ^ the following:

DL(M,O = e-i(m*+ni)PL(cos0),
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as pointed out above these functions form a complete ONS on L2(SU(2)). The com¬

pleteness relation for this ONS takes the form, see (4.11),

X ¿ (2c+1)dUo",r,(")DL(<r,i'.f) = - <>rm" - «<*(?" - ?')•
QEÓ m,n=-C

By equation (4.12) the representation independent propagator for SU(2) is then

found to be:

167r2 exp[-i(f" - 1, l), s2{-i^i, l), 0)]
1

x
sin 9 5(e" - e')6(r -me -a

where l = (9,<j),£) and V¡ = (dg, d#, d^). By Equation 4.13 the regularized lattice

phase-space path integral representation for the representation independent propaga¬

tor for SU(2) is given by

+/3j+l/2(</>j+l - (t>j) + 7j+1/2(£j+1

where,

SliPj+l/2', lj+1) lj)

S2ÍPj+l/2', Ij-1-1) Ij)

h{Pj+\/2',lj+\,lj)

1

2 (sin (f)j+i + sin (j)j)oij+i/2
1

2
1

(cot 6j+i cos (f>j+1 + cot 6j cos )/3y-i-i/2

-|- - (cos (f>j+l CSC 6j+1 + COS (f)j CSC dj)jj+i/2,
1

2 (cos 4>j+1/2 + cos (/)j)aj+1/2
1

2
1

(cot 9j+i sin 4>j+i -1- cot 9j sin cj)j)/3j+i/2

+ - (esc 9j+1 sin (f)j+i + esc 93 sin (¡)j)'yj+1/2,

Pj+1/2-

As an example let us calculate this propagator for the following two Hamilton

operators
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(¡) W(Si(-¡V,,/),S2(-!V,,0s3(-!V|,¡)) = Jj.Sj.
(U) «(si(-iV|, /), s2(-¿V,, O, s3(-¿V,, ()) = ¿(Sf + ¡1 + %)■

4.3.1 The Hamilton Operator %(si, «2» S3) = ¿s2

As announced in chapter 2 we now revisit the free particle moving on a circle
and present its exact path integral treatment. The Hamiltonian /H(s\, S2, S3) = P2/2/
describes a free particle moving on a circle with fixed axis, like a bead on a hoop.
We analyze this problem in two steps. First we proceed naively, assuming that the
Hamilton operator is self-adjoint. In particular we assume that s3 = — id^, is self-
adjoint on L2([0,27r)) and has a spectrum of the form /3 = n, n = 0, ±1,.... Then in
a second step we reexamine this assumption and show that s3 = —id$ self-adjoint with
spectrum /3 = n is only one particular choice of uncountably many. With this choice
of Hamilton operator the representation independent propagator takes the form

K (9", 0", t"\ 6', 0', t')

hf&i& /■ exp{i -e¡)+{o,0,7} J=°

<t>i)
{aA7}

2 TV

+ 7j+i/2(£j+i - tj)
Pj+1/2
21 ]}n ddJd^Jd^

3=1

^6(9" - 9') 6((" - (') lim [...Sin V N->oo J

1

2n

TV+1

00 00 TV

X E -
0*+i =—00 0^ =—oc

eXP [^+1/2(^+1 - 0/) - {rP2j+1/2
1 l J=0

TV

j=1

This last integral can be evaluated as follows

lim
TV-* OO

1
TV+1 00 00 TV

2tt
0N+1/2=“°° 0i/2=— OC j=0

e

27

TV

^+1/2]}
j=i

lim
N—toc

1

27T

TV+1

0N+1/2 01/2
•53 /•••/ exPW/Wi/20" 1/20
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N N N

E ^jiPj+1/2 - Pj-1/2) E#
i=i

lim —

N—► 00 27TE • • E exp {#1/2 0N+ 1/2 ^

or^-’j+l/2
j=0 i=l

]}n dh
N N

Í[Pn+1/2<I>" — P\/2^' 21 3+1/2 1 r II6Pif+l/2Pj-l/2
j=o i=i

1

27T

00 r

E exp{
0—— OC ^

/V - *')
T

2/
P

Hence we find for the representation independent propagator

87T

sin#
-«(«" - e') <s(r - f)

X E exp i i
n=— 00 ^

- <t')
T

21
n

The sum over n is related to the Jacobi theta function,

OO

#3(z,t) Y exp(í7rín2 + 2inz).
Tl—— OO

Therefore, with the following identifications we can write the representation indepen¬

dent propagator in closed form. Let

t
T

2ttI
(r - <t>')

2

then our final result for the representation independent propagator becomes

87T

sin 9
- 6(9" - 9') 6(C - e')03 (r - ¿0

2

T
’
2-kI

This result agrees with the one found by Schulman [94] expect for an arbitrary phase
factor.

We now follow our analysis in Ref. 99, section III.c. It is well known that the

symmetric operator —id$ on L2([0, 27r)) with domain
2tt

D(-id0) = {'ip : I (\x6\z + |V,'|2)# < oo,^(0) = 0 = ip(2ir)}
0

has deficiency indices (1,1), hence, it can be extended to a self-adjoint operator but
not uniquely. In fact there exists a one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions
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which we denote by — id¿ = —id# with the domain

D(-*3j) = {ip: f (|V>|2 + W\2)d<f) < oo, V>(27t) = e‘V(0)},Jo

where ó € [—7r, 7t) (see [87, pp. 257-259]). Note that the choice ó = 0 corresponds
to the case of periodic boundary conditions, which we have assumed above. The
spectrum of each —id^ is straightforwardly found as follows, let A € R then

this implies that the eigenfunctions are given by

Fitting the boundary conditions t/>(27r) = el<V(0), yields the following set of eigen¬
values,

An n +
<5

27T
n € Z {

Therefore, the spectrum of — id¿ is given by

Hence, the choice of periodic boundary conditions is only one of uncountable many

possibilities. If we choose instead the boundary conditions ip(2ir) = etSip(0), where
6 € [—7T, 7r) is arbitrary, our expression for the representation independent propagator
becomes
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Therefore, with the following identifications we can write the representation indepen¬
dent propagator again in closed form. Let

,

= zT ' __ (f - <¡t) T6
2tiI ' Z 2 47r/’

then our final result for the representation independent propagator with arbitrary S
becomes

8tr

sin 6" S{9" - O') ¿(C - o

x exp
- 4f) iTS2'

e3 \(r-d>') Ts -r

2tt 8>tt2I 2 Anl' 2nl

This result exhibits the same ^-dependence

which also encompasses all spins.

4.3.2 The Hamilton Operator %(si, ¿2, S3) = itf + Z + ii)

Our second example is that of the Hamilton operator "H(si, S2, S3) = C\{0, </>,£),
where C\(6, <f>, £) is the Casimir operator of SU(2) given in (4.17). Note that the
Hamilton operator s2, S3) = C\{0,(j),Q is essentially self-adjoint since Ci (0,^,0
is a symmetric and elliptic central element of the enveloping algebra Í of SU(2), (cf.
[78, Corollary VI.3.1]). This Hamiltonian describes the motion of a free particle
on the group manifold of SU(2). With this choice of the Hamilton operator the
representation independent propagator becomes:

where T = t" — i! and equations (4.8) and (4.18) have been used. Here Xc(tf) denotes
the character for the representation ie. if one denotes the Euler angles of
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the element g 1(0", <j>", £")g(0', <j>', £) by (0,0, £) one finds:
C

xcteiM, 0) exp[-im(0 + O]^mm(cos 0)
m=-C

Observe that, the character of the group can be expressed as a function of a single
variable as follows. It is well known that the character as a function of the group is
constant on conjugacy classes, i.e. for any two elements g and g\ one has

Xc(9\99\*) xd9)

Therefore, to show that Xc(#) *s a function of one variable, it is sufficient to show
that the conjugacy classes of SU(2) can be labeled by a single parameter. As is well
known from linear algebra any unitary unimodular 2x2 matrix g can be written as

9 = 9\19\l, where g\ € SU(2) and 7 is of the following diagonal matrix
7

.<(r/2)

0

0
e-»(r/2)

Furthermore, among all matrices equivalent to g there exists only one other diagonal
matrix 7' obtained from 7 by complex conjugation. Therefore, each conjugacy class
of elements of SU(2) is labeled by one parameter T, ranging from —27r < T < 2n and
where T and —T give the same class. Hence, the characters Xc(p) can be regarded as
functions of one variable T that varies between 0 and 2n. The geometrical meaning
of the parameter T is that it is equal to the angle of rotation corresponding to the
matrix g. In terms of the Euler angles() and (O', $',£') T is given by

r = arccos[cos(0" — O') cos(<£" — 0') cos(£" — £') — cos(0" + O') sin(0" — <f>') sin(£" — £')]
(4.19)

One can derive an explicit formula for Xc(p) as a function of T. Note that the matrix

^7(0 r o) fhat corresponds to 7 € SU(2) is given by the diagonal matrix of rank 2( +1
having diagonal elements e *“r, —C < « < C- Now let g = Pi7Pj \ then

-1

Xc (9) — tr[^7(o,r,o)]
c

-¿or

a=—C

sin(C + l/2)r
sin r/2

5
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Hence, the group character can be written as

xdg-1 (0\ r,a9 ,a)
sin(C + l/2)r

sin T/2
5

where T is given in (4.19). Therefore, one finds for the representation independent

propagator

N

+ 7j+i/2(£j+i - fj) — eCi(0j+i, Oj, <t>j, ij)]} TT d9jd(f)jd^j
3=1

16ir2 V(2< + 1) exp .^C(C + 1>
sin(C + l/2)r

sin T/2

This result agrees with the one found by Schulman [94] which was obtained by the
methods mentioned in chapter 2.

4.4 The Representation Independent Propagator for General Lie Groups

4.4.1 Construction of the Representation Independent Propagator

Now let G be a general Lie group. Let us again denote by U an arbitrary, fixed,
square integrable unitary representation of G. Then it is a direct consequence of
Lemma 4.1.4 (i) that for any ip £ D

¿fc(-*Víf l)[CMl) = [C„Xkip](l), k = 1,..., d.

holds independently of r¡. Therefore, the isometric isomorphism Cv intertwines the
representation of the Lie algebra L on H, with a subrepresentation of L by right-
invariant, essentially self-adjoint differential operators on any one of the reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces L^(G). To summarize, we found in section 4.1 that any square

integrable representation U of G is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of
the left regular representation A on L*(G). Furthermore, the generators of G are

represented by right invariant, essentially self-adjoint differential operators on L*(G).
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Let (7r,H) be a representation of G, then we denote by A(tt) the von Neumann
algebra generated by the operators ng, g e G (cf. Appendix A.2). By Proposition
5.6.4 in Ref. 25 there exists a projection operator P¡ in the center of the von Neumann

algebra -4(A) such that the restriction A/ of A to the closed subspace Pj[L2(G)\ of
L2{G) is of type I, and such that the restriction of A to the orthogonal complement of
Pj[L2(G)\ has no type I part. Since G is separable and locally compact there exists by
Theorem 5.1 in Ref. 30 a standard Borel measure v on G, the set of all inequivalent
irreducible unitary representations of G, and a immeasurable field of
unitary representations of G, such that the type I part of A, A/, can be decomposed
into a direct integral,

Aj= [ U<®I<dv{C),Jg

where tA ® 1^ is a representation of G x G on ® H^.
Denote by 'W(A'jt) the essentially self-adjoint Hamilton operator of a quantum

system on H^. Then the continuous representation of the solution to Schródinger’s
equation, ip(t) = exp[-z(f - takes, on L2(G), the following form

*,(!,<) = JK,V,t; l',t')W,t')dg(C)
where,

Kr,{l, i; t') = (t?(/), exp[-i(i - t')H(Xk)]T](l'))
= [Crtexp[-i(t-t')n(XkMl'))(l)
= U(t-t')[CvV(l'))(l)
= U(t-1>)(ThKWUrxmnKWTi)
= U{t - (4.20)

where,

U{t - t1) = exp[-z(í - t')W(xk(—¿V/,/))].

and Kl!2Udenotes the closure of the operator K1/2Ug-m)g(i')K1/2
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Note that for non-compact Lie groups it is not true that every symmetric Hamilton

operator is also essentially self-adjoint, as was the case for compact Lie groups. To
illustrate this important fact, we consider the following two examples:

Example 4.4.1: Let G be the non-compact two parameter group of transformations
x' = p~lx — q, 0 < p < oo, —oo < q < oo of the real line 2R and let H = L2(1R+),
where IR+ = (0, oo). An irreducible unitary representation of G on H is given by the
formula:

(UsMm) = p-1/2e-'5V(p-'i), 4> € H.

The generators of the one-parameter unitary subgroups are given by

U{Xi) = k, V(x,)=l-(k± + ±k).
We choose the set S(]R+) as the common dense invariant domain for these operators.

As our first example we consider the operator

U{X\ + X2) = kr + 5

Clearly the operator Xj is symmetric. To show that 7j is essentially self-adjoint it is
necessary and sufficient to show that the kernel of the operator T)* + il, ker(Tj* + il),
consists only of the zero vector, i.e. ker(Xj* -f il) — {0}. In other words we have to
show that the equation:

T]= ±i(f)±{k),

has no solutions in H other than <t>±(k) = 0. One finds the following solution for the
above equation
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Both of these functions are not in H, since they are not square integrable. The

function \(j)+(k)\2 diverges at infinity and the function |</>_(A:)|2 diverges at the origin.
Therefore, we conclude that T\ is essentially self-adjoint.

As our second example we consider the operator

This operator is clearly symmetric, and one determines the following solutions for the
equation T2*0±(^) = ±i(f>±(k):

<P+(k) = fc"3/2exp (-¿2) ,

<M*0 = fc“3/2exp(¿).
Clearly (¡)-(k) is not integrable since it has a non-removable singularity at the origin,
however 4>+{k) is square integrable, and hence, belongs to H. Therefore, even though
the operator T2 is symmetric it is not essentially self-adjoint and can also not be
extended to a self-adjoint operator since it has deficiency indices (1,0). O

We now proceed with our construction of the representation independent propa¬
gator. Let a, P £ T>(G), then put

U(a) = J a(g(l))U,mdg(I),
a*(g(l)) = A(g~1(l))a(g~1(l)), and define the map V(G) x V(G) 9 (a,/?) a* (3 E
V(G) as follows:
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With these definitions we find that:

(r],K'/2U(a’*p)K'/2ri).

Note that K^a, P) is a bilinear, separately continuous form on V[G) x T>(G). We call
the bilinear separately continuous forms on V[G) x V(G) kernels on G. Also observe
that Kv(a,P) is a left invariant kernel, that is

K.v{Lga, Lgp) = Kv(a, (3), for every p G G, a, /? G V(G).

Therefore, we can write (4.20) as

Kv(a,t-p,t')=U(t(3).

In the above construction tj G D(K1!2) was arbitrary, furthermore as shown else¬
where [30, Corollary 2] for a G V{G) the operator K1l2U(a)K1^2 is trace class.
Therefore, we can choose any ONS {<pj}jeiN in D(/C/2) and write

OO

Kh(o, /?) =E K*. (a. 0) = * H)K^).
i=1

Note that tCn(a, P) is a left invariant kernel on G, since each (a; P) is a left
invariant kernel on G. Therefore, by Proposition VI.6.5 in Ref. 78 there exists a

unique distribution S in V'{G) such that /Ch(ci, P) = S(a* ★ P). In fact we see that
S{g-\l)g(!')) = tv[K'/2Ug-Hi)g(i')K1/2]- Therefore, we find the following propagator
which is an element of V'(G):

KH(l,*; t') = U(t - t')tT[K'/2Ug-Hl)g{nK'/2}. (4.21)
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»

Remark 4.4.1 This propagator is clearly independent of 77 the fiducial vector that fixes
a coherent state representation. However, this propagator is in general no longer a

continuous function but a linear functional acting on V(G). We will see below that

the elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space lie in the set of test functions
for this propagator. O

Lemma 4.4.1 The propagator Kn{l,t\V ,1f) given in (4-21) correctly propagates all
elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space L^(G), associated with the irre¬
ducible, square integrable unitary representation Ugg) of the general Lie group G.

Proof. Let 77 G D(A'1/2) be arbitrary, then for if)v(l',t') G L2(G) one can write

where the fourth equality holds by Theorem 4.1.2. Therefore,

V, e D(Kl'\

i.e. the propagator propagates the elements of any L^(G) correctly. □
In the above construction the unitary irreducible representation Ug(¡) was arbi¬

trary, hence we can introduce such a propagator for each inequivalent unitary repre¬

sentation of G. By Corollary 5.1 in Ref. 30 there exits a positive, cr-finite standard
Borel measure u on G, a /^-measurable decomposition of A/, and a

measurable field of nonzero, positive, self-adjoint operators such that is
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a semi-invariant operator of weight A (g !) in for z/-almost all £ G G such that for

a,f3eP,(D(G)}

6e{(y* * /?) tx[Kl'2U^{a* * p)Klc/2)dv(Q,
G

c (4.22)

is well defined; see Appendix B.3. Here,

/ / SÁS
-1mg(l'))a(g(l))/3(g(l'))dg(l)dg(l'),

and SJg^ffygfl')) is given in the chosen parameterization by

óJg-'mgiO)
1

d

i-e) Li
6{lk - l,k)

Hence, we can write down the following propagator for A/ of G on L2(G),

K(a,t]p,t') Knr(ci,t-p,t')du(C)
G

U(t-t') / KylAol-, ff)dv{C)
G

U(t t') I tr[K¡/2m(a* * (3)K¡/2}dv(0
G

U(t — t')Se(a* * /3).

Therefore, we find the following propagator for the type I part of the left regular

representation Aj:

= exp[~i{t - t')U{xk(-iVhl))]5e{g 1(l)g(l')). (4.23)

Remark 4.4.2 Observe, that this propagator is clearly independent of the fiducial vec¬

tor and the irreducible, square integrable unitary representation one has chosen for G.

A sufficiently large set of test functions for this propagator is given by C(G) C\L2(G),
where C(G) is the set of all continuous functions on G. Hence, the elements of any

reproducing kernel Hilbert space L2(G) are allowed test functions for the propagator

given by (4.23), and therefore, for the propagator given by (4.21). Therefore, we have

shown the first part of the following Theorem:



Theorem 4.4.2 The propagator K(l,t]l',t') in (4-23) is a propagator for the type I

part of the left regular representation of the general Lie group G which correctly prop¬

agates all elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space L^G) associated with an

arbitrary irreducible, square integrable unitary representation of G, ( G G.

Proof. To prove the second part of Theorem 4.4.2, let and rj^ G D{K^!2) be
arbitrary. For any G L\ ,(G), associated with UÍn, we can write

= [CV(I exp[-i(i - t')H{Xk)]xp('(t')](l)

Therefore,

1<y(U) = J
for all t)q> G D(Á^/2) and any C' £ G, i.e. this propagator propagates all elements of
any reproducing kernel Hilbert space (G) associated with an arbitrary irreducible
representation correctly. □

Hence, we have succeeded in constructing a representation independent propagator
for a general Lie group.

4.4.2 Path Integral Formulation of the Representation Independent Propagator

From (4.23) it is easily seen that the representation independent propagator is a

weak solution to Schrodinger’s equation, i.e.

idtK(l, t; t') = «(íjí-tV,, /),..., xd(-iVh l))K{l, t\ l', t'), (4.24)

Taking in (4.23) the limit t t' yields the following initial value problem

idtK(l,t; l',t') = ft(¿iHV,,Z),...,xd(-iV^))tf(W',0>
lim K{1, t; t') = Se(g-\l)g(l')).
Í-4Í'

(4.25)
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Remark 4.4.3 Observe that the coherent state propagator given in (4.20) is also a

weak solution to the Schrodinger equation (4.24). However, it satisfies the initial

value problem

lim Kv(l,t\ = £„(/;/'). (4.26)

Therefore, we can write

idtK#{l, t-1', t') = ttfaHV,, /),..., xd(-iVh l))K#(l, t; V, t'), (4.27)

where K# denotes either Kv or K. Note that the initial conditions, i.e. either (4.25)
or (4.26) determine which function is under consideration. O

We now interpret the Schrodinger equation (4.27) with the initial condition (4.25)
as a Schrodinger equation appropriate to d separate and independent canonical de¬

grees of freedom. Hence, Z1,...,7d are viewed as d “coordinates”, and we are looking
at the irreducible Schrodinger representation of a special class of d-variable Hamil¬
ton operators, ones where the classical Hamiltonian is restricted to have the form

7Z(ii(p, /),... ,¿d(p,/)), instead of the most general form 7Z(pi, ...,pd, l1,..., ld). In fact
the differential operators given in Lemma 4.1.4(i) are elements of the right invariant

enveloping algebra of the d-dimensional Schrodinger representation on L2(G). Based
on this interpretation one can give the representation independent propagator the fol¬

lowing standard formal phase-space path integral formulation in which the integrand
assumes the form appropriate to continuous and differentiable paths

where “pi”,...,“pd” denote “momenta” conjugate to the “coordinates”

Note that we have used the special form of Hamiltonian and that its arguments are
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normalized such that

where

WkM 6vyk If the spectrum of PCk is discrete
5(p'J. — p'k) If the spectrum of PCk is continuous

and giving rise to the resolutions of identity

m\dg(l)
spec(£1)x...xspec(£d)

\p)(p\dp
spec(P£i )x...xspec(P£d)

where \l) = |Z1,..., Zrf) and |p) = \pi,...,Pd)-
Remark 4.4.4 If the spectrum of Pct is discrete then dpk denotes a pure point measure

such that the integration over pk reduces to summation over spec(PCk). O
On L2(G) these operators can be represented as

where Ds = S(G), the set of functions of rapid decrease on G, is chosen as the common
dense invariant domain of these operators. Here ra(/) is defined as ra(Z) = 5/a ln7(/)
and where 7(f) is given in (4.2). It is easily seen that these operators satisfy the CCR,
are symmetric on L2(G), and that —¿V/ has the following generalized eigenfunctions

(l\p) =7-1/2(/)exp ,

where V/ = (5/i,..., 5/<¿) We normalize these functions so that

Jexp[i^2pk{l"k ~ l'k)]dpi ...dpd = ¿e(s_1(/")s(0)>
where K denotes the normalization constant. Therefore, we find for the normalized

generalized eigenfunctions of —¿V/:

(4.30)
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We call (4.29) a d-dimensional Schrodinger representation on L2(G). Moreover, the
differential operators {xk(-iVi, l)}k=1 can be written as follows:

Lemma 4.4.3 Using the differential operators {—}a=i 9wen 171 (4%9) the right
invariant differential operators {xk(-iVi, /)}d=1 defined in Lemma 4-1.4 (i) can be
written as:

=Ehp-'rwM-idi-M-iSi-(4.31)
m=l

where Vj = (dp,...,d¡d).

Proof. Since -idp = -idi* + (z/2)r°(Z), a = l,...,d, the differential operators
{xk(—¿V/, Z)}d=1 become after substitution of this expression

xk(-idp + (z/2)r1(Z),..., -idp + (i/2)Td(l),l\ ...,ld) =
= E +5rmw]

m=l

= E i/sb-'rfsWK-iSi-) + />'’»”(í(0)H5-)] + |p_1*’“(ff(0)r”(i).
m= 1

Using [p-1*m(<?(0)> -idim] = idimp"1 ™(g(l)) and the definition of Tm(l) yields

xk(-idp + (z/2)r1(¿),..., -idt« + (f/2)rd(/), z1,..., id)
1

m= 1

idim) +
-1 m
* (<?(*))]

d

+ E a‘~'
-1 m

k mm)-

Since the operators xk(—iVi,l) are essentially self-adjoint on any reproducing kernel
Hilbert-space Ll(G) (cf. Corollary 4.1.5) and since 7(/) 7^ 0 one concludes that

É = 0. * X , • • • , d ,

m= 1

and therefore,
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Remark 4.4.5 This Lemma shows that the differential operators {x*(—zVj, /)}£=1 are

elements of the right invariant enveloping algebra of the d-dimensional Schrodinger

representation on L2{G). O

Adapting methods used in Refs. 63 and 68 we can give the representation inde¬

pendent propagator the following regularized lattice prescription.

Proposition 4.4.4 Let 71 H/(I -f eH2) be a sequence of regularized Hamilton

operators on H, where e = (t" - t')/(N 4-1). Then provided the indicated integrals
exist (see below) the representation independent propagator in (4-23) can be given the
following d-dimensional lattice phase-space path integral representation:

K(r,t",r}t') . . = lim
\/l{l")l{l')

N

x exp < f^bj+1/2 • (¿j+i - h) ~
j=o

N N

X n
;=i j+1/2=0

dp+\/2... dpaj+\/2
K~d 5 (4.32)

where l^+i l", lo l’ and the arguments of the Hamiltonian are given by the

following functions:
d
p-\m(g(lj+l)) + p-im

%k{Pj+1/2i lj-flj lj)
k (9(h))

m= 1
2

k Jl j ^ d

Remark 4.4.6 If part of the parameter space Q is compact then we denote by H
the class of momenta conjugate to the restricted range or periodic “coordinates”. If

Pk € H then dpk denotes a pure point measure such that the integration over p*.>+i/2

reduces to summation over the discrete spectrum of PCk. For the case of a compact

parameter space Q (4.32) reduces to (4.13). O

Proof. Since the Hamilton operator H is in general an unbounded operator, we

introduce the following sequence of regularized Hamilton operators on H

H

14- 8H2 ’
ó > 0.
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Then it is straightforward to show, by using the Spectral Theorem and the Monotone
Convergence Theorem, that for all ip G D(%) c H one has

s—lim Tís = H,
<5->o

and that on all of H one has

s—lim [I — ie'Ht]N+1 = exp[—i(t" — t'j'H],
N-+OO

where e = (t" — t')/(N + 1). Now in order to obtain the lattice phase-space path
integral in (4.32) one can proceed els follows. Let {<pjbe an arbitrary ONS in
$CH, then

where l" = /yv+i, l' = lo, and (• | •) denotes the generalized inner product. Note that
the third line holds true since each <p G gives rise to a linear functional acting on

in the following manner L¿(ip) = ((p\ip) = (<p,ip) for all ip G #. Hence, one has
that ((pk\exp[—i(t" — t'),H]\(pj) = L^(exp-H)H]<f>j) = (<pk,exp[-i{t"-t'jntyj).
The fourth line follows from the fact that $CH and that the approximation we are

using holds for all elements of H (see above). That we can interchange the limit
with the infinite sum at the third step above follows from Moore’s Interchange of
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Limits Theorem (see [31, Lemma 1.7.6]). Hence, we find the following expression for

(4.33)

Therefore, we have to evaluate (/j+i|[l — ie'Hc]\lj). This can be done as follows:

where

d _i rri/ /1 \\ . _i m

%k{Pj+l/2i lj+li lj) — ^ " p * (p(^+i)) + p k (9(b))
m= 1

2
Pmj+l/2» ^ 1, . . . , d

Substituting the right hand side of (4.30) into the above expression yields

(lm\l - iúít\lj)
1

VtUhMI
— J e*P>-t-l/2 (^+l—0 ) ieUi(xk(pj+1/2; b+u b))]dPjx'2 (4-34)

Now inserting (4.34) into (4.33) yields

1

Vi(i"h(i')
lim
N-+OC

-wllfe ~ «K(¿fc(pj+i/2\b+i>b))\
J j=0

N N

X EK d
.. dlj

j=i j+1/2=0

dpij+l/2 . ■ ■ dp¿j +1/2
K~d

Equation (4.35) represents a valid lattice phase-space path integral representation of
the propagator K(l",t"]l',t'). One can now interpret the term 1 — itU^ik) as the
first order approximation of exp\—icHt{xk)\ for small e. Hence, provided the indicated

integrals (or sums as necessary) exist one may replace (4.35) by the more suggestive
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expression:

— lim
\/7(;")7(/') K~>oc

N

x exp < ¿^bJ+1/2 • {lj+i ~ lj) ~ tW-ÁZk(Pj+i/2\lj+i,lj))]
j=0

N N

xn • • •< n
i=i ¿+1/2=0

dPlJ+ l/2 . . • dp¿7 + l/2
K~d

which is the desired expression. □

Remark 4.4.7 Observe that even though the group manifold is a curved manifold the

regularized lattice expression for the representation independent propagator - save for
the prefactor l/\/7(/")7(¿') - has the conventional form of a lattice phase-space path
integral on a d-dimensional flat manifold. Also note that the lattice expression for the
representation independent propagator exhibits the correct time reversal symmetry.

Furthermore, we have made no assumptions about the nature of the physical

systems we are considering, other than that their Hamilton operators be essentially
self-adjoint. Hence, one can use (4.32) in principle to describe the motion of a general

physical system, not just that of a free particle, on the group manifold of a general
Lie group G. In addition, there are no h2 corrections present in the Lagrangian.
Therefore, we have arrived at an extremely natural path integral formulation for the
motion of a general physical system on the group manifold of a general Lie group

that is (a) more general than, (b) exact, and (c) free from the limitations present in
the path integral formulations for the motion of a free physical system on the group

manifold of a unimodular general group discussed in chapter 2. O

4.5 Example: A Representation Independent Propagator for the Affine Group

We now introduce a representation independent propagator for the affine group.

The affine group is the group of linear transformations without reflections on the
real line, JR B x —> p~lx — q, where 0 < p < oo and —oo < q < oo. This group

has been used by Klauder [64] for the coherent state path integral quantization of
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one-dimensional systems for which the canonical momentum p is restricted to be

positive for all times. For further applications of the affine group in quantum physics
the reader is referred to Ref. 64 and references there in. The affine group is also an

example of a locally compact, non-unimodular Lie group, its modular function in the
adopted parameterization is given by A(p(p, q)) = p_1 and its left invariant Haar
measure is given by dg(p,q) = dpdq.

4.5.1 Affine Coherent States

Let us denote by A'i and X2 a representation of the basis of the Lie algebra
associated with the affine group by self-adjoint operators with common dense invariant
domain D on some Hilbert space H. Since X\ and X2 are a representation of the basis
of the Lie algebra associated with the affine group, it follows that these operators

satisfy the commutation relations

[XuXl] = 0, [X2,X2} = 0, and [Xx, X2\ = -iXx.

Ffom these commutation relations it is easily seen that the Lie algebra associated with

the affine group is solvable, therefore, the affine group is a solvable Lie group. Since
X\ and X2 are chosen to be self-adjoint they can be exponentiated to one-parameter

unitary subgroups of the affine group, cf. example 4.4.1. Since the affine group is
a connected solvable Lie group every group element can be written as the product
of these one-parameter unitary subgroups (cf. [7, Theorem 3.5.1]). With the above
parameterization the map:

g(p,q) ->■ UgM = expHgXOexp^lnpA:*)

provides a unitary representation of the affine group on H, for all (p, q) € P+, where
P+ = {(P,9):0 < p < oo, —oo < q < oo}. The unitary representations of the affine
group have been studied by Aslaksen and Klauder [4] and Gel’fand and Neumark [41]
and it is known that there exist only two (faithful) inequivalent irreducible unitary

representations for this group, one for which X\ is a positive self-adjoint operator
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and one for which X\ is a negative self-adjoint operator. We denote the irreducible

unitary representation of the affine group corresponding to Ari positive by and
to X\ negative by [/2,w respectively.

The continuous representation theory using the affine group has been investigated

by Aslaksen and Klauder [5] where it was shown that for f, (j) G H, (¡> 0 the factor

«%»*•*)< C = Í.2. is square integrable if and only if £ G D (C 1/2), where the
operator C is given by C = -^X\ and X\ is restricted to be positive. Hence, the
irreducible unitary representations of the affine group are square integrable for a

dense set of vectors in H. Moreover, in Ref. 5 the following orthogonality relations

have been established for the irreducible unitary representations of the affine group:

/J'^Vpdq = (x'.xXC-n'.C-^í), C = 1.2
where x>x' € H, and £,£' G D(C-1/2). Hence, each of the irreducible unitary repre¬

sentations can be used to define a set of coherent states:

nM = vL,fll2rt, ( = 1,2,

where 77 G D(C1/2) and ||?7 1. These states give rise to a resolution of identity

and a continuous representation of the Hilbert space H on any one of the reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces L2(P+) C L2(P+).
4.5.2 The Representation Independent Propagator

Using Theorem 3.2.1(h) we find:

idUL [7C;_= Xidq + {-Xx - -X2)dp, C = 1,29ÍP.9) 9ÍP.9) P P

from which we identify the following 2x2 coefficient matrix [pmk(g(p, 9))]

[pm*(s(p,g))]
1
1
V

0
1

V

Inverting this 2x2 matrix we find:

[P-i k
m (P(P.9))]

1

Q

0

P
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With these coefficients we find by Lemma 4.1.4 for the differential operators that

describe the action of the affine operators X\ and X2 on any reproducing kernel

Hilbert space L*(P+) the following:

X\ —

¿2 = ipdp — iQdq-

Thus, if we denote by H(X\,X2) the essentially self-adjoint Hamilton operator of a

quantum mechanical system on H, cf. example 4.4.1, then by Theorem 4.4.2 the
representation independent propagator for the affine group is given by:

= exp[—z(t" - t')'H{xi,x-¿)\8{p" -p')6(q" -

By Proposition 4.4.4 we can give the representation independent propagator for
the affine group the following regularized lattice phase-space path integral represen¬
tation:

K {p", q", t"\ p', q', t') lim
N—>OO

N

j=o

.. / expa ^2 xj+i/2(Pj+i ~ Pj) + kj+i/2(qj+i - qj)
1

c7í I kj+1/2, -[kj+i/2(qj+\ + qj) Xj+l/2ÍPj+l + Pj)]J |
N N

x J^[ dpjdqj ]^[ dkj+i/2dxj+i/2
3=1 3=0 (27r)2

where (pN+i,qN+i) = (p",q"), (p0,9o) = {p',q'), and e = (t" - t')/(N + 1). In this
expression one can preform the following three consecutive variable changes. For all j,
one first lets xJ+i/2 —> Xj+i/2+(9j+i+9j)A:j+i/2/(Pj+i+Pij), followed by the substitution
Xj+1/2 -> -2xJ+1/2/(pj+i +Pj), and finally one lets kj+1/2 -4 \{pj+1 +pj)kj+i/2. Then
the resulting regularized phase-space path integral is given, by
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xj+1/2
2(Pj+i — Pj)
(Pj+i + Pj)

tH
1

2 (Pj+l +Pj)^j+l/2,^j+l/2
AT N

xn dpidqjn
j=i j=0

dkj+i /2CÍXj -1-1/2
(2tt)2

Therefore, taking an improper limit by interchanging the operation of integration with
the limit with respect to N we find the following formal phase-space path integral
representation for the representation independent propagator for the affine group:

where (“) denotes d/dt( • ). This expression agrees with the one found in Ref. 69 up to
a numerical factor M, given by M = (77, which is used in the normalization of
the resolution of identity in the definition of coherent states for the affine group due to
Aslaksen and Klauder [5]. We now formally evaluate the representation independent
propagator for two soluble examples. For the exact lattice calculation of these two
examples see Appendix C.

4.5.2.1 The Free Particle

Our first example is that of the free particle where /H(X1,X2) = X\/{2m). Since
X\ is self-adjoint and g(x) = x1 is a real-valued Borel function on JR, p(ATi) = X2 is
self-adjoint on Ds = {<fi : A2(0, PAl(dA)<^) < oo} (cf. [87, Theorem VIII.6]). In
this case the representation independent propagator becomes

M exp k(pq) — jr(lnp) 2m

21

dt j VpVqVkVx
Si

AT

x ij^Vx
p(0

p

p

2

dt > 8{p)VqVp

Carrying out the remaining two integrations we obtain as our final result,

K(p",q",t"]P',q',t)
m

27r¿(í" — t')
- S(p" - p') exp

im f\2

2 (<" - V)
(?" - 9')
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Observe that, up to the presence of the delta function 6(p" — p'), this result is
in perfect agreement with the usual result for the free particle, even though we only
consider the positive or negative half of phase-space, i.e. p is constrained to be either

positive or negative.

4.5.2.2 The Hamilton Operator "H(AT,X2) = ^¡X* + ujX2
The second example we consider is that of the Hamilton operator 'H(X\,X2) =

X\/2m + u>X2. We have seen in example 4.4.1 that this Hamilton operator is es¬
sentially self-adjoint. The representation independent propagator takes the following
form

VpVqVkVx

where T = t" — f. The final path integral we have to solve is a Lagrangian path

integral for a quadratic Lagrangian which can be done using extremal methods; see

Ref. 95. The action for this Lagrangian path integral is given by

Id
m

2

T

(q — ujq)2dt
o

variation of which yields the equation of motion

q = u q,

which has the general solution

q(t) = A sinh(u;í) -I- B cosh(a;i).
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After imposing the proper boundary conditions, one finds the evaluated classical
action to be

Sd
mu {[(q")2 + (qr}cosh(uT)-2q"q'};\2 // J

2sinh(u;T)

mu n\2[(<?") W)2)-

So that our final result for the representation independent propagator with this La-
grangian becomes:

mu

27tí sinh(o;T)
8 (ea,T/2p" - e-uT/2"'

x exp
imu {[(9")2 + («T]cosh(Wr)-2,V}/\2

2sinh(o;T)

imu

~T~

Observe that the evaluated action functional in the exponent of this propagator,
save for the term - (mu/2) [{q")2 - (<7')2]> agrees with the evaluated action functional
one obtains for the propagator of the harmonic oscillator in imaginary time formula¬
tion although it is not of the same “physical origin.”



CHAPTER 5
CLASSICAL LIMIT OF THE REPRESENTATION INDEPENDENT

PROPAGATOR

Even though the regularized lattice phase-space path integral representation for
the representation independent propagator has been constructed by interpreting the
appropriate Schrodinger equation (4.27) as a Schródinger equation for d separate and
independent canonical degrees of freedom, it should, nevertheless, be true that the
classical limit for the representation independent propagator refers to the degree(s)
of freedom associated with the Lie group G. In particular we will show that this is
true for a general Lie group since the classical equations of motion obtained from the
action functional for the representation independent propagator imply the classical

equations of motion obtained from the most general classical action functional of the
coherent state propagator for G. We first discuss the classical limit for compact real
Lie groups and then turn our attention to the classical limit for general non-compact

• •

real Lie groups.

5.1 Classical Limit for Compact Lie Groups

It is known that any compact Lie group is the direct product of its connected
center1 and a finite number of simple subgroups (cf. [7, Theorem 3.8.2]) and that
all irreducible unitary representations of compact Lie groups are finite dimensional

(cf. [78, Lemma IV.3.2]). Subsequently we consider the classical limit of semisim¬
ple compact Lie groups, i.e. compact Lie groups which have a discrete center. This
includes the physically important examples of 517(2) and SU(3), whose centers are

given by C = {—e, e} and C = {—e, exp(^|i)e, e}, respectively. The problem of taking
*By the center of a group G we mean the set of elements of G which commute with every element

of G, that is, C = {a € G : ax = xa V x € G}.

96
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the classical limit of semisimple compact Lie groups has been previously considered

by Gilmore [43] and Simon [96]. In Ref. 96 the classical limit of quantum partition
functions is discussed, extending previous work by Lieb [72] to any semisimple com¬

pact Lie group. The classical limit is taken by using coherent states built up from a

maximal weight vector in an irreducible representation. While in Refs. 43 and 96 the

general problem of taking the classical limit of operators belonging to a semisimple
compact Lie algebra is considered, we, on the other hand, consider the problem of
taking the classical limit of the most general action functional appropriate to the
coherent state propagator for a semisimple compact Lie group. Let us denote by

Xj = hXj, j = l,...,d, the physical operators. Then the most general action func¬
tional appropriate to the d-dimensional semisimple compact Lie group G is given by
(see Chapter 2, Eq. 2.42):

/= XMl))]<tt- (5.1)

Let us assume that the semisimple compact Lie group G we are considering has

rank n < d, i.e. there exist n self-commuting operators HT, r = that
form the Carian subalgebra H of the Lie algebra L associated with the Lie group

G. Moreover, let us denote by m = (mi,...,mn) the highest weight of the finite
dimensional irreducible unitary representation ({/, H) of G. Using the non-degenerate

Cartan metric tensor gu = J2j,k=i cikjCsjk we construct the Casimir operator
d

C2 = - O1'*1*'
Z,S= 1

which satisfies

d

{C2,xt) = +£[£.&])
/,s= 1

d / d d

= - Y. s“ £ Ctk'XtX. + Y, c.k’X.X,
¿,5=1 \t=l j=l
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since Crst = Ylt= i °ts19u is totally antisymmetric under any interchange of its indices.
Since the Cartan metric tensor is symmetric and is non-degenerate for semisimple

compact Lie algebras it can be diagonalized, i.e. may therefore be taken in the form
gis = —Sis. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume that the Casimir operator
is given by:

d

The operator C2 can be written in the standard Cartan-Weyl basis of the Lie algebra
L as follows:

n

C2 = Y, h2H? + Y, (5.2)
r=1 q

where denotes the sum over the nonzero roots of the Lie algebra L. When this

operator acts on the highest weight vector com of the irreducible unitary representation
U, one obtains, because of the condition Eaujm = 0 for positive roots,

It is well known that every irreducible unitary representation is characterized by the

components of the highest weight m. By Schur’s lemma every invariant operator in
the carrier space of the irreducible unitary representation U is proportional to the
identity operator, i.e. C2 = A/, where A is given in terms of the components of the
highest weight m, in particular we have that
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where

We now consider the classical limit of the action functional given in (5.1). Since

we want to deal with general fiducial vectors we have to consider

{Vi ^kV) — 1 ^ — 1,..., d,

where the Xfc„, fc = 1,..., d, are real numbers given by = (v, ^kV)- We insist on
vanishing dispersion as h —> 0 and m —>• oo (i.e., mT —> oo, for each r), namely, that

d

lim V(t7, (Xk - (rj, Xfcr/))2r¡) = 0, (5.3)
fi-+0 L'
m->oo k—\

where the limit h —> 0 and m —»■ oo is taken in such a way that the product = hm

stays finite. We denote the set of fiducial vectors that satisfy (5.3) by T. If we choose
for the fiducial vector the highest weight vector of the irreducible representation U
then we find

d d

lim ^ ^ (id (Afc ~ lim ((^mj ^ )
/i->0 *—' h-4o '
m-foo Jt=l m->oo *=1

n n

= lim [ft2 ^(ra2 + 2grmr) — ft2^ m2]
m-xx> r=l r=l

n

lim ft2 2gr
m—►oo r—1

Hence, the highest weight vector satisfies (5.3), and therefore, the set T contains at

least one vector. Since for fixed / € £, í/p(¿) is a unitary operator on H there exists a

lv such that

V = Ug(lv)Um-
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Therefore, we find
d

Xk (V^kV) — (wm^g(lv)XkVgil^m) — Uk (^r/) (wm> Xt^m)
t=l

Only the terms for which (um,Xtujm) ± 0 contribute to this sum, hence we find

Xk rviiKi.
r€/

where I = {r E {l,d} : Xr E H} and m¿(r) denotes the component of the highest
weight m for which XT = For finite h the term that represents the classical
Hamiltonian in the coherent state propagator for the Lie group G is given by

d

HM (r,(i),n(x„...,xd)n(i)) = (ri,n Yu„m(i)xm v),
771=1

where we assume that W(Xi,... ,X¿) is an arbitrary polynomial of the physical op¬
erators {AT}fc=1- Therefore, if we now take the limit h 0 and m —» oo in the above
mentioned sense, then the classical Hamiltonian is given by

lim Hr,(l) = U ['¿Ukb(l)vbh-+ 0
771—►OO 6=1

where

vk lim (r¡,Xkri)
h->0

lim hxk
K-+0

1,..., d
m-*oo 771—► OO rel

Hence, the classical limit of the action functional given in (5.1) becomes

/cl lim [[ih(rj(l),
h—*0 I

m—►oo J

d_
dtm ^ (v(l)MXu..,Xd)ri{l))]dt

d d d

V a„*(s(i))r»t - u Y'u1\i)vb T,uil’(i)vt
./C,771=1 6=1 6=1

dt, (5.4)

Extremal variation of this action functional, with respect to the independent
labels lb, holding the end points fixed, yields the equations of motion

d d

Y v, {a,.a,«(„(()) - d,.Ac'(j(i))} i" = Y, (5.5)
6,5=1 aj=1

where Ha denotes the partial derivative of 'H. with respect to the a-th argument
o ~ !)•••) (/•
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5.2 Classical Limit of Non-Compact Lie groups

Our discussion of the classical limit of compact semisimple Lie groups cannot be

generalized to non-compact semisimple Lie groups, since they do not admit faithful
unitary finite-dimensional representations (cf. [7, Corollary 8.1.4]). Hence, we must

follow a different route to achieve a well defined classical limit of the most general

action functional appropriate to a general non-compact Lie group G, given by

i = iitf1/2{ir2 J[.»(?((), jtm -m.nxi,.... x<m)r
where £(/) = Ug^K1^2^ and it is assumed that Kl/2£ € D. Without loss in generality
we can set 77 = .ft'1/,2£/||A'1/,2£||, then our most general action functional becomes

where r¡(l) = Ug^rj and where it is assumed that 77 € D n D(A'_1//2).
In our discussion of the classical limit of the action functional given in (5.6) we

use an abstract formalism for taking the h —» 0 limit developed by Yaffe [107]. Yaffe

[107] considers a family of quantum theories characterized by some parameter x, such
as h, and studies the limit of these theories as x approaches zero. It is assumed
that each theory is defined on some Hilbert space Hx with some Hamilton operator

T-Lx. Furthermore, it is assumed that there exists a Lie group G, with associated Lie
algebra L, that has on each Hilbert space Hx a unitary representation Ux. We assume

for definiteness that Ux is parameterized as

%=n «p (7^).
up to some ordering. Then the first assumption, which restricts the choice of the
group, is

Assumption 1. Each unitary representation of G on Hx is irreducible.

Hence, on each Hilbert space Hx one can define a set of coherent states rjx(l) t'So’fc-
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For any operator O acting on Hx, we define the upper symbol 0^(1) by
= Wx(0.O»?x(0) for all l £

i.e. the upper symbol is a set of coherent state expectation values. The second
assumption restricts the possible fiducial vectors r]x one can choose. For each value
of x we require

Assumption 2. Zero is the only observable whose upper symbol identically vanishes.
By an observable we mean a family of self-adjoint operators consisting of one self-
adjoint operator acting in each Hilbert space Hx. An example in which assumption 2
is not valid is given by SU (2) coherent states based on a fiducial vector that is not the
highest (or lowest) weight vector, in this case a unique specification of any observable
by its upper symbol may not be possible (cf. [68, p. 34]). Note that assumption 2
implies that two different operators cannot have the same upper symbol. Hence, one
can uniquely recover any operator from its symbol. As pointed out in Ref. 107, p.
411, “this means that it is sufficient to study the behavior of the symbols of various
operators in order to characterize the theory completely.”

Observe that the x —► 0 limit of an arbitrary observable does not have to exist.
In order to have some control over the x ~► 0 limit one introduces the concept of
a classical observable. According to Yaffe [107] an observable O is called a classical
observable if the limits of its coherent state matrix elements exist,

Ml:MS
M),vAn)

5

and are finite for all 1,1' £ C. The set of all classical observables is denoted by Oc.
Clearly the set Oc is a subset of all possible observables, hence it is possible that
measurements using only observables of Oc may fail to distinguish between different
coherent states. Therefore, two different coherent states, r]x(l) and r]x(l') are called
classically equivalent if for all O £ Oc one has

K™Ml),Or}x(l)) lim(r)x(l'),Or]x(l')).
X-+0
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The third assumption states that classically inequivalent coherent states become or¬

thogonal in the x y 0 limit. In particular,

Assumption 3. The limit ^[r]x(l),r]x(l')] = — limx_>0xln(^x(0>7?x(^)) exists for all
1,1' £ C and $[r]x(l), r]x(l')] satisfies the conditions

(i) 9?e{$[77x(/), rjx(l')]} > 0 if rjx(l) and r¡x(l') are classically inequivalent.
(ii) ?Re{$[r]x(l),Tix(l')]} = 0 if r¡x(l) and r¡x(l') are classically equivalent, and

¿dt{<í>[7?x(/),exp( Mx"jr]x{l)\ - ^[rjx(l),exp{^-tX)T]x{l')]}\t=0 = 0 VI el
As shown in Ref. 107 assumption 3 implies that classical observables cannot

“move” the coherent states. Hence, any fixed cannot be a classical observ¬

able except U* = 7hx • However, as shown in Ref. 107 assumption 3 implies that any
X £ L is an acceptable classical observable. Moreover, as pointed out in Ref. 107,
assumption 3 implies that if r¡x{l) and r¡x(l') are classically equivalent then

M),Or¡x{V))
*-* Ml), VX(1'))

lim 0„v(/) for all O € Oc
x->o

As shown in Ref. 107, this fact together with assumption 3 allows one to establish
the following factorization for any pair of classical observables O and O':

lim [(00\ (/) - 0„x (1)0',x(/)] = 0 (5.7)

With these three assumptions one gains some control over the x 0 limit,
however the quantum dynamics is left completely unrestricted. In order to gain
complete control over the x ~» 0 limit one has to require

Assumption 4. Tlx is a classical observable.
As shown in Ref. 107 this set of assumptions is sufficient to show that a quantum

theory reduces to a classical theory as x 0.
We now discuss the classical limit of the action functional in (5.6). Since we

are working with Lie groups that have irreducible square integrable representations
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assumption 1 is automatically satisfied. We assume that we have selected the fiducial
vector 7? such that assumption 2 is satisfied and we also assume that assumption 3
is satisfied. To satisfy assumption 4 we restrict ourselves to Hamilton operators that

are arbitrary polynomials of the generators {Xk)k-\. Then the most general classical
action functional appropriate to the coherent state propagator for G is given by

where we have used (5.7) and (3.5). The v* = lima.+o (*7> A'*??), k = 1,..., d, are real
constants.

Extremal variation of this action functional, with respect to the independent

labels lb, holding the end points fixed, yields the equations of motion
d d

Y. ». {ft»V(9(0) - V(9(0)} il= E «‘W'Wl'V. (5.9)
6,5=1 a,/= 1

%

where 7Ia denotes the partial derivative of V. with respect to the a-th argument;

a 1,..., d •

Remark 5.2.1 Generally the constants v\,..., are nonzero and are the vestiges of the
coherent state representation induced by r¡ that remain even after the limit h 0 has
been taken. A similar statement also applies to the case when G is compact. <0

5.3 Classical Limit of the Representation Independent Propagator

In the case of the representation independent propagator one identifies the clas¬

sical action functional as (see Proposition 4.4.4)

cl

d

“ 'H(x1{p,l),...,xd(p,l))]dt
j=i
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Therefore, we can choose a set of integration constants, ci,...,c</, such that
d

Pj =E A/»(9(0)<W (5-17)
m=l

Substitution of this form of pj into (5.11) and (5.12), yields the following set of 2d
equations

i‘ = E(E^Wc>
a=l \s=1

5=1 a=l j,m= 1 \s=l /

After differentiation with respect to time these equations take the form

Í* = <5-18)
a=l

d d d

E 3,.[V(s(/))]/lcs = -E E ^■[irV(s(i))]V"(»(0)cm. (5.19)
6,5=1 a=l j,m=l

Next contract (5.18) with ]T^=1 <9/c [A65(^(Z))]c5 and find
d d d

EW(9(0)]'V «V1 ‘(j(l))*.[V(i(fl)]c.,
6,5= 1
d

a=l 6,5=1

d

E 3>[V(s(/))]fV E E «•si'b . (iWWfiW)*.-
6,5= 1 a=l j,m=l

(5.20)

(5.21)

Subtracting (5.21) from (5.20) yields
d d

E {$•V(i«) - V(í(0)} j* = E W*aqt4/(!)]c/, (5.22)
6,5=1 a,/=l

where Corollary 3.2.2 has been used. Among all possible allowed values of C\,..., c¿
are those that coincide with Vi,..., for an arbitrary fiducial vector. Hence, for this
choice ofCi,..., Cd the above equations coincide with the equations of motion obtained
from the most general classical action functional for the coherent propagator for G [see
Eq.(5.5) and Eq.(5.9)]. Therefore, the set of classical equations of motion obtained
from the classical action functional of the representation independent propagator
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implies the set of classical equations ofmotion obtained from the most general classical
action functional of the coherent state propagator for G. Thus, we find that the set of

solutions of the representation independent classical equations of motion appropriate
to the representation independent propagator for a general Lie group G with square

integrable, irreducible representations includes every possible solution of the classical
equations of motion appropriate to the most general coherent state propagator for G.
We summarize all this in the following Proposition:

Proposition 5.3.1 Let G be a real, separable, locally compact, connected and simply
connected Lie group whose unitary irreducible representations are square integrable.
If the fiducial vector satisfies (5.3) when G is compact and Assumption 2 when G is
non-compact, then the equations of motion obtained from the action functional of the
representation independent propagator imply the equations of motion obtained from
the most general classical action functional for the coherent state propagator for G.



CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter, as before, we mean by a general Lie group a real, separable,

locally compact, connected and simply connected Lie group with irreducible, square

integrable unitary representations, unless we explicitly state otherwise.
We have seen in chapter 2 that the quantization of physical systems moving on

group and symmetric spaces has been an area of active and on-going research over the
past three decades; see for instance Refs. 12, 13, 14, 28, 29, 48, 49, 56, 70, 75, 76, 77
and 94.

In particular we have reviewed in subsection 2.1.3 in detail the approach of Mari-
nov and Terentyev [76, 77] to the construction of path integral representations for a

free particle moving on group manifolds of compact simple Lie groups and spheres
of arbitrary dimension. As we have pointed out in subsection 2.1.3, in this approach
the Lagrangian needs to be modified to include a ‘quantum’ potential proportional to
h2. However, the need to include a correction term of order h2 into the Lagrangian
has also been found to be necessary by other investigators who, have starting form

the semiclassical approximation, constructed path integral representations of the free

particle moving on unbounded Riemanian manifolds; see for instance Refs. 22 and 73.
More importantly, as we have pointed out in subsection 2.1.3, this approach cannot

be extended to more general physical systems than the free particle since the semi¬

classical approximation, which has been used in an essential way by Marinov and

Terentyev, is exact only for the case of a free particle moving on the group manifold
of a semisimple Lie group.

We also extended in subsection 2.1.4 a method used by Junker [56] to construct

108
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path integral representations for a free particle moving on a compact symmetric space
to symmetric spaces of the form M = G/H, where G is a general, not necessarily
compact, unimodular transformation group acting on M and H is a massive com¬
pact subgroup of G. Again we found that this method could not be extended to
more general physical systems moving on M than the free particle, since we where
asking that the short time propagator be invariant under the transformation group
G. We found that this assumption implied that the Laplace Beltrami operator, was
an element of the enveloping algebra of the transformation group G. This in turn

implied that the matrix elements D^{g) were regular functions on G. This showed
that the assumption that the short time propagator should be invariant under the
transformation group G was crucial and could not be relaxed. Moreover, as we have
remarked at the end of subsection 2.1.4, one can construct path integrals this way

only for a handful of groups, since one needs to know the explicit form of the spherical
zonal functions Z^oo(p) in order to carry out the construction; see also in this respect
the remarks after equation 2.20.

In subsection 2.1.5 we have discussed the construction of coherent state path in¬
tegrals. We found that the final path integral representation for the coherent state
propagator exhibited a strong dependence on the choice of the fiducial vector and on
the choice of the square integrable, irreducible, unitary representation of the general
Lie group G under consideration. Hence, one has to reformulate the path integral
representation for the coherent state propagator every time one changes the fiducial
vector and keeps the irreducible representation the same, or if one changes the ir¬
reducible representation of G. As we have pointed out in subsection 2.1.5, in many
applications it is often convenient to choose the fiducial vector as the ground state
of the Hamilton operator H of the quantum system one considers; see for instance
Refs. 100, and 101. Hence, one has to face the problem of various fiducial vectors.
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In chapter 3 we have introduced the notations and basic definitions used through¬
out the thesis. The main result of this chapter was Theorem 3.2.1, in w'hich we derived

an operator version of the generalized Maurer-Cartan form.
In chapter 4 we have constructed the representation independent propagator.

In section 4.1 we have defined coherent states for a general Lie group G and have

proved Lemma 4.1.4 and the Corollary 4.1.5 which we have applied in the construction
of the representation independent propagator and the construction of regularized
lattice phase-space path integral representations of the representation independent

propagator.

Prior to the construction of the representation independent propagator for a gen¬

eral Lie group we have constructed in section 4.2 the representation independent prop¬

agator for any compact Lie group G. It has been shown in Theorem 4.2.2 that the

representation independent propagator for any compact group correctly propagates

the elements of any reproducing kernel Hilbert space associated with an arbitrary
irreducible unitary representation of G. Hence, it solves the problem of various fidu¬
cial vectors. We observed that in the construction of the representation independent

propagator for compact Lie groups and its path integral representation no explicit use
has been made of the ONS y/d^D^(l), ( € G and i,j = 1,...,^, in L2(G) whose
existence is guaranteed by the Peter-Weyl Theorem, but merely the facts that it exists
and is complete have been used. Moreover, we have made no assumptions about the
nature of the physical systems we were considering, other than that its Hamilton op¬

erator be self-adjoint. Therefore, the path integral representation (4.13) can be used
in principle to describe the motion of a general physical system, not just that of a free

particle, on the group manifold of any compact Lie group and it does not matter if the
matrix elements D^(l) are explicitly known or not. Hence, we found that the path
integral quantization (4.13) represented a clear improvement over the path integral

quantizations describing the motion of a free particle on a compact group manifold
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presented in chapter 2. As an example we have then constructed the representation
independent propagator for SU(2) and presented the exact path integral treatment of
a free particle moving on a circle and on the group manifold of SU(2).

In section 4.3 this construction has then been suitably extended to a general Lie

group and we have shown in Theorem 4.4.2 that the result obtained in Theorem 4.2.2
holds also for a general Lie group. In Proposition 4.4.4 we have established that it is

possible to construct regularized phase-space path integrals for a general Lie group G.
Even though the group space generally is a multidimensional curvedmanifold, we have
shown that the resulting phase-space path integral has the form of a lattice phase-

space path integral on a multidimensional flat manifold. Furthermore, since we have
made no assumptions about the nature of the physical systems we were considering,
other than that their Hamilton operators be essentially self-adjoint, we found that the

path integral representation presented in Proposition 4.4.4 can be used in principle
to describe the motion of a general physical system, not just that of a free particle,
on the group manifold of G. In addition, we found that there were no h2 corrections
present in the Lagrangian. Therefore, we have arrived at a novel, extremely natural
phase-space path integral quantization for the motion of a general physical system on

the group manifold of a general Lie group that is (a) more general than, (b) exact, and
(c) free from the limitations present in the path integral quantizations for the motion
of a free physical system on the group manifold of a general unimodular Lie group

discussed in chapter 2. To illustrate the general theory we have then constructed the
representation independent propagator for the affine group.

In chapter 5 we have discussed the classical limit of the representation indepen¬
dent propagator of a general Lie group G and have shown that its classical limit
refers indeed to the degrees of freedom associated with G. In sections 5.1 and 5.2
we have discussed in detail the classical limit of the coherent state propagator for

compact Lie groups and non-compact Lie groups. In section 5.3 we have proved that
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the equations of motion obtained from the action functional of the representation
independent propagator for a general Lie group indeed imply the equations ofmotion
obtained from the most general action functional of the coherent state propagator for
a general Lie group (cf. Proposition 5.3.1).

We have focused our attention in this thesis on general Lie groups with square

integrable, irreducible, unitary representations, since for this case the existence of a
resolution of identity is guarantied in general by Theorem 4.1.2 and we were able
to construct a representation independent propagator rigorously. It would be inter¬
esting to see if the construction of the representation independent propagator pre¬
sented in section 4.4.1 can be extended to Lie groups that do not posses square

integrable, irreducible representations, such as the Euclidian group. The obstacle one
has to overcome when one considers such groups is the introduction of a resolution
of identity. This problem has recently been solved by Isham and Klauder [55] for
the n-dimensional Euclidian group E(n). In Ref. 55 attention is focused on reducible,
square integrable representations of E(n). In this case it becomes possible to intro¬
duce a set of coherent states, i.e. to establish a resolution of identity, and to introduce
a coherent state propagator.

Therefore, if the problem of introducing coherent states for these groups can

be solved, then one can use the following argument to introduce a fiducial vector
independent propagator for these groups. Denote by U a generic, continuous, unitary
representation of a Lie group G on some Hilbert space H, which does not need to be
a square integrable, irreducible representation. For definiteness let us assume that we
have parameterized the Lie group G such that the representation U is given by:

Ug(i) = exp(—illXi)... exp(—ildXd),

for some ordering, where the Xi,...,Xd form an integrable, representation of the
associated Lie algebra L of G by essentially self-adjoint operators on some common

dense invariant domain D € H and where l is an element of a d-dimensional parameter
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space Q. Let us denote by rj(l) the coherent states associated with the representation

Ug(i) of G, where 77 € H is the fixed, normalized fiducial vector. Let us furthermore
assume, that these states give rise to a resolution of identity

-WO,

where dp(l) denotes the normalized, left invariant group measure given by

where \/\G\ denotes the normalization; for the definition of dg(l) see (4.4). We can

now use this set of coherent states to give a continuous representation of H. We define

the map

Cv: H —> L2(G,dp{l))

0 ■-> [<V0](O =W) = MO.0)-

Which as we know yields a representation of H by bounded, continuous, square

integrable functions on the closed subspace L2(G,dp(l)) of L2(G,dp(l)).
We now introduce the fiducial vector independent propagator Kn(l", t"; l', t') as

follows, it is a single, (possibly generalized) function that is independent of any par¬

ticular choice of the fiducial vector, which, nevertheless, propagates the xpv correctly,

i.e.,

07,(00= Í kh(W,0)0,(/',<')<W) (6.1)
Jg

If equation (6.1) is to hold for arbitrary 77, we must require that

lim Ah(0 01', t') = ¡Glóeig-'mi')), (6.2)
t->t'

where ¿e(0-1(O<7(O) defined in (4.22).
An analysis of our results presented in chapter 4 shows that Lemma 4.1.4, Corol¬

lary 4.1.5 hold for reducible, square integrable representations. Even though we have
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stated Lemma 4.1.4 and Corollary 4.1.5 for irreducible representations, this property

of the representation is not used in the proofs of these results, hence these results
also apply to the case when one considers reducible representations. Therefore, it is
a direct consequence of Lemma 4.1.4 (i) that for any ip G D

xk(-iVi,l)[Cvip](l) = k = l,...,d,

holds independently of r¡. Hence, we find that Cv intertwines the representation of
the Lie algebra L associated with G on H, with a subrepresentation of L by right
invariant, essentially self-adjoint differential operators on any one of the reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces L^(G, dp(/)).

Denote by %(Ar*) the essentially self-adjoint Hamilton operator of a quantum

system on H. Then the continuous representation of Schrodinger’s equation on H,
idtip(t) = 'HV’(i), takes on L^(G,dp(/)), the following form

*W,(U) = [Cr,n(xk)ip(m)
= 'H(xk(-iVi,l))iptl(l,t).

Using (6.1) we find that the fiducial vector independent propagator Ku is a solution
to this Schródinger equation, i.e.

idtKu(i, t- r,o = n(xk{-ivh i))KH(i, t- r, t').

Therefore, together with equation (6.2), we find the following initial value problem

idtKH{W ,t') = H(xk(-iViJ))KH(l,t,l',t'),
limKH (i, f, e, f) = |G|i,(s-1(!)i(l'))- (6.3)
t ►t'

It was such an initial value problem that we have taken as our starting point for the

path integral formulation of the representation independent propagator. Hence, we
find that one can, using Proposition 4.4.4, introduce path integral representations for
general Lie groups that have reducible square integrable representations. However,
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observe that we can only introduce a fiducial vector independent propagator in this
case. This program of has been explicitly carried out for the case of £’(2) by Tulsian
and Klauder [102] .

Observe that if one considers groups with reducible, square integrable represen¬

tations one has to proceed on a case by case basis since a general theory in this case

is lacking. It would therefore, be of some interest to see if the theory developed by
Duflo and Moore [30] for locally compact groups with irreducible, square integrable,
unitary representations can be extended to locally compact groups with reducible,
square integrable, unitary representations.

In our opinion another interesting avenue to achieve the path integral quantization
of the form (4.32) for general Lie groups that do not have square integrable, irreducible
representations would be to start form the classical mechanics associated with the
particular Lie group one considers and to try to derive the form of the action functional
we have arrived at in Proposition 4.4.4. The quantization would then be achieved by

postulating (4.32) as the path integral quantization for these kinds of Lie groups.

Furthermore, we believe that the representation independent propagator holds
considerable interest for quantum filed theory. We have used in this thesis the word

representation independent in a dual meaning, its first meaning pertained to the
fact that the representation independent propagator is independent of the choice of
the fiducial vector and its second meaning to the fact that this propagator is also

independent of the choice of the unitary, irreducible representation of the Lie group

G. In the case of quantum field theory these two meanings of the word representation
independent are inextricably related, since the dynamics chooses a representation for
the basic kinematical variables, see for instance Haag [50, pp. 56-57] and Klauder
and Skagerstam [68, pp. 82-83]. We therefore, believe that it would be a worthwhile
task to extend our concept of a representation independent propagator into the realm
of quantum field theory.



APPENDIX A
ALGEBRA, FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS, AND REPRESENTATION THEORY

We have collected in this appendix some standard results from the fields of Alge¬

bra, Functional Analysis, and Representation Theory.
A.l Algebra

Let A {0} be a vector space over the complex numbers C. A is called an

associative algebra with unity over C, if a product A x A —> A,(A,B) AB is
defined on A such that

[AB)C = A(BC),

A(B + C) = AB + AC,

(A + B)C = AC + BC,

(aA)B = A(aB) = aAB, for a € C,

and if there exists an element I € A such that IA = AI = A for all A E A.

A set Q of elements of A is called a system of generators ofA if the smallest closed

subalgebra with unity containing Q coincides with A. The unity I is not included in
the system of generators.

Let us assume that the associative algebra with unity A is generated by d elements

X\,..., Xd, i.e. Q = {-Xj}^_j. Then each element of A can be written as
d d

A = a01 + oiXi + aijXiXj + ... (A.l)
1=1 ¿J= l

a°, a1, a1*, ...EC.
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We restrict the discussion to the case of a finite number of generators and we will

not discuss topologies of A, i.e. it is assumed that the above sums for every A
are arbitrarily large but finite. Defining algebraic relations are relations among the

generators

P(X1,...,Xd) = 0. (A.2)

where P{xi,... ,Xd) is a polynomial of d variables with complex coefficients. Let0

B <E A be represented by

If one can bring (A.3) into the same form as (A.l) with the same coefficients a0, a1,...
by using the defining algebraic relations (A.2), then B is equal to A.

A.2 Functional Analysis

A.2.1 Operators on Hilbert Space

We list here some definitions and properties of operators on Hilbert spaces which

are used in the main body of the text. As in the previous section we denote by C the

set of complex numbers.

Definition A.2.1 A complex vector space H is called an inner product space if there

exists a complex valued function (•, •) on H x H satisfying for all (p, ip, rj and a,b E C:

(i) (cp, aip + brj) — a(cp, ip) + b(<p, rj),
(ii) (<p,ip) = (ip,(p),
(Hi) ((p, <p) > 0 and (cp, <p) = 0 if and only if <p = 0.

The function (•, •) is called an inner product.

One can show that every inner product space is a normed space with norm || • | =

{•, ■ )^2. A sequence {(pn} in H is called a Cauchy sequence if for every e > 0 there
%
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exists a N(e), such that

< e for n,m > N(e).

An inner product space H is called complete, if every Cauchy sequence in H converges

(that is has a limit in H). A complete inner product space is called a Hilbert space.
A Hilbert space is called separable if it contains a countable dense subset. One can

show that a Hilbert space is separable if and only if it has a countable orthonormal
bases.

Let H and H' be Hilbert spaces and let T be a map from a linear subspace

D(T) C H to H', such that

T (a(p + bip) = aT<p + bTip,

for all <j>,ip G D(T) and all a,b G C, then T is called an operator from H to H'.
The linear subspace D(T) is called the domain of T. The set R(T) = T(D(T)) is
called the range of T. An operator T : H —> H' is called bounded if there exists some

%

constant C > 0 such that ||T</>||H, < C||0||H, for all 4> G H, otherwise it is called
unbounded. Note that for bounded operators one has D(T) = H, hence bounded

operators are defined on all of H. We denote the set of all bounded operators from
H to H' by £(H, H'), if H = H' we write £(H). Let T, S G £(H) then we define the
product of S and T by (ST)(p = S(T<f>) for all <f> G H. One can easily check that the
set of all bounded operators £(H) forms an algebra.

Now let T : D(X’) —» H be a not necessarily bounded operator from H to H.
Let Ti and T be two operators on H. T\ is called an extension of T if and only if
D(T) C D(7\) and T\(¡> = T(j> for all <fi G D(T). If T\ is an extension of T we write
T C T\. Let T : H —► H be a densely defined operator on H, i.e. D(T) is a dense
subset of H and let D(T*) be the set of all ip € H for which there is an tj G H with

(T(p,xp) = (<f>,r]) for all cp G D(T).
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For each such ip € D(T*) we define T*ip = r¡. Since D(T) is dense in H, the vector 77

is uniquely determined. T* is called the adjoint of T. If the domain of T* is dense in
H, then we can define T** = (71*)*.

For the moment let us concentrate on bounded operators on Hilbert spaces. An

operator T € /1(H) is called self-adjoint if T = T*. We have

{S + TY = 5* + T\ (aSY = aS*, {STY = T*S', T** = T.

Thus we see that £(H) can be regarded as an involutive *-algebra. Every subalgebra
of £(H) which is stable with respect to the adjoint operation is called a *-algebra.

Let P € /1(H), if P2 = P and P = P*, then P is called an orthogonal projection.
Two orthogonal projections are called mutually orthogonal if P1P2 = P2P1 = 0- We
denote by 7r(H) the set of all orthogonal projections.

An operator U from H onto H' is called unitary if (U(p, Uip)^, = {<p,ip)H for all
<p,ip E. H. A unitary operator satisfies U*U = UU* = I. Two Hilbert spaces Hi and
H2 are said to be isomorphic if there exists a unitary operator from Hi onto H2.

An operator T € £(H.H') is called compact if and only if for every bounded
sequence {</>„} C H, the sequence {T(pn} C H' has a subsequence that converges in
H'. Let us note the following facts about nonzero self-adjoint compact operators in

£(H).

(i) Every nonzero self-adjoint compact operator has at least one eigenvector <P\
which belongs to a nonzero eigenvalue A. (see [1, pp. 124-126]).

(ii) From the Rellich-Hilbert-Schmidt Theorem [78, p. 42] we have the following
spectral resolution for nonzero compact self-adjoint operators

OO

T = J2X^ (A-4)
*=1

where the P* are mutually orthogonal projections on the finite dimensional

eigenspaces H* = P*H and |A*| —► 0 as k —► 00. Moreover, one has that
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H = 0£lj Hfc0 ker(T), where ker(T) = {</> G H : T(j> — 0} is the kernel
of T. Hence, the Hilbert space H decomposes into a direct orthogonal sum

of mutually orthogonal finite dimensional subspaces. If T is one-to-one, then

ker(T) consists only of the zero element.

An operator T is called trace class if and only if tr(y/T*T) < oo. If T is trace

class and B € £(H), then TB and BT are trace class, furthermore, one has tr(TB) =

tr(BT).
An operator is called Hilbert-Schmidt if and only if tr(T*T) < oo. One can show

that if T is trace class or Hilbert-Schmidt then T is compact.

We will now discuss unbounded operators on H. An operator T on H is called

closed if the relations

lim (j)n — (j>, lim T(j>n = ip, {<?!>„} C D(T)
n—» oo n—►oo

4> e D (T) and Té = xb rj means strong

convergence and is shorthand for: For every e > 0 there exists a JV(e) such that

Vn — vW < e for all n > N(e). Closedness is a weaker condition than continuity. If T

is a continuous operator on H, then lim71—>00 4>n (j) implies that the sequence {T4>n}

converges. On the other hand if T is only closed then the convergence of the sequence

{</>„} C D(T) does not imply the convergence of the sequence {T<J)n}. Nevertheless,

if T is closed and the sequences {(pn}, {ipn} C D(T) have the same limit, then the

It is worth emphasizing

that an operator is continuous if and only if it is bounded. Therefore, unbounded

operators on H can not be continuous, however they can be closed.

If T is not closed, one can sometimes find a closed extension of T. If a closed

extension of T exists then T is called closeable, the smallest closed extension of T is

called its closure, which is denoted by T. An operator T : H —>• H' is closeable if and

only if the following holds: If {4>n} is a sequence in D(T) with limn—kx) *Vn 0 and
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{T(f>„} C H' is convergent, then lim,,-,^ T<£„ = 0. If T is closeable, then

= {(f) € H : there exists a {</)„} in D (T) with limn-^^n = <f>,
such that {T(f)n} is convergent},

= lim T(f)n for <f) € D(T).
n—>oo

There exists a simple relationship between the notions of adjoint and closure.
Let T be a densely defined operator on H. Then:

(i) T* is closed.

(ii) T is closeable, if and only if D(T*) is dense in H in which case T = T**.
(iii) If T is closeable, then (T)* = T*.

(For a proof see Ref. 87, p. 253.)
Example of a non-closeable operator: Let H =

summable sequences, i.e. H2 = {{on} :

operator

£2, the space of all absolutely square

an < oo}. Consider the following

T : D(T) -> l2
OO

P 3 {an} •-> {y^nan,0,0,...}.
TL— 1

OO

D(T) = {{an} € t2 : ^n2|on|2 < oo}
n=l

One can easily see that D(T) contains the dense subspace t2 of £2, where £20 = {{an} :

{ai,..., a„0,0,0,...}} is the space of all finite sequences, i.e. only finitely many entries
of {an} are nonzero. Hence, T is densely defined, but T is non-closeable. This can be
seen as follows. The adjoint of T is given by

T {o»i} — {cii, 2cii, 3di,..., no,\,...}

Now for {an} to be in D(T*) we must have that ||T”{an}|| = ^\/XZ^Li n2) Gl °°>
which implies that aj = 0. Therefore D(T*) consists of all elements of Í2 whose
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first entry is zero. Hence, the one dimensional subspace spanned by {1,0,0,...} is
orthogonal to D(T*), which implies that T* is not densely defined, and therefore, T
is not closeable. O

A densely defined operator T on a Hilbert space H is called symmetric if T C T*,
that is, if D(T) C D(jT*) and T<p = T*<j> for all (f> € D(T). Equivalently, T is
symmetric if and only if

(T(f),xp) = (4>, Tip) for all <f>,ip € D(T).

An operator is called self-adjoint if and only if T is symmetric and D(T) = D(T*).
Note that symmetric operators are always closeable, since D(T*) D D(T) is dense in
H. If T is a symmetric operator, then T* is an extension of T, so the smallest closed
extension T** of T has to be contained in T*. Hence, one has for symmetric operators

T CT
**

For closed symmetric operators,

And for self-adjoint operators,

The distinction between closed symmetric operators and self-adjoint operators is very

important. Only self-adjoint operators have a spectral resolution (see below) and only
self-adjoint operators may be exponentiated to give one-parameter unitary groups

which give the dynamics of a quantum system.

A symmetric operator is called essentially self-adjoint if its closure T is self-adjoint.
To show that an operator T is essentially self-adjoint it is necessary and sufficient to
show that ker(T* ± il) = {0}. In other words one has to show that the equation

T*0± = ±i(j)±
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has no solutions in H other than (j>± = 0. For self-adjoint operators one has the

following spectral decomposition [87, p. 263]:

Theorem A.2.2 (Spectral Theorem) There is a one-to-one correspondence between
self-adjoint operators T and the projection valued measures PT( •) on H. This corre¬

spondence is given by

/-foe XPT(dX),
•00

where a projection-valued-measure is a map from the Borel measurable sets of IR into
the set of all orthogonal projections 7r(H) satisfying the following conditions:(i)pT@) = o and PT{R) = I.(ii)If {Ei}i£w,, iV, = {1,2,...}, is a sequence ofmutually disjoint real Borel mea¬

surable sets, then -Pr(Utezv. Ef) = Jlieix. PT(Ei).(iii)PT(E)PT(F) = PT(E H F).

A.2.2 Direct Integrals

All Hilbert spaces in this section are separable. Let E be a locally compact sepa¬

rable space and let v be a positive measure on E. For every (j € E let there exist a
Hilbert space with inner product (•, • ),.

A vector field is a map from E to such — 3 C ^ V'c € H^.
A countable family of vector fields {V’(.)}-€iV is called a fundamental family if the

following two conditions are fulfilled:
A

(i) All functions E 3 £ •-» are immeasurable for i,j 6 iV,.

(ii) For all £ G E, the family of vectors sPans the space H^.

A vector field ^( ) is called measurable if all the functions £ *-»■ l € ÍV,,
are immeasurable. Let us note the following facts about measurable vector fields (cf.

[78, Lemma 1.6.5])

(i) The measurable vector fields form a linear subspace of n«=Hc.
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(ii) If is a measurable vector field, then ||^(.)||^ is a immeasurable function.
(iii) If ip(-) and <^( ) are immeasurable vector fields, then (ip^, (p^), is a measurable

function.

Using the Gram-Schmidt othogonalization procedure, one can construct a com¬
plete orthonormal set of vector fields, i.e., a sequence <f>1, (p2,... of measurable vector
fields such that

#

(i) If dimH^ = oo, then the set spans Hi and (</>£, (p^)^ = Sij, where ¿¿j = 1
if i = j and 6ij = 0 if i =¡¿ j.

(ii) If dimH^ — d < oo, then <p}-,...,<p* form an orthonormal basis of H^, and
= 0 for j > d.

One calls a measurable vector field </>(.) square integrable if

One calls two measurable vector fields equivalent, if they are equal zmalmost every¬
where on E.

Definition A.2.3 The space of equivalence classes of measurable square integrable
vector fields (p^ equipped with the innerproduct

is called the direct integral of the Hilbert spaces H^. We denote this space by the
symbol

Generalizing the arguments used in the proof of the Riesz-Fischer Theorem (cf. [88,
p. 59]) one can show that /_Hid^(C) is complete. Hence, f-H¿;dv(() is a Hilbert
space, which we simply denote by H.
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Examples

(i) let E = IV, and let v(n) = 1 for all n £ IV,; then every vector field is measurable
and

H = I H^dv(Q can be identified with ©HC.
*'= Cew.

Hence, for this case the direct integral reduces to the direct orthogonal sum.

(ii) If dim Hc = 1 for all (GE, then one can choose the fundamental family in such
a way that all vector fields are complex measurable functions. Hence,

H = J H\dv(Q can be identified with L2(E,dv).
One can show that H = f- H^disfá) is separable if E is separable (cf. [78, Proposition
1.6.8]).
A.2.2.1 Diagonal and Decomposable Operators

We call two function / and g equivalent if / = g i'-almost everywhere. We denote

by L°°(E, dv) the space of all equivalence classes of measurable functions / which are
bounded except possibly on a set of measure zero. Then L°°(E,dv) is a linear space,
and it becomes a normed linear space if we define

/ OC ess sup|/(C)|,

where ess sup/(C) is the infimum of sup g(Q as g ranges over all functions which are

equal to / i/-almost everywhere. Thus

ess sup/(C) = inf{A/ : i/({C : /(C) > M}) = 0}.

Let / € L°°(E, dv) and let 7^ be the identity operator on H^, then we call the operator
field

E 9 ( ^ fiOh e ¿(He)

a continuously diagonal operator in the Hilbert space H = f-H(dv(£). One can

associate with the operator field C ^ f{Oh the following bounded operator in H:

T(f)<p £ H where {T(f)<p)(C) = /(C)0< f°r aU C £ “•
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One can show that ||T(/)|| /Hoc, (cf. [78, Proposition 1.6.9]). We call an operator
0

field T(.) : 5 9 ( T( G £(H<;) measurable if all functions C *-► (^,Twhere {0’}
is a fundamental family of vector fields, are measurable. If <£(.) is a measurable vector

field and T(.) is a measurable operator field, then £ G is a measurable
• •

vector field. This can be seen as follows, since ( h-» {<!>[,is
measurable, the vector field is measurable for every i € IN,. Hence, ( i->

c iV,, since C *->■ c

measurable if <¡>^ and V'(-) are measurable.
We now introduce the concept of decomposable operators. Let T(.) be a measur¬

able operator field such that the function

\\T[.)\\ = (C ^ ll^cllc) € L°°(E,dv).

Define C = ess sup||7(.)||. For every </>(.) € H, the vector field C >-► is measurable
and one has

\\TM\i < IRIIdWIc < Cll^llt,

i'-almost everywhere. Therefore,

J \\TM}dV{a < c2f m\\iv(Q < c2u\\2.
If one denotes the vector field Q by T<p then one has T^gH and \\T<f)\\ <

C||$||. Thus T is a bounded operator on H. One calls the operator T a decomposable

operator and we shall denote it by

Every diagonal operator is a decomposable operator. We will remark below on the

relationship between these operators. One can show that, (see [78, Proposition 1.6.9]).
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Let us note the following properties of decomposable operators:

(i) f(S< + rc)<MC) = /S(Mo 4- / Tcdv(().
(ii) f aT^du{C,) = a J T^du{Q.

(iii) = {ST(d,'«)Y ■

(iv) }S(T(MO = JS(MO °STM0-
(v) If i'-almost all U,^ are unitary, then f U^dv(() is an unitary operator in H.

Hence, the decomposable operators form a *-algebra. Let A C £(H) be a *-algebra,
we denote by A' the set of those elements of £(H) that commute with all elements
of A. A' is called the commutant of A and {A')' = A" is called the bicommutant of

A. One has that A C A", and that A C B implies £>' C A'.

Definition A.2.4 A von Neumann algebra in H is a *-subalgebra A of £(H) such

that A = A".

Since A C A" implies that (A")1 C A' and since we have that A' C {A')" we

conclude that A' = {A')". Hence the commutant of every *-algebra is a von Neumann

algebra. Other examples of von Neumann algebras are £(H) and its commutant the
scalar operators Ch- There exists the following relationship between diagonal and
decomposable operators.

Theorem A.2.5 (von Neumann)

(i) The algebra V of diagonal operators is a commutative von Neumann algebra.
(ii) The commutant V of V is the von Neumann algebra TZ of decomposable oper¬

ators in H, i.e.,

V' = 11, 11'= V.

(For a proof see Ref. 78, Theorem 1.6.24)
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Let A be a von Neumann algebra, the subalgebra

Z — {X : XY — YX for every Y £ A}

is called the center of A. Note that Z = A D A!.

Definition A.2.6 A von Neumann algebra is called a factor if and only if its center

contains only the scalar operators.

Examples:

(i) The set £(H) of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H is a factor.

(ii) A von Neumann algebra A which is isomorphic to £(H') for some Hilbert space
H', is a factor. Such a factor is said to be of type I. Below we shall give another

definition of factors of type I.

(iii) If U : G 3 g Ug is an irreducible, unitary representation of a Lie group G (cf.
subsection A.5.2), then the von Neumann algebra generated by U is a factor of

type I.

(iv) If the von Neumann algebra A is a factor, then its commutant A' is also a

factor.

Definition A.2.7 A von Neumann algebra is of type I if it is isomorphic to a von

Neumann algebra B which has an abelian commutant; A = B and S' is commutative.

Definition A.2.8 Let A be a von Neumann algebra, and P a projection of A. One

says that P is minimal (relative to A) if P A 0 and every projection ofA majorized

by P is equal to 0 or to P.
*

The following Theorem gives a characterization of type I factors:

Theorem A.2.9 Let A be a factor in H. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) A is of type I.
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(ii) A! is of type 1.
(in) A possesses minimal projections.
(iv) A' possesses minimal projections.
(v) There exist Hilbert spaces H', H", and an isomorphism of H onto H' <g> H"

which transforms A into £(H') ®Cw and A' into Ch' ® £(H").
#

(For a proof see Ref. 26, Corollary 1.8.2.3.)
There are also other types of factors such as factors of type II and type III,

however we shall not be concerned with them. For very readable accounts of the clas¬

sification of von Neumann algebras we refer the interested reader to the monographs

by Emch [33] and Gaal [39].
A.3 The Nuclear Spectral Theorem

The Spectral Theorem A.2.2 for self-adjoint operators is an essential tool in many
fields of Mathematics. Nevertheless, Theorem A.2.2 does not give the most conve¬

nient form of the spectral resolution of a self-adjoint operator in quantum mechanics.
There is however a form of the spectral theorem called the Nuclear Spectral Theo¬

rem, conjectured by Dirac, which is especially convenient in quantum mechanics. The
Nuclear Spectral Theorem is the analog to the spectral decomposition of a compact
self-adjoint operator for a general self-adjoint operator defined on a nuclear-space. To
do this Theorem any justice, one would have to devote a whole chapter or even an

entire monograph to it. We refer the interested reader to the excellent monograph by
Maurin [78] which discusses the Nuclear Spectral Theorem and many of its applica¬
tions in Mathematics and Physics at length. For a more Physics oriented introduction
to the Nuclear Spectral Theorem we refer the reader to Bohm [11]. Let us introduce
some terminology and then simply state the Nuclear Spectral Theorem in a physics
minded way.
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A.3.1 Some Topological Notions

Definition A.3.1 Let X be a set. A family of subsets T of X is called a topology on

X, if the following axioms hold:

ToPl 0 G T, X G T.

Top2 Oi, 02 G T implies that 0\ n 02 G T.

Topz W C T implies that |^J W G T.
WEW

The pair (Ar, T) is called a topological space. The elements of X are called points of

the topological space. The elements of T are called open sets in (X, T).

A subset A of a topological space (X, T) is called closed if and only if its relative

complement X ~ A is open. The T-closure of a subset A of a topological space (X, T)

is the intersection of the members of the family of all closed sets containing A. We

denote the closure of A by A. Since A is the intersection of closed sets it is always

closed. Furthermore, since A is contained in every closed set containing A it is the

smallest closed set containing A. This yields an alternate definition of closedness: A

set A is closed if and only if A = A.

Let X be a set and let Tí and T> be topologies on I. If 7í C T?, then we

say 7í is a weaker topology than Tí and Tí is a stronger topology than 7í- This

terminology derives from the fact that fewer sequences converge in T> than do in 7í;

so ^-convergence is a stronger notion than 7í-convergence.

A.3.2 Nuclear Space

Let \F C H be a dense set of analytic vectors for an essentially self-adjoint, positive

definite operator A on H. For the definition of analytic vectors see subsection 3.1.

We denote by 7h the usual topology on H generated by the norm on H. The open

sets O of this topology are those sets, OcH, with the property that for all (j) G O

there exists an r > 0 such that the set {ip : \\ip — 4>\\ < r} is contained in O. The

closure of At in the 7H-topology is H.
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Let us now introduce another topology on \F which we call 70. Take the inner

product on H and define a family of inner products and norms on SI'. Let 0, 0 € ’F
then we define

= (0, (A -t- 7)p0) for p = 0,1,2,...

= (0,0)J/2-

Since A is symmetric and positive definite it is easy to see that (•, •) fulfills all the
axioms in Definition A.2.1 for an inner product, furthermore one has that

0 o 5! 0 i < 02<

We call a space with a countable number of inner products (norms) a countably inner
product (countably normed) space. We now define 70 by:

Definition A.3.2 A sequence {0n}^L1 in SL converges in the topology 70 to (f> in 'F
if, for each p,

lim ||07i - 0||p = 0.
n—»oc

If a sequence {0„} converges to 0 in the topology 70 then {0n} also converges in
the topology 7h to 0, but not vice versa. Hence, 70 is a stronger topology than Ta¬
in analogy to the case of an ordinary inner product space we call a sequence {0n} a
T^-Cauchy sequence if for every p and every e > 0 there exists an N(e,p) such that
||0m - 0n||p < e for all m,n > N{e,p).

We now complete the space \F with respect to the topology 70, i.e. we add
the limits of the 7$-Cauchy sequences to \F. We call the linear space we have so

obtained Note that 'F C $ is dense in <I> in the 70 topology. We call 3» a

countably Hilbert space. In Dirac’s terminology the elements of this space are calledV

ket vectors. Furthermore, since 70 is stronger than 7h we have that

'F C $ C H.

Therefore, $ is 7H-dense in H, since ’F is already 7n-dense in H.
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Let us consider a Lie algebra L of symmetric operators on a Hilbert space H which

have a common dense invariant domain D. Let AT,..., X¿ be an operator basis for

L such that the Nelson operator A = J2i=i essentially self-adjoint. It then
follows that AT,..., X¿ are essentially self-adjoint (cf. [82, Lemmas 5.2 & 6.2]). Since

the A*,, k = 1,..., d, are symmetric A is a positive definite operator. Furthermore,

since A is essentially self-adjoint there exists on H by Theorem 5 in Ref. 82 a unique

unitary representation U of the simply connected locally compact Lie group G which

has L as its Lie algebra such that for all X in L, U(X) = X. Now let us denote by

Ai; the dense set of analytic vectors for the representation U of G. It is shown in

Ref. 7, pp. 364-365, that the dense set Au C H of analytic vectors forms a common

dense invariant domain for the basis A1;..., Xd of L and its enveloping algebra Z (G)1.

Therefore, every element of Au is in the set of analytic vectors for A.

Let \F be the dense set of analytic vectors Av for U, then we can as outlined

above construct a countably Hilbert space <F. We now show that the elements of

the enveloping algebra £(G) are continuous with respect to 7$ and are therefore,

uniquely defined on the whole space <F. To show this it is sufficient to show that the

generators AT,..., Xd are 7$-continuous, since the sum and products of continuous

operators are continuous (see [105, pp.63-64]). Let us consider X\,..., Xd on \F.
We use Lemma 6.3 in Ref. 82: For every <j) G \F one has

(<t>, Xi(A + I)vXi(¡)) < k((f), (A + I)p+V), (A.5)

where k < oo is some constant and Xi: i = 1,..., d is one of the generators. Let {(j)n}

be a sequence converging to zero in the 7#-topology, i.e., lim^oo ||0„||p = 0 for every

p. This is equivalent to

lim (</>n, (A + I)p4>n) — 0 for every p. (A.6)
71—YOC

*

Let Xt be arbitrary, then to show that Xi is a continuous operator it is sufficient to
^or the definition pf an enveloping algebra of a Lie group G see A.4.2
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show that

lim
n—► oo

Xión 0 for every q,

i.e., that

lim (Xión, (A 4- I)qXión) = lim (ón, Xt(A + I)qXtón) = 0 for every q,
n-toc T1—+OC

(cf. [87, Theorem 1.6]). By (A.5) one has:

(Ón,Xi(A + I)qXión) < k(ón, (A + I)9+'ón) < *||<¿n||’+l,

however, by (A.6) the right hand side converges to zero as n —> oo for every q, and
therefore, the left hand side also converges to zero for every q, this establishes (A.7).
Since Xi was arbitrary this shows that all generators are continuous operators. Since
* is a T* dense linear subspace of 3» we can, using the B.L.T. Theorem (cf. [87,
Theorem 1.7]), uniquely extend the linear operators Xi, i = 1,..., d on ^ to operators
on the whole space 3>. Note that since the operators Xi, i = 1.,d are continuous
on they are defined everywhere on $, hence, domain questions do not arise.

We are now ready to give the definition of a nuclear space.

Definition A.3.3 $ is a nuclear space if and only if there exists an essentially self-

adjoint T^-continuous operator A £ £(G), whose inverse is Hilbert-Schmidt.

This definition uses a Theorem of Roberts [89, Theorem 1]. It has been shown that
the enveloping algebra £{G) of the following groups G have the property of nuclearity:

(i) G is nilpotent (cf. [57]). This is the case we are considering in chapter 4.4.2.

(ii) G is semisimple (cf. [10, Appendix B]).

Summarizing, if G is either nilpotent or semisimple, then the space we have
constructed above is a linear nuclear space on which all elements of the enveloping

algebra £(G) are continuous operators.
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A.3.3 Linear Functionals

A linear functional L on a linear space E is a linear map from E to C such that

L((f>) = (L\<t>) € C and

L(acp + bip) = aL((p) + bL{xp) for (f>, ip € S and a, b € C.

We call (• | •) a generalized inner product. A linear functional is called T$-continuous
if and only if for every c > 0 there exists an integer q and a S > 0, such that

||4> ~ ip\\q < ¿ implies |- L(ip)\ < e.

A second alternative is: if

lim \\<pn — (p\\q = 0 for all q
n—>oc

then

lim \L((pn) - L((p)\ = 0.
n—

We denote the space of all 7$-continuous linear functionals acting on $ by <E>'.
In Dirac’s terminology the elements of this space are called bra vectors. Since $CH
one finds that H' C Since H is a Hilbert space one has that H = H', this yields
the following sequence of inclusions

$ C H = H1 C

This triplet is called a Gel’fand triplet or a Rigged Hilbert space. This notion enables
one to give a precise mathematical meaning to Dirac’s bra and ket vector formalism.
The bra vectors are linear 7ii.-continuous functionals acting on the ket vectors which
are the elements of the nuclear space <$. Since <f> C 3>', there are more bra vectors

then there are ket vectors.

For every continuous operator T on $ one can define the adjoint operator T* on
& by

(T'L\4,) s (T'DM = L(T<p) = <.L\m,
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for all L € 3>', (f) e <f>. If T is a continuous operator on and L is a continuous linear
functional on then Tt is a continuous operator on <f>', i.e., one has that

T]Ln -* T^L for all Ln -> L.

For every 7$-continuous essentially self-adjoint operator T we have in correspon-
#

dence to the relation

$CH = H'C$'

between the spaces, the relation

TcT = r cTf

between the operators.

A.3.4 Generalized Eigenvectors and the Nuclear Spectral Theorem

We have now collected all the tools we need to state the Nuclear Spectral Theorem.

Definition A.3.4 We call a family of symmetric operators {Ar¿}f=1 a system of com¬

muting operators if and only if

(i) [Ar,,Xf\ = 0 for all i / j.
(ii) A = J2Í=x Xk is essentially self-adjoint.

The family of operators {Ar¿}f=1 is called a complete commuting system of operators
if and only if there exists a vector <j) € 4? such that the linear subspace

Ad> = {X<t>: X £ A = algebra generated by the family {Arj}f_j}

is dense in 4>. The vector (¡> € <f> is called, a cyclic vector for the *-algebra A.

One can show that the *-algebras generated by the two commuting systems

and {PC>)U, given in chapter 4.4.2 have cyclic vectors (cf. [11, p. 37]),
hence, {£*}*_! and {Pc^}dk=\ form two separate complete commuting systems of op¬
erators, respectively.
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Definition A.3.5 Let {Ajk}*=1 be a complete commuting system of operators on $.
A generalized eigenvector of the complete commuting system {A'/t}£=1 is a linear func¬
tional G such that

(kW) = <A'¿r(|0> = a<L(W

holds for every (f) G 3?, which may formally be written as:

-vlk = ak-

The d-tupel of numbers £ = (Ci, • • •, G) *s colled a generalized eigenvalue corresponding
to the generalized eigenvector L^ = {Q,..., Cell-

According to the next theorem there exists a complete system of generalized eigen¬
vectors.

Theorem A.3.6 (Nuclear Spectral Theorem) Let {AT}*=1 be a complete commuting
system of T^-continuous operators on the Gelfand triplet $ C H C Then there
exist generalized eigenvectors (Ci,... Q| G

(Cl> • • • ) Or (Cl) • • • > Cd I)

where C* G spec(AT) C IR, such that for every (f> G $ and some uniquely defined
measure v on E = spec(A’i) x ... x spec(A'd) one has the following spectral synthesis

4* — f ICi) • • • > Cd) (Ci’ • • • > 4>d\4>')du {^Cf).

The Nuclear Spectral Theorem can also be stated in a more general form using
the direct integral (cf. [7, p. 658]), however, we have made use of a Theorem of
von Neumann that states that for the case we are considering the direct integral is

given by L2(E,dv) and that the spectrum of the commutative von Neumann algebra
generated by the complete commuting system of operators {Xfc}f=1 is multiplicity
free (cf. [78, p. 59] and [87, Theorem VII.5]). The Nuclear Spectral Theorem gives a

mathematically precise formulation of the famous Dirac conjecture.
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A.4 Lie Groups and Lie Algebras

Before we can give the definition of Lie groups we have to define the concept of a
differentiable (complex) manifold:

Definition A.4.1 A topological space X is called Hausdorff if and only if for all x
and y in X, x ^ y, there are open sets O\ and O2 such that x € 0\, y € O2 and
0\ n 0\ 0.

Definition A.4.2 Let M be a topological space and x € M. A coordinate chart about

x of dimension d is a neighborhood U of x and a one-to-one continuous function
<t>: U G onto an open subset G of JRd. The pair (U, 4>) is called a proper coordinate
chart if and only if d> 1 : G —> U C M is continuous.

Definition A.4.3 A topological space M is called a (d-dimensional) differentiable

manifold if and only if:

(i) M is Hausdorff.
(ii) There is a collection A of coordinate charts (U,(f>), called the atlas of M, such

that

(a) For every x € M there exists a proper coordinate chart of dimension
d with x G U.

(b) If(U, 4>), (V,ip) € A with UnV 0 then the mapping ipo (¡>~l : (f>(UDV) -4
ip(U f) V) is infinitely often continuously differentiable (as a mapping be¬
tween open subsets of lRd).

(c) A is maximal with respect to conditions (a) and (b)
possible charts with these properties.

contains

If one replaces in this definition Rd by Cd and infinitely often continuously differen¬
tiable by holomorphic, one obtains the concept of a (d-dimensional) complex manifold.
In practice one usually gives a collection of proper coordinate charts (Uj,(f>j) which
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cover M, i.e., M = [J • Uj. Then there is a unique atlas determined which includes
the collection of proper coordinate charts (Uj,</)j). Note that it is possible to have
two different atlases on a topological space M, making M into a manifold in different

ways, however we shall not consider such problems here.
Having introduced the concept of a complex manifold we are now in a position

to define Lie groups.

Definition A.4.4 A Lie group is a group G which is also a complex manifold such
that the mapping G x G 3 (</], <72) *->■ Oigf 1 ^ G i5 holomorphic.

We say that a Lie group G has a topological property if the Lie group G has this
property when it is considered as a topological space. A topological space (X, T)
is called separable if and only if there exists a countable dense subset A C X. A
topological Hausdorff space (A", T) is called compact if and only if every family of
open sets, whose union covers X, contains a finite subfamily, whose union covers

X, (i.e. if every open cover of A' contains a finite subcover). The n-sphere Sn,
n = 1,2,... < 00 is a compact space. Moreover, a topological Hausdorff space (X, T)
is called locally compact if each point of X has a compact neighborhood. From this
definition one clearly sees that ever}- compact space is locally compact. The straight
line 1R is locally compact; this property follows form the Heine-Borel Theorem. Two
subsets A and B of a topological space X are called separated if and only if A D B
and A DB are both empty. A topological space X is called connected if it can not be

represented as the union of two non-empty separated subsets. A topological space X
is called simply connected if and only if every closed path in A' can be continuously
deformed in X into a point.

One can show that every Lie group G determines a Lie algebra L up to an iso¬

morphism (cf. [7, Theorem 3.3.2]).

Definition A.4.5 Let L be a finite dimensional vector space over the field K of real
or complex numbers. The vector space L is called a Lie algebra over K if there exists
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a product L x L B (A', Y) h* [A", y] 6 L on L satisfying the following axioms:

(i) a) [aX + bYt Z} = o[A', Z] + b[Y, Z] for a,b € K
b) [X, cY + dZ} = c[X, Y] + d[X, Z] for c,deK (bilinearity).

(ii) [AT, y] = -[y, X) for all X.Y e L (antisymmetry).

(iii) [X, [y, Z]] + [y, [Z, X]} + [Z, [X,Y]] = O for all X, y, Z € L (Jacobi Identity).

If K is the field of real or complex numbers, then L is called a real or complex Lie

algebra, respectively. Let A and B be two linear subspaces of L. Then [A, B] denotes
the linear subspace spanned by the elements [A’’, Y], where A' € A and Y G B. A
subspace B is called a subalgebra of L if [B,B] C B, and an ideal, if [L, B] C B.
The set C = {X e L : [AM'] = 0, for all Y € L} is called the center of L\ since
[L, C] C C the center is an ideal of L. A Lie algebra L is called abelian if [L, L] = {0},
i.e. if the center of L is all of L.

A.4.1 Nilpotent, solvable, semisimple, and simple Lie algebras and Lie groups

One can show that if B is an ideal then [B, B] is also an ideal. Since [L,L] C L
we have that L is an ideal of L. and therefore, [L,L\ is also an ideal of L that may

be smaller than L. Now let us define the following sequences of ideals

IIIe [L°, L0],..., L*+1

Jr* Jr* in= [-^o? -i'L • • • ? Lk+1 =

A Lie algebra is called solvable if Lk = {0} for some finite k, and nilpotent if L* = {0}
for some finite k. Since Lk C Lk, every nilpotent Lie algebra is solvable. However,

the converse is not true. If L is solvable then Lk = {0} for some finite k, hence,

[L*_1, Lk~l) = 0, and therefore, Lk~l is a commutative ideal of L. Or every solvable
Lie algebra contains a commutative ideal. The Lie algebra of the ax + b group is
an example of a solvable Lie algebra, since [A'i,A'2] = —iX\ implies that L2 = {0}.
However, one can easily check the Lie algebra of the ax + b group is not nilpotent.
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The familiar Heisenberg algebra [P, Q\ — il is an example of a nilpotent Lie algebra
since L2 = {0}, and one easily verifies that the Heisenberg algebra is also solvable.

A Lie group G is called is called solvable (nilpotent) if its Lie algebra is solvable

(nilpotent).
A Lie algebra is called semisimple if it contains no nonzero abelian ideal. A Lie

algebra is called simple if it does not contain any ideal other than {0} and L, and
if [L, L] {0}. Every simple Lie algebra is semisimple, however the converse does
not need to hold. The condition [L, L] {0} excludes one dimensional Lie algebras,
which would be simple but not semisimple. Semisimple Lie algebras are in some sense

the opposite to solvable Lie algebras. In fact one can show that every Lie algebra L
can be written as the semidirect sum of a maximal solvable ideal N and a semisimple

subalgebra S (cf. [7, Theorem 1.3.5]).
A Lie group is called semisimple (simple) if its Lie algebra is semisimple (simple).

Examples of Lie groups that are both simple and semisimple are given by SU(2) and
SU(3) which do not contain any proper ideals. One can show that any semisimple
Lie algebra can be written as the direct sum of simple ones (cf. [7, Theorem 1.3.6]).
A.4.2 The Enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra

Let L be the Lie algebra of a Lie group G and letXi,, X¿ be a finite dimensional
basis of L, that satisfies the following commutation relations:

d

[Jf¡. A',] = J2 <%***,
k=1

where c¿j* denote the structure constants. Then one can define the enveloping algebra
of L as follows

Definition A.4.6 The enveloping algebra S(G) of a Lie algebra L is the associative

algebra with generators X\,..., X¿ in which multiplication is defined by relations of
the form

d
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A.5 Some Basic Notions of the Theory of Group Representation

In this thesis attention is focused on square integrable unitary representations

of real, separable, locally compact, connected and simply connected Lie groups on a

separable Hilbert space.

Let G be a locally compact Lie group and let H be a separable Hilbert space. A
#

map U : G 3 g t—> Ug G £(H) is called a continuous representation if

(i) Ugi92 = UgiU92, Ue = I (identity),

(ii) for every <j> G H, the map G 3 g Ug(f) G H is continuous.

A representation is called unitary if each Ug G £(H) is a unitary operator on H, and
trivial if Ug = I for all g G G. One of the most important unitary representations of
G is the left regular representation A on H = L2{G, dg), where dg is the left invariant
measure of G. The left regular representation A : G 9 g A9 is defined by means of
left translation, i.e.

(A91¿)(0) = (t>(gilg), v<¿>gL2(G), 0i,s gG, (A.8)

Claim A.5.1 The left regular representation A of G is a continuous unitary repre¬

sentation of G on L2{G).

Proof: In our proof we follow Ref. 7, pp. 135-136. Clearly, every Ag is a linear
operator. Furthermore,

= *(& v*) = <^[(5i02)_10] = (Ailff»(0),

i.e. 5

A9lAj2

Therefore, the map (A.8) defines a representation of G in L2{G). Furthermore, since
dg is left invariant we have

{Ag<fi,Agx)= / </>(0_10i)x(0 J0i)d0i = (</>,*),
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hence, A9 is isometric, and since the range of A9 is all of L2(G), every Ag is unitary.
Strong continuity is established as follows, let x € C0(G), where C0(G) is the set of all
continuous functions with compact support on G, since every compactly supported

continuous function on a Lie group G is uniformly continuous on its support (cf. [7,

Proposition 2.2.4]), we have

sup|x(2_1pi) - x{9i)\ < 4

for g € V, where V is a neighborhood of the identity, e, of G. Moreover, since
X € C0(G) there exists a fixed compact set K 6 G , supporting x and A9x for g

sufficiently close to e, such that

where M = yjjKdgx. Now since C0(G) is dense in L2(G) there exists for each
(j) e L2(G) a x £ G0(G) such that \\(p - x||2 < e'- Hence,

\\Ag4) - (j)\\2 = ||Afl(<)i>- x) + (ASX- X) ~ (4>- x)ll2
< IIAg(<f> - x)ll2 + l|Asx - Xll2 + II<t> ~ xll2.

using the fact that the Haar measure is invariant under left translations, we find

l|Ap0 - 4>ll2 < 2c' + ||AsX - Xll2 < (2 + M)e' < e.

Hence,

||A90 - ^||2 < e for g G V.

Therefore, we conclude that G 3 g i-> A9 is continuous in e. To show that G 3 g >-> A9
is continuous in every point we have to show that

l|A9l<t> - Ag24>\\2 < e for g^gi € V.

Using again the left invariance of the Haar measure we conclude

||A9l</> - A92<6||2 = \\Ag-igi<j> - <f>\\ < e for g2lgi G V.
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Therefore, G 3 g *-> Ag is continuous in every point. Hence, A is a continuous

unitary representation of G on L2(G). □
A.5.1 Equivalence of Representations

Let U1 and U2 be two unitary representations of the same locally compact Lie

group G on the Hilbert spaces Hi and H2, respectively. Then U1 is unitarily equivalent
to U2 if there exists a unitary operator T : Hi —> H2 such that

TUg = UgT for every g G G. (A.9)

If U1 is unitarily equivalent to U2 then we write U1 = U2. A bounded operator T
from Hi to H2 is called an intertwining operator for Ul and U2 if TUg = U2T for all

g € G. The set of all intertwining operators forms a linear space, which is denoted by
^(f/1,!/2). Hence, two unitary representations f/1 and U2 are unitarily equivalent if
Tl(Ul,U2) contains a unitary operator from H¡ onto H2. Observe that for U1 = U2,
H(Ul,Ul) is the commutant of the *-algebra A(Ul) generated by the representation
G 3 g i-* Ug. Hence, 'R.{Ul,Ul) is a von Neumann algebra.
A.5.2 Irreducibility of Representations

- ■■■ ■ " —■■■—■' ■ ■ —■ 1

A subspace Hi C H is called invariant under a unitary representation g Ug if
and only if UgHi C Hi for all g e G. A unitary representation g t-> Ug of a locally
compact group is called irreducible if U has no invariant subspaces other than Hi = H
and Hi = {0}. A unitary representation, which has proper invariant subspaces is
called reducible. Let Hi be a closed subspace of H, then one calls the restriction of U

to Hi a unitary subrepresentation of U. A unitary representation is called completely
reducible if it can be expressed as a direct sum of irreducible unitary subrepresenta¬

tions. One can show that every finite-dimensional unitary representation of any Lie

group is completely reducible (cf. [7, Corollary 5.3.2]).
The following theorem is of fundamental importance in the theory of group rep¬

resentations:
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Theorem A.5.1 (Schur’s Lemma - unitary case) Let U1 and U2 be irreducible, uni¬

tary representations of a Lie group G on Hi and H2, respectively. IfTe £(HlfH2)
is such that

TUg = UgT for all g E G,

then, either T is an unitary operator from Hi onto H2 (i.e. U1 = U2), or T = 0.

(For a proof see Ref. 7, pp. 143-144.)
Hence, the set of all irreducible unitary representations of a Lie group G can be

A

partitioned into equivalence classes. We denote by G the set of all equivalence classes
of irreducible, unitary representations of a Lie group G. Schur’s Lemma implies the

following criterion of irreducibility for unitary representations:

Corollary A.5.2 For a unitary representation U of a Lie group G on a separable
Hilbert space H to be irreducible it is necessary and sufficient that the only operators
that commute with all the Ug are scalar multiples of the identity operator.

One can use Corollary A.5.2 to give a new definition of irreducibility. A unitary

representation U is called irreducible if the only operators that commute with all the

Ug are scalar multiples of the identity operator. One refers to this formulation of
irreducibility as operator irreducibility of U.

A.6 Reducible Representations

One can classify reducible unitary representations U according to the properties
of the of the center Z of the von Neumann algebra 7Z(U, U) of intertwining operators.

Let us start with the case when TZ(U, U) is a factor.

Definition A.6.1 A unitary representation U of a Lie group G is said to be a factor

representation if and only if TZ(U, U) is a factor. Representations of this type are

called primary representations.

Clearly, by Corollary A.5.2 every irreducible unitary representation is a factor repre¬
sentation.
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Proposition A.6.2 A representation U is a factor representation of type I if and
only if it is the discrete orthogonal sum of finitely or countably many equivalent irre¬
ducible representations, i.e. if U is the multiple of some irreducible representation.

(For a proof see Ref. 78, Proposition V.1.1.)
Another interesting class of unitary representations is obtained if the von Neu¬

mann Algebra 7Z(U, U) is abelian, i.e. if the center Z of 7Z(U, U) coincides with

n(u,u).

Definition A.6.3 A unitary representation U is said to be multiplicity free, if and

only if 7Z(U, U) is abelian.

Observe that if U is both a factor representation and multiplicity free, then 72.(t7, U) =

{a/}, i.e. U is irreducible by the virtue ofCorollary A.5.2. If U is completely reducible
and multiplicity free, then

OO

v-Qifi.
C=1

where all Uare mutually inequivalent and irreducible. Multiplicity free unitary rep¬

resentations can be decomposed in an essentially unique way into irreducible unitary

subrepresentations. If G is a type I group then one can decompose every unitary
representation of G in an essentially unique way into irreducible unitary subrepresen¬
tations, as the following theorem shows:

Theorem A.6.4 Let (U, H) be a unitary type I representation of a Lie group G.
Then there exists a standard Borel measure 0 and a function ñ(-) such that one has

the decomposition of the space H into a direct integral

H = [ H(MOMO. V = f C/cft(C)A>(C).
JG Jg

(For a proof see Ref. 78, Theorem V.2.8.)
For the definition of a standard Borel measure see Appendix B.3. Note that one can

show that any unitary representation can be written as a direct integral of irreducible
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representations, however only for unitary type I representations is the decomposition
essentially unique. For a discussion of this point see for example Mackey [74, pp.54-
63].



APPENDIX B
CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATION THEORY

B.l Continuous Representation

In this Appendix we confine our attention to real, locally compact, separable,
connected and simply connected Lie groups G that have irreducible, square integrable
unitary representations. Let us denote by U a fixed continuous, irreducible, square
integrable unitary representations of G on the Hilbert space H.

Let be an irreducible representation of the basis of the Lie algebra

L corresponding to G, by symmetric operators on H satisfying Hypothesis (A), see

section 3.1, then L is integrable to a unique unitary representation of G on H. Suppose
there exists a parameterization of G such that,

d

Ug{i) = ^Qexp(-z/*AY) = exp(-illXi)... expildXa)]
k=1

where l is an element of a d-dimensional parameter space Q.

We defined in chapter 4 the set of coherent states for G, corresponding to a fixed

square integrable unitary representation Ug{i) as:

7,(1) = UamKl'\, n £ T)( K]rJ'j and [|t/

where K is the unique self-adjoint, positive, semi-invariant operator with weight
A~1(g(l)) given in Theorem 4.1.2.
Claim B.1.1 The map Cj, : H —► L2(G), defined for any tp € H by:

lcnm) =M() = <»«,>« (B.i)

maps the elements of H into complex, bounded, continuous, square integrable func¬
tions.

147
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Proof: Let ip € H be arbitrary, then

hMOl = K'KO.iWI

< M, V leg,

where we have used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the third step and where M

M = WK^WUW ú That the

functions ip,¡(l) are continuous follows from the fact that the unitary representation
Ug{i) is strongly continuous, and therefore, weakly continuous. To see that the func¬
tions ^(0 are square integrable, let ip G H be arbitrary, then since 77 £ D(Kl¡2)
it follows that Kx^r\ € D(if-1/2), therefore, by Theorem 4.1.2 (i) the function

M) (Ug(i)K1/2ri,‘tp) is square integrable. Since ip € H was arbitrary it follows
that the functions ipn(l) are square integrable (cf. remark 4.1.1). □

We denote by L2(G) the space spanned by the bounded, continuous, square in¬

tegrable functions ipv(l)- The space L2(G) is clearly a subspace of L2(G), and is
therefore, an inner product space. The inner product on L2(G) is given by the re¬

striction of the inner product on L2{G) to L2 {G). We denote the inner product and
the norm on L2JG) by (•, )„ and ((•, -)n)1/2> respectively.

Claim B.1.2 The map Cv defined in (B.l) is an isometric isomorphism from the
Hilbert space H onto the inner product space L2(G).

Proof: To show that the map Cv is an isomorphism from H to L2(G) we have to show
that Cv is linear, one to one, onto, and continuous (cf. [31, II.3.17]). By definition
the map Cn is clearly a linear operator from H onto L2(G).
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To see that Cv is one to one we have to show that [Cvxp](/) = [Cv<p](l) V/ E Q
implies xp = <p. Since C^ is linear we have

[CM-m) = WU-<P) = 0 Vies. (B.2)

Since the unitary representation Ug^ is irreducible the set T = {r](l) : l E G} is a

total set in H (cf. [7, Proposition 5.4.2]). Therefore, (B.2) implies that xp = <p. Hence,
the map Cv is one to one.

We show next that the linear operator Cv from H onto L2(G) is continuous. To

show that Cv is continuous it is necessary and sufficient to show that Cv is bounded
(cf. [87, Theorem 1.6]). Let xp E H be arbitrary then

where we have used (4.3). Hence, Cv is a continuous linear operator. We therefore
conclude that Cv is an isomorphism from H onto L2(G).

We now show that C^ is isometric. Let ^£Hbe arbitrary then

(K<P]{1), [Cr,xp](l))v ((p, ??(/))(77(0. fp)dg{l) = (<P, Ip), (B.3)

where we have used (4.3) in the last step. Equation (B.3) shows that Cv is isometric.
Therefore, we conclude that C^ is an isometric isomorphism from H onto L2(G). □

Claim B.1.2 shows that the Hilbert space H is isometrically isomorphic to the

inner product space L2(G) and it follows from this that L2(G) is a Hilbert space (cf.
[105, Theorem 4.9]). We call L2{G) the continuous representation of H.
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B.2 Reproducing Kernels and Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces

A reproducing kernel is abstractly defined as follows (cf. [79, pp.42-43]):

Definition B.2.1 Let C be a topological space and R be a Hilbert space whose el¬

ements are functions from C to C, the set of complex numbers. We say that the

function K,: £ x L —> C, (/', /) /C(/'; /) is a reproducing kernel, if and only if

(i) JC(l';l) belongs to R as a function of l' for all l.
(ii) fC(l']l) has the reproducing property:

for all <fi in R, = (K(/'; l), <¡>{1% (B.4)

We say that R is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space if there is a function K. satisfying
conditions (i) and (ii), i.e. if it has a reproducing kernel.

It follows from this definition that the reproducing kernel has the following properties:

£(/;/)> 0, K{l'-l) = K^/jT7) (B.5)

|/C(/';Z)|2 < /C(/'; l') JC(l, l). (B.6)

To see that the inequality (B.5) holds we use the reproducing kernel property (B.4);
since for fixed l we have that /C(Z';Z) € R one finds

£(/;/) = <£(/';/),£(/'; l))„ = ||/C(/'; Z)||2 > 0.

From

(/C(Z"; l'), K{1"- l))v, = £(/'; l) </C(/"; l),K{f\ l'))v, = K(l; /')

and (ii) in Definition A.2.1 the second statement in (B.5) easily follows. (B.6) is
established as follows:
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where we have used the Cauchy Schwarz inequality in the third step. One can gen¬

eralize the inequality (B.5) as follows; let A„, v = 1,2,3,..., n, be arbitrary complex

numbers then
n

^ AI/A#i/C(C, 1^) > 0 ,l„ € C).
H,v=\

Using (B.4) and the linearity of the inner product we find

|/=1 /i=l

Hence, the reproducing kernel is a positive definite function.

Claim B.2.1 A reproducing kernel Hilbert space can never have more than one re¬

producing kernel.

Proof: In our proof we follow Ref. 79, p. 43, suppose there exists another function
1C(l']l) which has the reproducing property (B.4), then

\\K(V\t)-K!(/';/)||2 = (K-K',K-K!),,
= </C,/C — 1C'),, - (1C', K - 1C'),,
= 1C(1,1)- /C'(/;/)-£(/;/) + £'(/;/)

0,

since both kernels are ‘reproducing’. □

We now show that the function KM'\l) defined in chapters 2 and 4 as

K„(í';¡) = <r)(0, *)(()>,

is a reproducing kernel. Repeating the proof of claim B.1.1 word by word, substituting

Kf,(l'\l) = (ri(l'),T)(/)) with l arbitrary but fixed for ipn(l) everywhere, we see that
lCr,(l'-, l) is a continuous, bounded, square integrable function of l1. Therefore, IC^l1; l)
belongs to L^(G) as a function of /' for all l. From (4.6) we see that the function
£,,(!';/) satisfies the reproducing property. Hence, Kv(l'-,l) is a reproducing kernel
and therefore, by Definition B.2.1, L*(G), which is a Hilbert space of continuous

functions, is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space.
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Claim B.2.2 If is the reproducing kernel of a proper closed subspace R' of a
Hilbert space H, then

<¿'(1) = <£(/'; l),Hl'))i;

is the projection of (p € H onto R'.

Proof: In our Proof we follow Ref. 79, pp. 47-48, by the Projection Theorem, see

Ref. 87, Theorem II.3, every element of H can be written uniquely as

m = w)+x(o.

where,

<j>' € R', and (<p\ x)r = 0 f°r $ £ R'

Since £(/';/) belongs to R' as a function of we have

<£(!';/), *(/')>*, = 0,

and hence, we see that

<K(i'; (»((')),. = <K(I'; l)A'(l')+ X(0>r

= /(!)■ D

Since, Kv(l'-,l) is the reproducing kernel of the proper closed subspace Z^(G) of
L2(G) it is the kernel of a projection operator from L2(G) onto L2(G).

B.3 Proof that Equation (4.22) is Well Defined

All measures considered in this section are positive and a-finite. A measure v on

X is called a-finite if there is a sequence of measurable sets in the a-algebra
B such that

00

x = \Jxn
n=1

and v(Xn) < oo. The Lebesgue measure dx on (—00,00) is an example of a a-finite
measure.
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Definition B.3.1 A measure v on G is a standard Borel measure if there exists a
A

_____

Borel set S such that v(S) = 0, and the subspace G — S is a standard Borel space (it
is isomorphic with a Borel subset of some complete metric space).

A

By Corollary 5.1 in Ref. 30 there exists a standard Borel measure v on G, a

^-measurable decomposition of the type I part of the left regular rep¬

resentation of G, and a measurable field nonzero> positive, self-adjoint

operators such that is a semi-invariant operator of weight A(p-1) in for v-
A*

almost all £ € G such that

(i) For a G P¡[D(G)] the operator K^2U^(a)K^2 is trace class.
(ii) For a,(3 G P¡[D(G)], one has

<5c(a**/?)= i tr[tfc1/2[/C(a* */3)K¡/2]dv(0■ (B.7)JG

Claim B.3.2 The equation (B.7) is well defined.

Proof. Suppose there exists another standard Borel measure v' and measurable fields

(U£, and with the same properties as above, then by Theorem 5.2 in
A

Ref. 30 the measures v and v' are equivalent, and one has, for imalmost all £ G G

= (s® V<K<V"’ (a8)
where is for all C € G an operator intertwining U$ and i.e. V(TJ£ = U'^V^ and

^

Vr is bounded forall ( G G . Therefore, using (B.8) one can write
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where the fourth equality holds by ít(AB) = tr(Z?j4), for A trace class and B bounded
and the last equality holds by Theorem 32.B in Ref. 51, since v and v' are equivalent
and a-finite. Hence, we have shown that

J tr[K'\,2W{a**P)K'\/2]di/(Q = J^K^U^a' * P)K¡/2]du(0,
for any two decompositions of the type I part of the left regular representation of G.
Therefore, equation (B.7) is well defined. □



APPENDIX C
EXACT LATTICE CALCULATIONS

In this Appendix we present the exact lattice calculation of the representation

independent propagator for the affine group for the following two Hamilton operators:

to nxltx,) = &xi,

(ii) H(X,,X2) = ±X?+u>X2.

C.l The Free Particle

Our first example is that of the Hamiltonian T-L(pk,x) = (pk)2/2m. Here p is

restricted to be positive and the variables k, x are unrestricted. Let pj = (j)j+i +Pj)/2,

Apj = pj+i - pj, qj = (qJ+\ + qj)/2, and Aqj = qJ+\ — qj, then the representation
independent propagator for the affine group becomes:

•0+1/2

N N

x
dkj+i/2dxj+i/2

j=i 3=0

lim
N—>oo

(27T)
N

exp < i¡X
3=0

€(Pj 3+1/2) + /cj+1/2(^Apj + PjAqj)2m

m

^(qjApj+PjAqj)2 -I- -^{qjApj+PjAqj)
m

2epj 2epj
APj

xn n
3=1 3=0
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+
m .

2^2 [qAPj+pAqj )
APj

N N

ndPjn
dk¿ dx.

3=i 3=0

j+l/2UXj+l/2

(2tt)2

Now for all j we let kj+1/2 = kJ+i/2 + ^¡(qjApj + PjAqj) and carrying out the
integrations over £,+1/2 we find:

xj+1/2

As a next step we carry out the integrations over the Xj+1/2 and find:

lim
N-+OO

2nm\
k )

(N+1)/2 N

exp < i
3=0

m / . Apj _
2t \+

N

X rr J-s <
271P3 \ P3

N

II dP3 dqj
3=1

( m \(N+1)/2lim ——

tv-kx) \27Ti€/ I-I
N

exp < 1
3=0 L

m

Ye Aqj + %Apj
Pj

Making use of the identity

and carrying out the integrations over the Pj successively we find:
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K(p",q",t"-p',q',t')

W ~ ” > ft.
/ m \(N+l)/2 /•■•/ exp

N
771

i^'vSqi+x ~
L j=0

TV

n dqi
j j=i

This last integral can be straightforwardly evaluated using the following definite in¬
tegral:

OC

— 00

— exp[—a(x — u)2] J— exp[—b(u — y)*]du
ab

7r(o -I- b)
exp

ab

a + b (x-v)

(C.l)

for 5?e(a) > 0, 5?e(6) > 0 extended to 9?e(a) 0 9?e(6) as an improper integral.

This identity is easily proved by completing the square in the exponential. Using
(C.l) the integral over q\ is given by

/ m

27TÜ
exp

im

Y (Q: 0i) 2 exp
im

Y (q 0o) d0i

m

27ri(2e)
exp

im !\2

2(2i) <92 - 9')

where we have included two of the (?n/27rie)1/2 factors and have identified 90 with

q'. The effect of the «^-integration is to change t to 2e, both in the exponential and
in the square root, and to replace the exponentials by a single exponential which
depends only on <72 — q'- The 91-dependence has been integrated out. Proceeding in
this manner carrying out all the 9-integrations we find as our final result:

K{p",q" ,q',t') 6(p" ^ ft. v
771

2ni{N + l)e
exp

im t\2

[2(7V + l)e
(q" - q')

m

27rz(í" — V)
- 6 (p" - p') exp

im i\2

2(i" - V)rM'-q')

where we have made use of the following identities qn+i = q" and (t" — t') = (N + l)e.

Hence, our final result is given by

K(p", 0", t"\p', q\ t')
m

2-niT—6(p" - p) exp
im

2f
i\2(■q" - q')

where T = t" — t!. Observe that this result agrees with the usual result for the free

particle except that here p is restricted to be positive, i.e. p > 0.
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C.2 The Hamilton Operator 'H(Xi,X2) = + uX2

Let us now consider the Hamiltonian 7i{pk,x) = (pk)7/2m + ux. With the

notations of the previous section, the representation independent propagator for the
affine group takes the following form:

K(p",q",t"-,p',q',t')= limA ->oo

N

exp < 2 kj+l,2{qjXpj + pjAqj)
j—o

Xj+1/2~Z
Apj {pjkj+1/2)
Pj 2m €U)Xj+i/2

TV N

ndPjn
j=i J=0

dkj+i/2dxj+i/2
M2

lim
N—yocI-I

TV

exp < 2
j=o
m

eiPj j+1/2) fcj+1/2(9jApj + PjAq3)2m

m

=2 (9jAPj + PjAq3) + —2 (Q]APj + ftAg,-)2epj
Apj

Zj+1/2 1 1-

2ePj

lim
TV—>00/•/

N

exp 2

Pj

TV Ar

n dPjdvn
j=0

dkj+1/2dxj+1/2
(2tt)2

j=0
2m

m
2

fy+1/2 - -^(^Apj+pjA^)

m
+^2(^APj+PlA9j) -^+1/22epj

APj
Pi

+ eo;

TV TV

x n dpj dq3n
i—1 J—0

dkj+i/2dxJ+i/2
(2tt)2

Just as in the case of the previous section integration over fcj+1/2 yields:

= lim
TV—>00xj+l/2

Next we carry out the integrations over the Zj+1/2 and find:
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N N

dpjdqj
j=o j=i

* +f) - (x -
j=O

Now using the identity

J 6(ax — by)6(ay - bz)dy = S(a2x — b2z),
and carrying out the Pj-integrations we find:

lim S
TV—► OO

x lim
N—►OO

where T = t" — t'.
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The final path-integral we have to solve is a Lagrangian path integral for a

quadratic Lagrangian. This final Lagrangian path integral can be done using ex¬
tremal techniques which are exact in the case of a quadratic Lagrangian, see Ref. 95.
The action for this Lagrangian path integral is given by

1d = ~^fo W “ uqfdt
variation of which yields the equation of motion

which has the general solution

q(t) = A sinh(o;í) -I- B cosh(u;i).

Imposing the boundary conditions q{0) = q' and q(T) = q" yields:

qit)
i

sinh^T) {q' sinh[u;(T — f)] + g"sinh(o;i)} (C.2)

Therefore, using (C.2) one finds the evaluated classical action to be

Sd
mu n\2 , / /\2i i / _rr\ r> mLJ U U/\2 i J\2

2sinh(u;T) {[(?") + (q') ]cosh(^T) - 2q"q'} 2 [(<?") tin

So that our final result for the representation independent propagator with this La¬

grangian becomes

K(p",q",t";p',q\t')
2nmu>

zsinh(u;T)
6 {euT/2 p" - e-“T'2

x exp
imu

{[(q")2 + (q,y}cosh(uJT)-2q"q'}/\2

2sinh(u;T)

imu n\2m (??]) ■
(C.3)
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